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•Margie's  Heart-broken Grandmother Says:
'EVERYONE HAS BEEN SO NICE'




JACKSON, Miss. — Mississippi's
only outspoken Negro newspa-
per publisher is confined to Whit-
field Mental hospital here as a re•
suit of a lunacy affidavit filed by
his foster father.
Arrington High. 45, editor and
publisher of the sensational
EAGLE EYE newspaper, a single
sheet which did not pull its punch-
es even in attacking the governor
of the state, is being held for
mental observation by state medi-
cal authorities.
His foster father, S. L. High.
who adopted the man when he was
eight years old, said that "he had
no grievance against hint, but had
dithe mental observation for his
NI/general well-being.
LIFE THREATENED
Informed sources told a Tn.
State Defender reporter that fu-
neral director High said he was
called last Friday by Attorney V. '
Stricker, jr., of Jackson to sign
an affidavit granting permission
to examine the publisher
High further stated that because
of some highly inflammatory ac-
counts against certain people of
note in the Eagle Eye, plus lack
of ethical common sense in re-
lation to the community and to
the cause of journalism, there
were many protests made and
threats against his foster son's
life
Before his present commitment
at Whitfield Arrington High was
formerly in a St. Louis mental in-
stitution for observation.
The single sheet has been pub-
lished at Jackson for several
askyears.
W High, divorced from his wife, has
four children.
He attended Tuskegee Institute,
Piney Woods Sthool, and Alcorn
college. His high school diploma
Is from a Canton, Miss. institu-
tion.





Goal: 400.000 signatures to re-
tain Mallory Air Force Base.
That's the aim of Veterans Bene-
Ofit, Inc., and the group plans to is-sue that appeal in a rally on
Saturday. Oct. 26, at 8 p.m.. at
Mt. Olive Cathedral.
The signatures are to be affix.
ed to a letter which will be sent
to Senator Estes Kefauver, Sena-
tor Albert Gore, Governor Frank
Clement, Representative Clifford
Davis and Representative B. Car-
roll Reece citing reasons why clos-
ing the base would be inadvisable.
The organization urges citizen
interested M retaining the depot
to attend the mass rally and co-
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Students Take Lead
APPLIED CIVICS — Is !ism),
bellied in the pose of Mrs. A.
McEwen Williams (left) and
student election officials during
last week's Student Council
elections among Booker T.
Washington High School's ap-
proximately 2.400 students. The
students used Authentic voting
machines obtained front the
Shelby County Election Com•
mission to do their balloting by
classes, and participate in a
"mammoth lesson in Civics."
Hate Literature
Fires On League
Hate literature, false propaganda directed toward
turning the tide of public opinion against certain organiza-
tions, is nothing new to the Southland, especially groups
dedicated to the welfare and advancement of Negroes.
Latest target of the vitious pendulum of hate is the
National Urban League and many
of its branches supported partial- put "Negro" in lower case, dis-
ly or fully by Chest-funds through- torts Urban League policy and
cut the nation, purpose, attempts to paint it as
In nearby Little Rock the Great- an anti-white organization, and
er Little Rock Urban League pull- in many instances makes state-
ed out of the city's United Fund ments which directly connect the
drive. Reason: pressure from seg- purposes of the Urban League and
regationists who refused to sup- the NAACP.
port any of the organizations The pamphlet is being distri-
benefited as long as the Negro buted by the National Citizens
league received funds. Protective Association of St, Lou-
DISTORTS PURPOSE is.
In recent weeks, pamphlets i ANTI-WHITE LABEL
At the outset, its sub-topic reads:
"68 Chest-Funds Support Anti-
White Urban League."
The Urban League of Memphis
states in one of its public rela-
tions pamphlets that the League
functions through an interracial
Board of Directors. These lead-
ers initiate organization policy;
therefore, that the group is
against whites is evidently mis-
leading and false.
which are presumably being cir-
culated in the more than 50 cities
where chest-funds help support
the Urban League have been dis-
tributed in the Memphis area.
(Memphis is one of the cities.)
Entitled "Where Does Your
Money Go? the leaflet which
pointedly capitalizes • "white" and
Right Great Wrong To
• Negroes, White Asks
Editor's Note: Mrs. Mary Ruth Trask, formerly
of New Orleans, now living in Paramount, Calif., is a
Southern white woman who says she feels heavily
the weight of segregation. Several weeks ago, she
made an appeal for the end of bias to leaders of fra-
ternal organizations. This week she sends an open-let-
ter to the members of the Supreme Court of the U. S.
and other fraternal organizations.
honor able Sirs:
Some of you, no doubt, are
members of some organization,
other than your church, civic or
social clubs. This is my plea to
all organizations as Elks, Eagles,
Lions, and Masonic Lodges, let's
take the heart and soul of Malice
out of politics.
What if we should gain the
world and lose America?
Let us let Christ's command,
"Love one another" rule insfead
of selfish will rule our great na-
tion. Let's right a great wrong.
Vet us all go out for freedom
\ and brotherly love, and in doing
so we will have proved to our na-
tion. and all nations, We practice
what we preach.
, To chapters Of the Eastern Star,
Masons and Daughters. of Job:
I am the widow of a Mason,
Clifford Carleton Trask; the
daughter of a Mason, Louis B.
Penton; the step-daughter of a
Mason and Shriner, Zeno H. Ben-
sel. and I pray you good people
will open your hearts and lead the
way for justice and equality for
our good and true Negro people.
Ills our belief that there is one
God, the Father of all men. Love
of man is next to love of Gpd,
man's first duty.
Please heed my pies.
The Masons of the North should
lead us in this effort, the west
and South would follow.
Let us right a great wrimt.
— Mrs. Mary Ruth Trask
Generally, the Urban League is
a social work agency whose pro-
gram is based upon the American
principle of helping man help him-
self.
With a professional and spe-
cific method, the league seeks to
find facts and base its actions on
She HATE Page 2
Feared Change;
Man Ends All
A man's fear of change last
week provoked him to suicide.
Clarence Stanley Acklen of 1433
Humber, a former resident in one
of the city's "changing area's",
killed himself, police said, because
of his preoccupation about having
to sell the home he had occupied
for 35 years.
Reason for having to sell: he
was acquiring Negro neighbors.
The man, recuperating from a
previous nervous breakdown be-
cause of the same situation, end-
ed his worries with a 20 guage
shotgun. Ile was 57.
A rug salesman at Goldsmiths,
he survived by his wife, 'two
sons, his father, five brothers and
one sister.
Trap Set For I
NAACP Gets
1.. R. Groups
An ordinance passed last week
by Little Rock's City Council aim-
ed at the local NAACP chapter
has bammeranged.
Tl.e new law requires "certain
organizations" to make public
names of their officers and mem-
bers along with financial and *oth-
er information; however, groups
pinpointed to disclose this inform-
ation were to be chosen by city
officials.
Attorney General Bruce Bennett,
originator of the idea that city
govei Relents pass the laws to
curb NAACP's activities, was au-
thor of the bill.
MANN MOVES
The measure, clearly aimed at
the NAACP, was adopted by the
Council in the absence of Mayor
Woodrow Wilson Marts. Acting
Mayor Franklin Loy introduced the
ordinance which passed without
a single dissenting vote.
But upen the Mayor's return, the ALL BUT
carefully made plans of the Coun• 
brothers missing tot, Margiecil backfired.
Net Benton, look up beseech-
ingly at their grandmother,
Mrs. alordie Fletcher, of Coe.
dove, es baffled as authorities
A Price 1 5 c
Family Of Missing Tot
Mayor Mann returned to the
city and examined the newly-pass-
ed ordinance. Then he promptly
removed the signature of Loy and
placed his own on the bill.
ALL INCLUDED
The "certain organizations" the
Mayor directed to submit the
names of their members, officers,
financial status, and other data?
l'he following segregationists'
groups:
Capital City Council (white;)
Central High Mothers club (lead-
ing wbite organization in fight to
close down integrated Central high
school;) and Freedom Fund or-
of
ONE Sister and about disappearance of little
sister. They are, left to right.
Willie James, 12, Willard
Kenny, 11. Howard. 9, Ruby
Jean, 6, Mrs. Fletcher (in doon
way) and Jelin ice, B. The
older youngsters attend Mt.
Pisgah School, and have been
living whilst be Fletchers since
Sept.
Sees Need, Will Fill It
Mrs. Josephine Childress
Memphis back in July of this
thing about it. In August the
tember the second; now her
Lindsey saw a great need in urer and founder,
year, and decided to do some- mr to rs. Leirnadiseye,arwshohaemkadaes htihse•
first move was made; in Sep- city's 
several
trained and qualified
goal is clearly in sight. Negro obstetrical nurse, said they
The need Mrs. Lindsey recognized was for a nursing
home in the area for Negroes.
There are 23 operating homes forganization (a group which was
whites; none for Negro blind,
old, er bed-ridden patients.
She discussed the idea with her
husband, Rev. W. L. Lindsey, pas-
tor and organizer (1949) of Christ-
ian Union church, 743 Marble. He
rallied to the idea.
BOARD NAMED
In August they purChased a
, home, she was informed that she
founded to raise money to free
agitators arrested for Sept. 23 vio-
lence which erupted around t h e
school.)
In line with the rest, the N.
A.A.C.P. also received the order.
Offers Reward
In Bomb Attempt vertmed firnatmo ea 11%7 ssein ga thome ,E. 1121-.
EASTON, Md. — (ANP) — The Crump blvd., across from Martin
Easton-Star Democrat, local white stadium.
daily, posted a $500 reward here
Thursday for information lead-
ing to the arrest and conviction
of those persons figuring in the
recent attempted bombing of the
home of a Negro whose two sons
are attending a former all-white
school.
The paper announced the re-
ward in a front page ad.
When she set about getting a
permit to solicit funds to modern-
ize and redecorate the house to
suit the demands of a nursing
home, she was informe that she
would need a charter.
So on Sept. 16, a Board of Di.
rectors was formed and Atty. J.




Memphis, the Mid-South, and the nation have been
treated to a needed heart-warming spectacle in the last
few days.
It was the widespread search for the missing two-
year-old Negro child who disappeared from the farm home
of her grandparents early last week. From the moment
Sheriff Ed Reeves' office was notified of the child's dis-
appearance, every available facility was set in motion to
find her.
Sheriff's deputies combea the area. White and Ne-
gro neighbors joined the search. More than two-score
sailors from the giant Millington Naval base voluntarily
aided in the search. They combed the area adjacent to
the child's home thoroughly, going over well-nigh every
foot of ground in field and woods.
The child had not been found over the week-end.
However, the day-after-day search for her, the ease with
which differences of race were forgotten, the general
shift to humaneness, the evident concern and personal in-
terest of Sheriff Reeves and his deputies, open the doors
of hearts which warm to the light of understanding anil
greater Christian tolerance.
The sheriff, the sailors, the neighbors and others




Rev. Lindsey will be the home's
president and chairman of board
of directors; Walter Childress,
III, vice-president; Mrs. G.. L.
Goodman, second vice president;




Lt. George W. Lee, Republican
leader, will be among speakers
who will pay tribute to Tri-State
Defender Editor L. Alex Wilson
Saturday night, Oct. 26 at Mt.
Olive Cathedral,
Lt. Lee will also make an ap-
peal for the retention of Mallory
Air Force base, according to pro-
gram chairman, Atty. J. F. Estes.
Atty. Estes says that the pro-
gram is especially designed as
a testimonial for the editor, but
will serve the duo-purpose of ap-
peal for keeping the base operated.
Other labor leaders who will ap-
pear include Harold Jamison; Hen-
ry White, field regiresentative for
National AFL-CIO; Clifton Satter-
field, representing veterans; Mrs.
Bertha L, Estes, president of the
11th district Women's Auxiliary of
American Legion; George L. Hol-




Wise motorists interested in
avoiding a similar occurence of
last year's Christmas holiday
rush on automobile inspections
are heeding Inspection Manager
Henry Hanson's appeal to have
their cars inspected immediate-
ly.
Inspections are now running
15,000 behind schedule, and the
manager forecasts a hectic holi-
day if motorists continue at their
present pace.
have already been inspected by
the city and are awaiting state in-
spection. Also needed is the
charter from Nashville, which is
pending.
To be known as Lindsey Nurs-
ing Home, Inc., Mrs. Lindsey ex:
presses the hope that they can
be operating by January, 1958.
NEEDS ARE GREAT
"But there is quite a lot to do.
For one thing, the kitchen needs
to be completely finished before
anyone is moved in, Patients need
and will get here, special care
and we must have the facilities
here to do it with," she said.
"A sprinkler system (fire sys-
tem) is especially necessary be-
cause ws have a frame building
here. A bid of $5,878 for the sprink-
ler unit his been made which
carpentry, masonry, plastering
and painting that must accom-
pany it," the practical nurse con-
tinued.





BULLETIN: Latest word from
Sheriff Ed Reeves as the Tri-State
Defender went to press was that his
men and volunteers "will stay
right with the search for the child
until something clears." Margie
Net Benton has been missing from
her grandparents' Cordova farm




Chubby Margie Net Benton sat
In the modest kitchen of her grand-
parent's farm home in Cordova
Tuesday morning, contentedly
munching a pear and talking "ba-
by talk."
Her grandmother, Mrs. MmHg
Fletcher, who was keeping her
temporarily was in the adjoining
room sewing a garment for the
child when she missed her voice
from among her four brothers and
sister who were *la her in the
kitchen.
keeping her temporarily, was in
the adjoining room serving a
garment for the child when the
missed her voice from among her
four brothers and sister who were
with her in the kitchen.
Swiftly, the woman quizzed the
Other children about where the
two-year-old child was, they did
not know. She must have gone
See SHERIFF Page 2
ESTRANGED PARENTS, of
missing tot, Mr. and Mrs. Ho-
ward Benton, who live in De-
troit. are separated. Their
daughter, Margie Net, was one
of six children living temper.
arily with Mrs. Benton's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Flet-
cher. Said Sheriff Reeves of
the missing two-year-old tot,




It's as certain as the four seasons — this integration
in the South.
That, in effect, is what an outstanding Southern his-
torian said here last week.
Digging deep into history for the conclusion that
"segregationists are fighting a
losing battle," Dr. Bell Irvin Wi-
ley, author and Emory university
history professor, cited for his
Goodwyn Institute audience simi-
lar attitudes of Southerners
throughout the annals of history.
''It was the same with the
Southerners 100 years ago. They
refused to roll with the punch
when offered gradual emancipa-
tiqn. 'Never!' they shouted," Dr.
Wiley pointed out.
'INVADED LAND'
Speaking on "The Invaded
Land," the South of Reconstruc-
tion Days, he noted that hostile
attitudes were prevalent in the
South after the Civil War.
A husband and wife sla sh ss
"There was physical violence
(and) incidents of hidden assail-
ants. But as the occupation went
along, relations improved. Feder-
al soldiers began to see more ot
Southern girls. Sme Southern
men and women even turned In-
former for the Northern soldiers,"
he said.
The lecturer alluded briefly te
the Little Rock situation before
turning back to the period of the
Civil War. He commended Ike's
latest action in the crisis and de-
nounced Faubus.
"Fatihus was wrong in ide ac-
tion. He used his troops first to























































Sat., Oct. 26, 107
WELCOME HOME, "GATE.
MOUTH" is what Memphis told
Rev. Dwight "Gatemouth"
Moore last Friday night at
Elks Lodge, 401 Beale. Noted
Memphlans paid homage to
the blues-singer turned minist-
er during the Homecoming
party. Rev. Moore, forced by
whites to leave Birmingham
after interviewing Judge Aaron
on his radio show, came to
Memphis several week ago. He
has been retained by the Elks
to head a mamoth member.
raising campaign. Among
those ministers and friends
attending were, seated, left to
right: Prof. Maurice Hulbert,
Rev. Moore, and Rev. W. C.
Fields. Standing in rear: Rev.
R. Campbell of Chicago. C. B.
Johnson, and Rev. Genie
Moore.
Sheriff
(Continued From Page I)
outside in the backyard, they sur-
mised.
CALLED HER
Mrs. Fletcher began calling:
the children blended their voices
in the call for Margie; Mr. Fletch-
er was in town.
Alarmed, some of the neighbors
joined the call for the baby. They
combed the surrounding area. The
searchers increased.
After an exhaustive hunt by
family members and neighbors,
they 'returned home.
Laying outside the back door
was the half-eaten pear the child,
had been nibbling.
THOROUGH SEARCH
At press time, Margie had not
been seen since.
The search for the child has been
thorough since her mysterious
disappearance. Negro and white
volunteers, the Civil Air Patrol,
the Red Cross, Millington sailors,
sheriffs deputies, and Safety
Council have roamed the area east
of the Shelby County Penal Farm
in search of her.
Said Sheriff Ed Reeves: "This
thing has just got me baffled."
Said her grandmother, Mrs.'
Pletcher: Someone must have
taken her."
'CAN'T EAT'
What has the family been suf-
interrupted their rou-
ferhig since the fateful Oct. 15?
How has it 
N
tine? What constantly runs thru
the minds of the youngsters, 12,
11, 9, 8 and 6 about the little
sister they called so "lovable?"
Mr. Fletcher, who had been
keeping Margie since Oct. 12, ap-
peared tired Saturday, the fifth
day of the search.
"I just don't feel like eating,
and sleep is out of the question,"
she said.
"But everyone has been so nice,
it has helped a lot."
Sturdy Ruby Jean, 6, summed
up the children reaction: "If we
could just find Margie Net, we'd
be all right."
SEARCH CONTINUES
Her disappearance was report-
ed to Sheriff Ed Reeves' office
at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday after Mr.
Fletcher's return from town. She
was wearing a red and black
dress, brown sweater and blue
house shoes.
Her father, Howard Benton,
came down ,Saturday from De-
troit, but could not stay. Mrs. Ev-
elyn Ruth Benton, mother of the
missing child, had not appeared
at press time. The Bentons are
separated. Margie's mother is the
only child of the Fletcher,.
Although authorities have ex-
pressed doubt about finding her
alive unless someone took her
from the house, the search con-
eed
(Continued From Page 1)
"There are so many old people
now with nowhere to go, that we
felt he need for such a move. We
will take bedridden patients, old
people, blind people. Our purpose
is to prolong life. With good care
and good food, it will make many
of them live loneer," Mrs. Lied-
sey said.
The group Is soliciting single
beds, bedside tables, dressers,
linen, kitchen utensils and any
donations from private organiza-
tions and individuals to help init-
iate this project.
Particularly well-planned for
such an operation, a tour of the
facilities revealed seven medium-
sized rooms which will be used fur
patients, hallways, a room which
will be converted Into a living
room and space for a chapel.
The state limits them to nine
patients at the outset ,but the lot
in the back Is large enough for
"at least 10 more rooms," esti-
mated Rev. Lindsey.
"This is not a denominational
affair," Mrs. Lindsey pointed out.
"Our Board of Directors will
choose the nine most needy peo-
ple who make application, then
we will try to help as many more
as possible as we expand. As it
grows, I'm sure we'll be able to
expel-el. I want it to go on. I
day
"IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER BOURBON
...BUY IT"
We, and wo al,.; .ialce every drop of Ancient Age. 
What's more. Ancient Age is made in one
place only, at t ;t illery in Frankfort, Kentucky, in 
the heart ,,f the great bourbon country.
We use nothing out original and genuine Ancient Age 
bourbon. That's why, the distinctive
taste and bouquet of this superb bourbon is always 
the same.., bottle after bottle. That's why
Ancient Age is the largest selling six year old Kentuck
y Straight Bourbon in America!





To Be A waded
EVANSTON, Ill. — The most In-
tensive talent hunt in America's
history began Tuesday, Oct. 22,
with the testing of 300,000 senior
students in 14,000 high schools.
The examination, called t h e
'Scholarship Qualifying Test,"
was the first hurdle in the 1958 Na-
tional Merit Scholarship Program.
More than $4 million ip Merit
Scholarships, including those grant-
ed by some 70 business and in-
dustrial companies, was at stake.
Tuesday's test was a high level
college aptitude-type examina-
tion, designed to measure the dif-
ferences among students of high
verbal and quantitative ability,
and to predict their chances of
success in college. Administration
began at 9 a. m, and last for
two hours.
Hate
(Continued From Page 1)
factual information. Its general
aim is to forge ahead in improv-
ing the employment lot of the Ne-
gro population.
ACCUSED OF WILD PARTIES
Their work in the area, aside
from race relations, includes in-
dustrial relations, job and voca-
tional guidance programs and
health housing and the general
welfare. '
The leaflet denouncing the Ur-
ban League states that the body
holds "wild interracial orgies."
Point in reference is Beaux Arts
Balls held in various cities only
to assist in underwriting the or-
ganization expenses, one of the
supplementary methods used by
many leagues.
A high Urban League official
stated last week in regard to one
part of the leaflet's accusation
which ties the NAACP and Urban
League as having one and the
same goal that "no intelligent Ne-
gro looks on the two organizations
as having the same functions.
NAACP IS PRESSURE GROUP
The NAACP is definitely a pres-
sure grolip working for betterment
of the overall lot of Negroes by
litigation in the courts.
The Urban League is a research
organization and seeks through
persuasion and cooperation to cre-
ate better working conditions for
Negroes.
Said the pamphlet of Lester B.
Granger: He is a mulatto.
Mr. Granger, executive secre-
tary of the Natonal Urban League,
has a deep-brown complexion.
Lee
(Continued From Page 1)
loway, Jr.; James T. Walker; C.
A. Kincaide, Mrs. Rosa brown
Bracey; Miss Willa McWilliams;
Dr. R. Q. Venson and Rev. E. C.
Tippett,
The Little Rock Story," the
editor's own account of his en-
counter by a mob in Little Rock
will be told by Mr. Wilson. He
will relive for the audience mo-
ments of the ''terrifying" walk
he made Sept, 23.
The Lincoln League will be in
the lobby, Atty. Estes said, to
take signatures of citizens to be
sent to Tenn. congressmen asking
that they use their influence to
prevent closing of depot next year.
don't went it to fizzle out even
after my lifetime."
Donateens or furniture may be
sent to the home, 497 E. Crump.
Mrs. Lindsey may be reached at
JA. 6-1900.
Words of the Wise
We appreciate no pleasure
nor privileges unless we are
occasionally deprived of them.
—(Dodd)
The 7,500 seniors with the high-
eat scores in the test will enter
the Semi-finals of the Merit Pro-
gram, where further selection will
take place. The Semifinalists will
be identified in early December,
and the actual winners of Merit
Scholarships, expected to exceed
800, will be announced about May
1, 1058.
The nationwide competition is
conducted by the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation of Evans-
ton, Ill., on behalf of companies,
foundations, professional societies,
and even individuals who spon-
sor the awards.
Merit Scholarships are named
after the companies and other pri-
vate groups that provide them, the
largest sponsor being the Sears-
Roebuck Foundation, which awards
100 of these scholarships annual-
y at a total investment of $500,000.
The sponsoring organizations in-
clude such nationally known 'lam-
es as International Business Ma-
chines, National Distillers a n d
Chemical Corporation, F. W. Wool-
worth co., Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co., McGraw-Hill, B. F. Goodrich,
Time Inc., Gulf Oil- and many
th jeorsn.h
M. Stalnaker president of
NMSC, in congratulating the high
school principals responsible for
the enormous turnout for Tues-
day's test, pointed out the ever-
ircreasing need for identifying and
helping able young people.
"Events of recent weeks on the
International scene have simply re-
accented the importance of identi-
fying and educating our brightest
people. The snowballing demands
for able and highly trained experts
in all phases of our society, and
the need to seek them out, leads
us, inevitably, to our schools.
Here, under development, are the
scientists engineers, and teachers
who will determine what the fu-
ture will be."
A Merit Scholarship provides its
winner with the funds he needs
to attend the college of his choice
for four years. Family resources,
summer earnings of the student,
and college costs are all consider
ed in determining the amount that
accompanies each award. The
grants to Merit Scholars vary
from a minimum honorary award
of $100 a yeor for the four college
years to over $2,000 a year in case
of great need. The average stu-
dent's stipend is about $650 a
year.
Each Merit Scholar selects the
accredited college he prefers to
attend. Since tuition does not cover
the actual cost of educating a stu-
dent, each Merit scholarship in-
cludes an educational supplement
for the college to help it defray
Its costs in educating the Merit
Scholar.
The National Merit Scholarship
Program was begun in 1955, based
on grants of $20 million for the
Ford Foundation arid $500 thou-
sand from the Carnegie Corpora-
tion of New York. The program's
nationwide search for students of
high potential makes it possible
for companies to devote their schol-
arship funds entirely to able stu-
dents and colleges and avoid the
overhead costs of holding separate
competitions. About 1,400 Merit
Scholars selected in the 1956 and
1957 programs are now in college.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11001111111111
BELIEVE IT OR NOT!
LESS DEATHS IN '75;
TWICE AS MANY CARS
A National safety Council
official predicted that 100,000e
000 motor vehicles will jam
American highways in 1975 —
more than half again as many
as today.
Paul Jones made tbe fore-
cast at the 45th National
Safety Congress in Chicago.
He also said that cars will
travel a little faster in 1975.
but added:
"Believe it or not, the traf-
fic toll will be smaller than
it is now."
iiIIIIIliIIiiiIIIliIIIIIilIIIIllIIIiIIIIIlIii;I;IIlIIIIjIIIIIIlIlJI III
Top Citizens On YWCA
ice-Breaker' Forum
CA will celebrate its annual Aut. be Ted Rust, Director of Mem
The Vance Avenue Branch Yler. Participating on the forum will
umn Ice-Breaker Sunday, Oct. 27, phis Academy of Art; Miss Hattie
at 4 p.m., at the branch, 541 Vance Brittenum, music instructor at Li
ave. coln School; Miss Harry Mae Si
As in the past, the program will mon, principal of Magnolia school
be geared toward encouraging Dr. Juanita Williamson, instruct-
members and their friends to par- or LeMoyne college; and L. Alex
ticipate in the variety of activities Wilson, Editor of Tri-State Defen-
offered at the YWCA. The chair- der.
man. Mrs. Winnie Lou Hill an Vocal selections will be given by
flounces that the program will be the Live Y'ers club of the YWCA
a forum entitled, "The YWCA branch. The Hospitality club will
Opens the Door For Understand- serve refreshments following t h e
ing In — Art, Music, Modern program.
School Program, Civic Responsie The public is invited; there is




554 SCOTT PH GL 2-9463
WORKING AT IT — Board of
Directors of proposed Lidnsey
Nursing Home, Inc. map Wet.
egy as they turn wheels they
hope will have operating mov-
ing by Jan., 1958. The nursing
home will be first of its kind
for Negroes in Memphis. There
are 23 homes for whites. Board
High Court
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — Vir-
gil D. Hawkins, who bas been
fighting for the past eight years
for an opportunity to enroll in the
professional and graduate school
of the University of Florida, must





306 Poplet et Lessaintrilekv
Phone JA 143411
members are left to right:
Mrs. Josephine Childress Lind.
sey, secretary-treasurer and
(Minder of Home, Walter Child.
ress, Ill, first-vice president;
Mrs. G. L. Goodman, second
vice-president, and Rev. W. L.
Lindsey, board chairman and
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Yes, they've get 'ern.
A down eggs fresh-from-the-farm, a
beautiful cut of roast beef, a pound of
davor-packed, roaster fresh coffee,
NATIONAL', got 'em all ... and at
those low, low everyday prices that
give you a pleaaant surprise when yoe
go past the check-out counter. Because
value is the keystone of NATIONAL',
fabulous growth as "food headquar-
ters" for hungry folks. Nowhere elm
does your food dollar get you so
much.., nowhere else can you buy
staples, pleats, dairy products,
fresh fruits and vegetables,
everything the family eats at
Mempnis, I enn.
Orsenvenien! LoralioViselOtry-Out Service.
,es so low that they are almost
unbelievable. Follow the example of
that pert young housewife pictured
below..,follow her to her friendly
neighberhood NATIONAL Food
Store ... and then follow her to the
bank where she depceite the difference
in the r—ily savings exeunt!
Everyday Low Prices... Extra Values
•••••O•
(Problem of Christian Freedom ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
Scripture—I Coristhlses 8; 9:19-27; to.
By Alfred J. Beeethee TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3





Gifts of food offered to idols were
later sold in the markets. Paul ad--
vises the Corinthians not to eat such
mat, not because It was evil, but be-




No temptation cornea to a man but is
common to all, Paul wrote the Cori*.
thians. But God is faithful and will
not tempt one more than he is able
to resist, but will show how to with-
stand it.
Y1 Ad
Paul reminds the Corinthians that al-
though their forefathers had pledged
themselves to follow Moses, their di-
vinely appointed leader, they dis-
pleased God by worshiping Idols and
-"Cr
"Whatsoever ye do, do to the glory
of God," admonishes Paul, but let




20-0; Nears SW Title
By JOHN HOWARD
The Miley College Wildcats con-
tinued a threat in the strong
Southwest Athletic Conference
title race here Saturday night with
a crushing defeat of the AM&N
College Lions, 20-0.
Wiley's passing ace, Floyd Igle-
hart, along 'with backs Edgar Wil-
liams and Willie Hall darted and
passed through the Lion's defense
for the three touchdowns in the
second and fourth quarter.
The first Wiley mark came in
the first five minutes of the second
quarter as the climax to a pass-
mg and ground drive that began
late in the first quarter. Wiley's
trio, Hall, Iglehart and Williams,
moved the ball from Wiley's 39
to the Lions 10 in four plays. I
Then Williams smashed over front
the three. Iglehart kicked through
the uprights for the extra. .
Hall Scores Second
The second touchdown came
seconds later from the Wildcats
29. Iglehart connected two long
passes with ends Robert Thomas
and William Sims to move the
ball to the Lion's 30. On three
downs Iglehart, Hall and Horace
Ingram moved to the 6. From this
point, Hall scored the second touch-
down. Again Iglehart's kick was
good and Long's crew led 14-0.
Late in the fourth quarter, Hall
and Iglehart pushed the ball from
the Wildcats' 32 to the forty in-
side State territory. Then Igle-
hart hit Hall with a short pass
and Hall raced down the sidelines
to the one yard line. On the next
play. Hall scored around end. The
kick was wild.
The Lions wasted a Pair of
scoring opportunities in the first
and third quarters, having one
pass intercepted in the end zone
and another bounce off the finger
tips of Lamar Stewart it the two.
Stewart, Shelby C u m 111 n g s,
'Jerry Edwards and Sam Jones'
work was tops for the Lions,
while Herman Ellison and Arthur
Jamison did a fine job for the
I Wildcats.
The victory gave Fred Long's
crew their second game in the
Southwest, and the Lions stand
one victory and one defeat
The Lions met Southern Uni-
versity at Scottlandville. Louisi-
ana Saturday arid Wiley College
will play Grambling College, Octo-
ber 21 in a nonconference affair.
Cotton Change .
Birmingham—Mechanization of
cotton ginning, spinning and weav-
ing began in the United States in
the 1880's.
Words of the Wise
Believe me, every man has
his secret sorrows, which the
world knows not; and often
times we call a man cold when
he Is only aad. —(Longfellow)
(WED TO VOTE — Some
MO. Booker T. Washington
High School students formed
class queues to vote for their
Council officers last week.
•
They used voting machines oh.
Rained from the Shelby County
Election Commission to carry
out their ballotting, for almost
a score of officers to serve'
mixes with anything...
DARK EYES VODKA
100 PROOF oisrILLE0 FROM I"GRA I N NEUTRAL
SPIRITS • PRODUCT OF U S A • CLEAR SPRING
Di:STILLING CO Ammon of JAMES B. SIAM DISTILLING
CO. CLERMONT. KENTUCKY.
TOUGALOO GOES EAST —
The choir of Tougaloo Southern
Christian College lett on an es.
tensive eastern tour Oct. IL
The trip will find the 17 song-
sters in Holyoke, Mass., Ply-
mouth, Mass., Providence,
R. 1.. and Scarsdale, N. Y.
11 ii
The group will attend t Ii o
Brown university football game
Saturday afternoon, Oct. 26 and
will begin the return trip to
Alabama Monday, Oct. 20.
Mrs. R. Turner (front at right)
is directress.
Says Arsonist Set 4 Fires
GLOUCESTER. Mass. — (INS),
— A 32-year-old man has alleged-I
ly admitted to police that he ig the
firebug who set fire to four water-
front buildings causing moo()
in damages.
George M. Hardy, a handyman.
was charged by Gloocester po-
lice with setting fire to the Haw-
thirne Inn, where he was em-
ployed, and three other buildings
over a period of three months.
THE GREATEST SALE In
AUTOMOBILE HISTORY
Because of Our Great Acceptance of the
1957 DESOTO
and to Stay In. First Place Nationally,
We Just Purchased from the Chrysler Factory A Complete
Stock of 57 DESOTOS
The Gars were Bought at Special Discounts and the Savings
will be Passed On To You.










"OPEN EVENINGS TILL MIDNIGHT"
309 UNION JA 3-1381
"NATION'S LARGEST DESOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALER"
SATISFYING CUSTOMERS FOR OVER 47 YEARS
during the l977.38 school term.
Mrs. A, MeEwen Williams,
faculty advisor for the Coun-
cil, supervised the voting along




Chicago. Dead In Florida
The Associated l'ress yesterday confirmed a story
appearing in a Chi paper Monday that Memphis Slim and
his House Rockers were all drowned when their car plung-
ed into a canal near Naples, Fla.
But Memphis Slim and his House Rockers are filling
an engagement at the Disc Joc-
key lounge at 63rd and Cottage.
Peter Chapman, of 7105 Ebel'.
hart, who is known as Memphis






Get last reliefl A-200 kills
Crabs. Lice, and their eggs
—in minutes?
Easy to use—like a sham-
poo. Not a greasy ointment.
Won't irritate your skin—
won't stain your clothes.
Washes right out.
Go to the drug store and
buy A-200 today
11-200 SETTER —be MUSSON
nationally as the House Rockers
told the Defender Tuesday.
"tin very much alive."
Only explanation offered by the
Chicago Memphis Slink is that the
band which drowned in rlorida
must have been imposters.
But this confusion has necessi-
tated Chicago's Memphis Shin gO.
ing on a one-man crusade to con-
vince the public that he is still
alive,
After convincing the local ttali
boss that he's still around, Al
Disc Jockey Lounge employ,"
and the local newspapers, Slims..
turned home to aid his wiaitall
wife who said Tuesday, "ad
phone has been ringing constada
since A o'clock last night."
-
i LAST CHANCE! LAST SECTION!
Dr. J. E. Walker Homes S-D
GI - Only $1 vuu rim Closing Cost
FHA - 221 For Displaced due to "
Express Way & Clearance - Only
$20000 Closing
FHA $25000 Plus Closing
SCHOOLS — 1,110j: LOTS — 3 BEDROOMS
CONCRETE DRIVES — SIDEWALKS —
CITY UTILITIES
DIRKTIONS: Highway 61 S. (S. 3rd) to Mitchell Rd.
Turn Right Going 4 Blocks to S-D
DON'T BE TOO LATE
Building Improvements Inc.




6:30 A.M. - 9 P.M. 226 BROOKS ROAD
No Blue Laws in Effect Here
Special Prices on Weekends
SUNDAYS




















































"THE SOUTH'S FINEST ICE CREAM"
4 TRI-STATE
Sot., Oct. 26, 1957
Methodist Leaders Ask
End Of Negro District
mously called for here recently, by,
ministerial and lay leaders of the
denomination.
The occasion was one of the 24
regional hearings on the jurisdic-
tional system in the denomination.
The hearings are being conducted
by the 70-member commission ap-
pointed at the Methodist General
Conference in 1956, to "make a
thorough study of our jurisdictional
system, with special reference to
its philosophy, its effectiveness,
Its weaknesses, and its relation-
ship to the future of the Methodist
Church.''
BALTIMORE, Md.—Abolition of declared that the Cen
tral Jurisdic- by comprise it, on some gee-
the Central (Negro) Jurisdiction of [lion 
"haa serve its purpose." He graphical pattern similar to those
The Methodist church was unani- l reco
mmended that this unit be which comprise the other five jur-
isdictions now constituted; lel such
white et:inferences as might wish
to do so become a part of these
new jurisdictions.
In this plan. he said. no -man,
church, nor conferene will he plac-
ed in a jurisdiction against his
or its will, or where he or it is'
not wanted.
The Rev. Mr. Rideout, an oppon-
ent of the entire jurisdictional sys-
tem in the church since its in-
ception in 1935 and the beginning
of its structure in 1939, proposed




hearings in the Central Jurisdic-
tion are all from the other five jur-
tion are all from the other five jur
sidictions of the church. It is head-
ed by Charles C. Partin, interna-
tionally known corporation lawyer
of New York City, and a promi-
Bent Methodist layman.
The panels are fact finding
groups which assemble informa-
tion to report to the general com-
mission, which will in turn make
Its first quardrennial report to the
General Conference in MO, which
is scheuled to meet in Denver.
Colo.
The following persons made
Statements before the Baltimore
panel.
• The Rev, James D. Foy, pastor
of Asbury church, Washington; the
Rev. Kelly L. Jackson. superinten-
dent of the Washington District,
Washington Conference: the •Rev.I
Charles L. Carrington, pastor of
Brooks Memorial church, Jamai-
ca, N. Y.; Clarence Mitchell, head
of the Washington bureau of the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People. and
a trustee of Sharp Street church,
Baltimore: his wife, Atty. Juanita'
Jackson Mitchell, the Rev. Edward'
McGowan, pastor of Mount Zion'
church, Washington.
Also Mrs. Grace Plater, St.
Johns church, Oronge, N.- J.; Mrs.
Hester King of Beltsville, Md.;
the Rev. Kenneth P. Barnes, pas
tor of Roberts Memorial church,
Alexandria, Va.; Bernard Ander-
son and the Rev. Clarence Davis
of the Asbury church, Broadneck,
Md.; the Rev. Daniel L. Ridout, ad-
ministrative secretary of the Bal-
timore Area, who was out of the
city and whose statement was
read by the Rev. Frank L. Wil-
liams, pastor of Metropolitan
church, Baltimore, where the hear-
ings were held.
Also, the Rev. Donald Ford, stu-
dent at Howard university, Wash-
ington, an official of the National 
Shipbuilding
Conference f Methodist Youth,
who spoke for that organization; 
LONDON — (INS) — Japan,
the Rev. Levi B. Miller, Jr., execu-
which was the world's leading
tive secretary of the Washington
shipbuilder in 1956, launched ves-
Conference Board of Christian Ed-
sels totalling 1,725,000 tons gross
ucation; the Rev. Joseph F. Has-
during the first nine months ol
kins of Laurel, Md.: and the Rev. 1957•
Lloyd's register of shipbuilding
showed the United Kingdom was
second in launchings with 953.000
tons and West Germany third
abolished and -that the churches
which comprise it be included in
the existing geographical jurisdic-
tions of the church. He gave as lila
two fold reason, the following;
REASONS GIVEN
1. The church can make a strong-
er witness in these days of rapid
social change, and (2). that the
administration of a Pedal jurisdic-
tion is impossible in relation to our
Methodist way of life.
The Rev. Jackson proposed
dissolution of the Central Jurisdic-
tion and the education of two new
jurisdictions including the 17 Negro
annual conferences which piesent•
COMMANDER Epiphanios Ka•
lafatis of Greece steps from
Navy Transport bringing 33
NATO chaplains to San Fran-
cisco bay area for three-day
visit. Commander Kalafatis,
a Greek orthodox, is chief of
Richard H. Johnson and lioroce N.
McLilly of Ebenezer church, Wash-
ington.
Japan Leads In
. The Rev. Mr. Miller's statement with 872,000 t
ons.
"Yea. though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death. I
will fear no evil. FOR THOU ART
WITH ME," So says the Psalmist.
And so said one of my students
a few months ago. We sat in the
campus cafeteria and he was to
go back home to preach that fol-
lowing Sunday. lie asked inc to
give him a topic that might be
fittip for the occasion. At that
particular moment the outstanding
Al Hibbler was singing "You Nev-
er Walk Alone." Out of my fool-
ish moments I told him to preach,
"You Never Walk Alone." He in
turn asked me where will I find
a suitable scripture' I told him
hurriedly the 23rd Psalm. Yea.
though I walk through the valley
and the shadow of death I will
fear no evil FOR THOU ART
WITH ME. We went on to discuss
the every presence of God and in
the interchange of ideas we had a
brought us out of what started off •
with mere foolishness.
• Finally the day for the sermon
delivery came and I went up tor
the locale with the young man. He•
looked out in the congregation and ,
saw his teachers of yesteryears
and reached over and whisperedl
In my ear. "If i have never done !
anything worthwhile I must no it'
nOw, people from everywhere are.
here." Finally he was introduced'
and he got up and delivered one
of the greatest sermons that I have
ever heard." You Never Walk
Alone." This sermon made a last-
ing impression upon me, To see a [
young man who had expressed
such confidence in me in gettingi
him ready for such a big day in'
his life end then to see him rise
to such heights made me feel very
good
4100DNESS SPREADS
r But the goodness did not stop
I there, it went on. The sermon was
b0 practical that it affected ail
of his hearers. Every time I think
of him or he writes to tire one
thing stands out above everything
else, "YOU'LL NEVER WALK
ALONE." There are times in ihc
lives of all of us humans when
it seems that all is nothing but
darkness and despair and life has
nothing to offer hut it is at this
moment that we get a new glimpse
of God and see that he cares for
each of us.
In light of this why should peo-
ple try to take things in their
hands and try to solve their own
[ 
problems? Why should we try to
make our way out of the wileer-
nesses we sometimes find ourselv-
, es? Is not God sufficient for all
of our cares?
The Psalmist said yes, thotieh I
walk within the shadow of death
God is there with Ole. What a con•
snlation that should be to all of us,
rise Theologians say that God is
omnipresent — that is, lie is every•
where so this being trim al that
we have to do on any occasion is
to stop where we are and ask God
for guidance in all walks of our
lives. Through His direction we can
find ourselves out of every ordeai
we find ourselves. Oh yes, I fully
realize that human nature will
make us feal that at times we
can rise up to every occasion bum
many times we find out that life
is not so designed. Sometimes we
need someone Biaper than You or
I whn must enter into the picture
and give hie no meaning and new
value. Whatever status man finds
himself he must he in such a po -
pition that he can look up and there
see God ever watching hini •
chaplains in Royal Hellenic
Nary. He is followed by Rear
Admiral Edward B. Harp,
USN, chief of chaplains in
U. S. Navy. They had attended
NATO Chaplains conference in
Quantico, Va. INP.
WOMEN ON PARADE —Jack-
son-Memphis Annual Confer.
ence Missionary Society was in
session last week at Mt. °lire
Cathedral CME church as
part of the Annual Conference
of the CME church. A panel
discussion Thursday night fea•
tured these ladies, seated left
to right: Mrs. J. Earl Hooks,
Mrs. Priscilla Howard, profes-
sor of Religion at Lane Col-
lege, and Mrs. Winnie Lou
Hill, department of Christian
Education of the CME church
and Memphis teacher. The
topic: Fellowship Responsibili-
ty through United Churches.
Mrs. V. U. Robinson is Con-
ference president; Mrs. Marie
Penn, vice president and chair-
man of program committee ;
Mrs. E. W. F. Harris, ores.
ident of Woman's Missionary
Council. Bishop J. A. Hamlett
is the presiding bishop of the
first Episiopal District to
which the society belongs.
VERSE A DAY
By WILLIAM HENRY !TUFF 
Women In Spotlight At
[1111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111011111111111111ii
MY UPWARD MARCII
I bought my pencils, slates
and books
By splitting kindling wood
to sell.
No time had I to pump for
looks,
I tried to learn each lesson
well.
I had to paddle my canoe,
Which never was an easy job,
And it was all that I could do







Nov. 10, Women's Day ,nounced later.
,at First Baptist church, Lauder-1 Mrs. Myrtle J. Fisher heads
dale will climax the women's the publicity committee;
Sisterhood Month which opened
Oct. 13, 
H. C. Nabrit is pastor.
General chairman, Mrs. Effie ,
Franklin and co-chairman, Mrs.1
Bessie Burton report that the •
women of the church are plan-
ning special sessions for the day
I with a reception imanediately
following the 3 pin, services.
The speaker for the 11 a nr,
worship program will be an-
• -
Rev.
Words of the Wise
He who says, what is mine
Is yours and what is yours is
mine, is a saint. He who says,
what is yours is mine and what
Is mine is mine, is a wicked
man. —(Babylonian Talmud)
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Harvest Day will be observed!
at the Bethlehem Baptist church,
Sunday. One of the church's own
products. Mrs. Pearl Gardner,
will speak. The amirble church
worker will deliver her address
at 3 p. m. Mrs. Gladys Isom will
be mistress of ceremonies Chair-
man of the Day is B. H. Holman.
The proceeds from the celebra-
tion will benefit the Baptist Train-I
ing Union and Sunday school. [
During the morning worship
hour, Rev. C. H. White will pre-
side. The combined choirs of the
church will furnish the music.
Rev. J. R. Bibbs is the minis-
ter.
The Jackson-Memphis confer-
ence which has just ended a six
day meeting here, announced the
following Pastoral appointments
and delegates to the next meet-
ing.
Appointments in the Memphis
District were: Rev. H. C. Bunton,
Mt. Olive Cathedral; Rev, L. A.
Story, Martin Temple; Rev. J. F.
L. Love, Harris Memorial; Rev.
P. A. Hamilton, St, James; Rev,
H. V. Johnson, Zion; Rev, N. C.
Trent, Pillow Street; Rev. 1'. C.
Smith, Prospect and Jones; Rev.
L. A. Slaughter, Rev, R. E. Bol-
den, Washington Chapel; Rev. • N.
E. Brooks Hebrew and Dixon and
Rev. L. 51, Hollowell, Johnson.
Delegates who were elected to
next year's conference in Detroit
are Rev. N. T. Walker of Mem-
phis, Rev, M, H. Burnett of Hum-
bolt, Tenn., Rev. C. A. Rirkendoll
of Jackson, Tenn. and A. N. Wil-
lis of Memphis. The delegates
were elected on the first ballot.
Those delegates who were elect-
ed on the second ballot are Rey.
H. C. Walker of the Jackson-Oak-
land District, Rev, Henry C. Bun-
ton of. Mt. Olive Catheral, Rev,
R. E. King of Jackson, Mrs. Vi-
vian U. Robinson of Memphis and
Prof. L. R. Cunningham 01 Jack-
man.
Mrs. Ruby Donoho of Memphis,
Mrs. Lola Bryant of Jackson and
Mrs. Nelda Williams of Jackson
were elected on the third ballot.
Approximately 1,200 people at-
tended the conference which was
held at the Mt. Olive Catheral.
Bishop J. Arthur Hamlett presid-
ed over the CME conference.
SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
Bringing the Harvest Day
message at the Summerfield Bap.
list church, Sunday, will be- Rev.
W. T. Grafton, Rev. Grafton, who
is the pastor of Springdale Bap-
tist church, has prepapred an es- r
penally interesting sermon for the
occasion.
To introduce him, the congre-
gation has chosen the beloved pas'
tor of Thomas Chapel of Raleigh,
The Springdale and Thomas Cha-
pel Choirs will render music
Charles Z. Williams is chairman
of the observation.
Other services will be regular.
Rev. Leon Brookins is the min-
ister.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
From Kansas City. Mo., came
Sunday's speaker for morning
services at Collins Chapel CME
church. He was Rev. J. G. Collins.
Rev. Collins' message was indeed
a stirring one.




107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, 
N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Bodges, Cops, Gowns, Banners, Hymnal Books, Gospel So
ng Books
Church Supplies
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DESCRI
PTIVE FOLDER
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
(INS) — Dr. Francois Du \roller,
a 48 year old physician elected
president on Sept. 22, was sw(-rn ;
in, yesterday as Haiti's new chief
executive at the white marble na-
tional palace.
DuValier succeeds Major Gener
at Antonio Kebreau, head of the
military junta ruling the countrY1
since July 13. lie is the seventh
head of the state installed in the
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A gift of a lifetime. Modern blond oak chest with self-
lifting tray. Pressure-tested for aroma tightness. 3-4-in,
thick red cedar interior. (Only one of our many styles
priced up from 49.50).
LAST WEEK TO ENTER THE BIG STAR
HAVANA-NASSAU VACATION CONTEST
Yes Madame,
I am sure Dad and the small
-
fry would appreciate a r
eal
down to earth meal after all the
quickies meals during the world
series. Put Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour and Jack Sprat
white cream meal first on your
grocery list. There is really
very little you can make with-
out them.
POTATO PIE FELLING
1-3 C. light brown sugar






1 C. cooked potatoes
1 c; light cream
1 egg slight beaten
1i's tablespoons butter
Mix together sugar, flour,
salt and spices; add potatoes,
cream, egg, and butter; stir un-
til smooth. Pour into deep 7
inch pie pan lined with pie
crust made with Jack Sprat en-
riched wheat flour. Bake in
oven 450 degrees F. for 15 min-
utes then reduce heat to 325
degrees F. and bake about 25
minutes. Nuts, raisins, chopped
pineapple slices or shredded
coconut are delicious additions
to this pie Filling.
PASTRY
2-3 C. Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
1-3 teaspoon salt
1-4 cup shorteni ng
3 tablespoons ice water
Sift flour with salt, work in
shortening with fork. When mix-
ture is about the size of peas
stir in gradually the ice water,
roll dough into a round ball on
floured board 1 inch larger than
7 inch pan and about 1-8 inch
thick. Trim if necessary. Fit in
pan prick bottom, fold extra
dough under and make fancy
krinkle edge by pinching with
fingers, Fattening but so good.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter JANA C. PORTER
WIN A DREAM VACATION
Here's How To Enter This Wonderful Big Star Contest:
On entry blanks, you'll find at all Big Star and Pure Oil Sta
tions,
complete the sentence: "I like to shop at Big Star because
 
Use as many or as few words as you wish—then deposit y
our entry
in the FREE VACATION BOX. You can enter as m
any times 34
you wish. All entries will be judged by the THOS 
ORGANIZATION
of New York. Contest closes October 26.
You sail on the luxurious S. S. YARMOUTH C
ASTLE....your
round trip is a complete package of pleasure—stateroom 
accommoda-
tions. Vacation may be taken in November or December or any time
next year. Contest closes Oct. 26.
Each us-inner will receive 200 gallons of Pure gasoline for the
round trip to Miami. Get your entry blank at Big Star today or at
any Pure Oil Station Enter as many times as you wish.
GALA PERFORMANCE BY THESE YOUTHFUL STARS ON THE BIG STAR TALENT SHOW
"or
THESE SPLENDID "Stars of Tomorrow" performed 
admirably
before the microphones of 30.000 Watts WDIA as the reg
ular week-
ly Rig Star Food Stores' Talent Show was carried on the a
irlines
to the far Mid South, Big Star is truly glad to give youth of this
entire area the opportunity to show this huge weekly audience
what it can do. Audition try .outs for Big Star Shows are held reg-
ularly at %MIA's main studio. If you would like to see whether or
not sour act ran he concluded on a future show you are cordially
Invited to contact WDIA. Croups are given special welcome. You
may wish to have your church choir presented on this popular
Big Star Talent Show "which is now in its FOURTH YEAR on
WDIA." Pictured above are I. • R: Dorothy Kinarh, Clyde Ester
Joinor, Peggy Exum Markhum, Stansbury, James Branch, Ulysses


































































































































Members of the La Bonne
Foi's Social club are making
big plans for their "Come Back
Masquerade." a Halloween
em n dame to be held Friday
dance, October 31, at the Fla-
mingo room. The group prom•
!sea that "masked members in
their black and orange have a
treat for you." Starting time
Is 9 p. m. Caught in the midst
of preparations, members are
seated, left to right: Mesdames
Sarah Gray, Mary Self, Laura
Kelly, Frankle Kelly, Annie
Mae Grace and Leola Mitch-
ell. Standing in rear same or-
der: Mesdames Denise Ro-
chelle Hawkins, Mildred Kaut-
man, and Johnnie Edwards.
Not shown is Mrs. Marie




JACKSON, Bliss. — The occasion, back, carried it over
D.
Extra Point-Try Failed
In the second period Spriggs got
away again and went all of the
way, Both attemps for extra points
failed, so the half ended 12-0 in
favor of Jackson.
Spriggs and Andrews of Jackson
scored touchdowns and both tries
Was the opening day of the State
Pair. The fair opened with a pa-
rade up Capital at., led by bands
of Jackson, Alcorn, and Mississippi
Vocational. Other bands were the
two high school binds' of the city,
Lanier and Hill, and 'Hatelhurst
and Utica Institute.
After the parade pageantry, the
center of interest was the big game
between Jackson State and Alcorn 
A & M.
In the first period, after Jack..
son's kick to Alcorn and Alcorn'a
return to the 32-yard line, a see.
saw affair begun until Jackson's
left half Maxwell Springs inter-
rupted with one of his famous





WASHINGTON — (INS) — Rep.
Brooks Hays (D) Ark., expressed
optimism after a White House
conference yesterday over pros-
pects for an early withdrawal of
federal troops from Little Rock,
The Congressman, whose dis-
trict includes the Arkansas capi-
tal, held another - in a series of
talks with chief Presidential As-
sistant Sherman Adams, an old
friend.
Hays. said conditions in Little
Rock are being "rapidly stabiliz-
ed," but declined to say flatly
that local authorities are ready to
take over responsibility for :insur-
ing peaceful school integration.
lie dropped in for another con-
ference with Adams on the sit-
tiation before returning to Little
Rock on Wednesday.
Hays will report on his meeting
with Adams to a committee of 25 ,
Little Rock business and civic
leaders which is attempting to




UNION, Mo. — (INS — A Frank-
lin county coroner's jury has rul--
ed that a 28-year-old Gary (Ind.)
steel worker shot and killed his
wife and her male companion near
Pacific, Mo., last Friday and then
committed suicide with the mur-
der weapon, a high powered deer
rifle.
Testimony at the inquest in Un-
ion Monday indicated that the
slain couple — Mrs. Virginii$-Ca--
therine Daugherty, 24, and Wil-
liam M. Lingle. 24, of East Pe-
oria. Ill. — had been living to-
gether for a short time.
The coroner, Dr. Herbert Stein-
beck, said the pair stayed first
with a friend in Pacific. and then
lived in a converted school bus at ;
Catawissa, about five Miles south
of Pacific.
It was further disclosed at the
inquest that the other member oi
the "triangle" Mrs Daugherty's
husband, John V. Daugherty. had
inquired about the whereabuots of
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for points were good.
In the fourth period, McNeil and
Cooley scored touchdowns and a-
gain both tries for points were
good.
Briefly, that's the gist of Jack-





Glitter and glamour was all a
sparkle during half-time activities
with a theme of "Around the
World In Ten Formations."
In a brief trip around the world,
the Jackson band went to Spain
and across the globe to far-off
China
The big 65-piece band was the
feature of the half-time activites.
TR! STATE DEFENDER 5'Sot., Oct 26, 1957
Red Moon, Little
Rock,illowTolLS.
NEW YORK — (INS) — Clare
I Boothe Luce said events. in Little
Rock and the launching of the So-
viet satellite are fundamental chal-
lenges "to America's pretensions
to leadership of the West."
Speaking at the Alfred K. Smith'
Memorial foundation dinner in
New York, the former Ambassa-
dor to Italy said:
"Taken together these t w
events have tended to destroy the
Image America has sought to pro-
ject o herself in the eyes of the
world. 
"This was the image of a na.
lion . . . whieh wishes to be
thought materially superior be-
cause it is morally superior: and
merely superior because it is mai
terially superior."
DEFEAT TO VICTORY
Mrs. Luce said the U. S. could
restore that image and turn these
avoiding partisan political recrimi-
nations, utilizing fully our skills
and resources, and resolving to
get on "with overtaking Russia
like a United people. She added:
'"This resolve can only be born
of an utter devotion to freedom,'
I devotion which envisages sacri
fire for all American citizens."
Mrs. Luce asked that all Ameri-
cans who support racial segrega-
tion "lift their eyes as high as
the Sputnik," adding:
"For that moon raises the real
question: the question all Ameri-
cans must soon answer. •
"The question is not whether
Central High will be peacefully in-
tegrated, but whether it) — and
every Central High in America —
will be violently disintegrated —
disintegrated by the warheads of
which Sputnik itself is merely the
Pioneer."
SMUT 'RASPBERRY'
Mrs. Luce termed the beep of
the Soviet satellite "an intercon-
tinental, outer-space raspberry" to
U. S. pretensions of invulnerable
material superiority. She said
Americans had based in their faith
that material superiority on the
moral superiority of a free society.'
She declared:
"The grave question now, which
our allies and wavering nations
ore asking themselves, under the
light of the Russian sickle's harv-
est moon is this: Do we Ameri-
cans, do we ourselves believe that
the basis of our material strength
is this faith? And if we believe it,
are we united in it?
"Not when they look at Little'
Rock, they don't believe it,"
She said the Little Rock situation
and the satellite were doing par-
ticular damage in Germany where .
the U.S. punished Nazis who be-
lieved in racial superiority; be-
hind the Iron Curtain; with our
own allies, and in particular in
the British Commonwealth, a ma




SAN FRANCISCO — (INS) —
An elderly man plunged to his
death from the fourth floor of a
downtown San Francisco Hotel
early yesterday.
The name of Frank O'Brien
with the address 105 Cherokee,
Kansas City, Mo
WONDERFUL NEW DESIGN
BASE CABINET WITH BREAD BOX, LINEN
AND CUTLERY DRAWERS
PLENTY OF STORAGE SPACE --PLUS MANY
EXTRAS—PLASTIC TOP— CHROME PULLS —
DOUBLE ELECTRICAL OUTLET-- HOOKS FOR
HANGING COOKING IMPLEMENTS INSIDE





























1ARY Mrs. Bertha Estes,
(standing in rear, left) for-
merly of Jackson, now living
In Memphis, was elected State
President of the litls District
Ladies Auxiliary of the Amen.
can Legion recently at a Nash-
ville board meeting of the or-
sanitation. Other officers are,
historian; Mrs. Joe H. White,
Claude Dodd Ridgely presi-
dent; Mrs. L. V. Kay, Bristol:
George R. Berson, Memphis.
Mrs. Frank Normant, White-
Ole, Mrs. W. B. Pleasants,
Covington; Mrs. R. T. Jowers,
Saltillo; Mrs. C. C. Grogga,
Waynesboro; Mrs. R. L, Felts,
Springfield; Mrs. Horace D.
Grisson, Sparta; Mrs. W, E.
Neely, Spring city and Mrs.
Freeman Tarenter, Sevier% We,
Mrs. Estes is the mother of
Atty. and Mrs. J. F. Estes and
resides with them at 777 HaanII.
ton at.
mixes with anything . . .
DARK EYES VODKA
100 PROOF DISTILLED FROM 100m GRAM ANTRA(
SPIRITS • PRODUCT OF U 5.5 • CLEAR SPRING
OISCILLINC CO ,Sosoo ot JAMES it BEAM DISTILLIM
CO. CLERMONT. KENTUCKY.
Getting My Christmas Gifts
FREE.... With The
TOP VALUE STAMPS
1 Save At Kroger!"-i`
110..1*
GIRL DOLL
Free with 1 Book




3208 Highway 51 W.
1209 Getwell Street
SAYS MRS. EULILLA HOLMES
843 Mariana — Memphis, Tenn.
"It's easy to play Santa when you get
free gifts with Top Value Stamps," says
Mrs. Holmes. "I get 10 Top Value Stamps
with every dollar I spend at Kroger.
That's a bonus! I also get money-saving
prices on the finest foods for my family."
KROGER CONGRATULATES MRS. EULILLA
HOLMES who is an active and conscientious
church worker. Her membership is with the
ML Olive CME Church, where she serves as
stewardess, Superintendent of Beginners De-
partment of the Sunday School and member of
the Ever-Ready Club. Her husband, Clarence
W. Holmes, is a member of the same church and
serves as Superintendent of, the Klmbrough
Bible Class, THEY SHOP AT KROGER'S.
Shop At Your
Friendly Kroger Store
Where You Always Get
Top Values Plus
Top Value Stamps!
Drifters Make National Debut At Chi Confab
• MAKING THEIR national debut in Chicago
 recently
'members of The Drifters, Inc.. combined the 
serious
with the scintillating social, highlights as camera
-record-
ed here. The occasion, first gathering of the o
rganiza-
tient which had its beginning in Waco, Texas 
in 1954.
The Chicago chapter was set up i. 1955.. 
There are
other chapters in Louisville, Kansas City, Kans.
Kansas City, Mo. Photo top left: An elaborate 
diroA
paftg hi charming apartment of Mr. and Mrs.
 Dwight
Scott found this comely group sipping and supping as
they exchanged "Drifter" talk. Group includes Domthe
Milton, Mildred Brown and Gloria Hayes, Louisville;
Dorothy Gordon, New York City and Imogene Boyd, In-
dianapolis. Photo top right: Vincent Smith (right) of
Indianapolis puts over his point to the enjoyment of
(from left) Dorothy Gordon, New York City; J. M. Bal-
low and Joy .!Tc`".,iry of Indianapolis as they chat be-
tween dances at a closed party in the Parkway Blue
Room. Photo center left: Gay conventioners and their
escorts are Miss Hazel Harper and Juanita Phelps of
Indianapolis and Larry Thompson, Jackie Hayes, Chi-
caio. Photo center right: Getting away from the rou-
tine of convention meetings Miss ,Camille Moore of Chi-
cago; Miss Dorothy Gordon, New York City; Miss Bet-
tie Jayne Everett of New York and Mrs. Jane Scott of
Chicago surround one of the Chicago escorts who helped
make the convention a gala occasion. He it B,ichard
Newhouse, idvertising maleaman for the Chicago
Defender: Photo bottom left:' Mrs. Jane .Scott
(center) mixes a cool cocktail for Chicago Drifters Ca-
mille Moore and Muriel J. Taylor, the president of the
hostess chapter. Photo bottom right: Holding a private
CAUCUS before elections are Mrs. Mildred Brown of Chi-
cago and Mrs. Joy McNairy of Indianapolis. • Business
sessions were held at the Sheraton hotel. (Story inside-.
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Our Opinions
The Troublesome Middle East•
Trouble is brewing in the Middle East,
though there is a distressing tendency in
the Western chancelleries to minimize its
gravity. So apparent and irresponsible an
attitude may conceivably give the impres-
sion of whistling in the dark. The situation,
nevertheless, has reached a crisis stage and
is frought with imminent danger to the
whole world. We may well be witnessing
the opening scene of another tragic drama.
Egyptian troops of unspecified strength
are paused on Syrian soil, facing neighbor-
ing Turkey. To counter that move on the
military chess board, the Turks have re-
enforced their border patrol to full com-
plement. But what is it all about? What
has caused this strain in relations between
Syria and Turkey? Why should America
and Britain be drawn into the vortex of
this spasm? These are questions which
occupy the attention of the average citizen.
oe
The Turkish Foreign Ministry considers
Egyptian movements an attempt by
President Nasser to topple Jordan into his
hands and destroy the Eisenhower doctrine.
Other sources contend that the surprise
arrival of Egyptian troops in Syria was
really aimed at Israel which all Arabs vow
to destroy.
Underneath it all stand out in bold relief
certain pertinent facts in the present pow-
er-struggle. First of all, it must be realized
that the problem of the Middle East is an
Arab problem and not a Communist prob-
lem. Inept Western foreign policy may be
driving Arab nationalism into the very
arms of those from whom we are trying to
save the Arab world.
In the second place, the fashion in which
Britain manages to give way to the con-
vulsive threat of Arab nationalism is one
of the crucial problems of the Middle East
and the Western world. All the oil of the
area is located along the gulf coast or its
immediate hinterlands. Egypt's great am-
bition is to control that oil and the leader-
ship of all the Arab world. President Nas-
ser is therefore exerting pressure constant-
ly and everywhere in the Middle East to
attain his goal. In Cairo, Radio Egpyt has
the strongest voice in the whole area.
In short, there is, no government and
no political leader in the Middle East today
who can afford to stake his policies and his
political life on solidarity with the Western
world. The reason is that the West has not
got a policy which supports Arab national-
ism. Arab nationalism regards the West as
its enemy — and nationalism is the ruling
force in the Middle East today.
Behind all of this sword rattling of im-
poverished peoples in underdeveloped lands
lies nothing but fear. The only glimmer of
hope remains in a satisfactory settlement of
the Israeli question which is the anvil upon
which Arab nationalism is being forged.
Until the United States and Great
Britain bend their joint efforts toward a
solution of this problem, the Middle East
will continue to be tempting grounds for
Soviet intrigue. The Arabs will accept help
from any quarters willing to advance their
dream of nationalism. For they are genuine-
ly and deeply afraid of Israel.
The Battle Against Illiteracy
The United Nations Educational, Scien-
tific and Cultural Organization has just
published a brochure with the intriguing
title "World Illiteracy at Mid-Century." It
oar: ambitious survey to date of the statusthe battle to spre.ad knowledge of read-
ing and writing. It deals with conditions
in sixty-five countries.
The survey puts the total of adult illit-
erates at 700,000,000 or about 44 per cent
of the world population 15 years old and
older. By far the largest concentration of
the unlettered is found in Asia and Africa,
but the problem of illiteracy is by no means
confined to those countries.
The brochure projects, as one of its major
conclusions, the possibility that the total
of adult illiterates may increase rather than
decrease if the present rate of population
growth is maintained. The only way to
bring lasting improvement, the study says,
is to provide more schools for children and
to keep them in classes until they become
literate. It is then necessary to insure that
t hey remain literate by providing reading
terial within their financial and mental
`rope. Experience shows that reading and
The People Speak
writing skills are lost if they are not exer-
cised.
The race between population growth and
the extension of literacy has produced a
paradox in certain religions, where there
haa been a reduction in the rate of adult
illiteracy but an increase in the total num-
ber of illiterates. The case of Brazil was
cited, which succeeded in reducing its adult
illiteracy rate from 65 to 51 per cent be-
tween 1900 and 1950, but saw the total of
illiterates increase from 6,500,00 to 15,000,-
000 in the same period.
The statisticians estimate that about
2.5 to 5 per cent of the Soviet people—from
5.000,000 to 10,000,000 are still illiterate.
For the United States, they estimate be-
tween 3,300,000 and 4,400,000 illiterates,
comprising 2.5 per cent of the population.
European countries with the lowest rates of
illiteracy (between 1 and 2 per cent), in-
clude Austria, Britain, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Liechenstein,
the Netherlands, Norway. Sweden and
Switzerland. This shows that half of the
world still lives in darkness.
Education Needed is darkest before the dawn of and an aid to the advancement
Dear Editor: American race re- better things. of civilization.
Wiens represent, at present, one Like medical treatments edu-
Curently, there seems to be a
race Or a war between education
of those periods in history when it cation is the cure for ignorance and destruction. We Americans
; till111111tinumineltlealliall101111111111111imiiiiiiiim11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 have come a long way het we
still have a considerable distance
SO WHAT . . • •di) to go. — George Wesley Blount,255 East Market at., West Chester,
Pa.
"She isn't much at spellin' . . . But the boss likes
figure."
What Gloria White
Dear Editor: What's all this talk
I hear about, keeping our white
schools white, and our white race
white? — and what's this I hear
about there being white people in
America? Where will we find
them?
Are there any such people in
the world? I have traveled the
world over and I have never seen
one. What color is white?
Is white the color of snow? "It
Is!" Well then, if snow is white,
where on earth will we find peo-
ple that color?
For instance if there was a race
of white people in the world would
you imagine them being less ci-
vilized then white animals that
don't go around fighting animals
that are not white?
Or would you, imagine them
being less civilized than white
fowls that don't go around peck-
ing and spurring fowls that are
not white?
Could you imagine them being
less civilized than white mice that
don't nibble on other mice because
they are not their color?
But whites in America are doing
that very thing and they are not
even white.
They have hypnotized themsel-
ves into believing they are white.
t' see her They are only another colored
race which differs in color from
Whit:s Waste Energy
Dear Editor:
Hypocrisy is expensive to every
American in more ways than one.
If the white American would
spend less thought, time, energy,
and effort in trying to keep Ne-
groes in their places on the "other
side of the tracks" — and devote
more thought and time to the
satellites and Communist infiltra-
tion and toward working coopera-
tively, America would be a coun-
try where all of us could live and
work happily and more harmon-
iously.
Booker T. Washington said —
"In order for the white man to
keep the Negroes down in the
ditch, the white man would have





GHANIANS IGNORE POLITICS, CONCENTRATE
ON RAISING THEIR ECONOMIC LEVEL
RECENT CRITICISM IN THE
BRITISH PRESS of the govern-
ment of Ghana, W. Africa, headed
by Dr. Kwatne Nkrumah, stems
mainly from the deportation of
two natives of Northern Nigeria
;vivo claimed to be Ghana citizens
and couldn't, therefore, be banned
under the Deportation Act.
The Prime Minister's statement
that the deportation was "neces-
sary in the public interest" made
headlines in the world press and
focused attention on the economic,
commercial and industrial status
of Ghana today—how it is justify-
ing its emergence as a sovereign
state in the British Commonwealth
of Nations.
Unmindful of the criticism di.
rected against their political lead-
ers, Ghana citizens are doing a
commendable job developing t h e
vast resources of the country and
making commercial products, both
for home consumption and for ex-
port to the farflung markets of
the world.
African craftsmen, artisans, pro-
cessors, small businessmen a n d
others are combining their skills to
increeae production and raise the
economic level of the country. Suc-
cess of their efforts is due mainly
to the help and counsel of the In-
dustriai Development Corporation
which is constantly planning new
projects for the Ghanaians.
In Accra, chairman of the 1DC
is W. M. Q. Halm, who recently
announced plans for new enter-
prises, which include a distillery,
a starch factory, cold stores and
deepfreeze units; prefabricated
dwenings and cinema (movie)
houses and a match factory.
The starch industry will be lo-
cated in Southwest Ghana a n d
some of the starch extracted from
the locally grown cassava will be
diverted to the export trade,
Success of Ghana's West African
Pictures, Ltd., whieh showed a
net profit of nearly $100,000, the
past fiscal year, has resulted in
an 'pc plan to import three pre-
fabricate movie houses to be erec-
ted in Accra, Tema and other
large communities.
The match factory starts opera
lion in November in the Kade dis-
trict, the initial production expect-
ed to be 100,000 boxes of matches
a day. Ultimate goal has been set
as one-and-a-half million boxes
daily,
IDC's .15 subsidiary companies
and its affiliation with nine others,
are today manufacturing a wide
variety of products including saw
lumber, soap, cigars and tobacco.
nails, bread and cakes edible oils
and fats graded stone and new
and retreaded tires for both autos
and trucks.
All Ghanaians receiving 1DC
loans for whatever purpose, are
inspected frequently — like the U.
S. Federal Housing Administration
and other governmental agencies
to be certain that all contractual
obligations are fulfilled.
That's the Ghana of today. Ignor-
ing politics, its citizens have the
admirable qualities bf perserver.
ance and patience. They know
there is no roses-strewn path to
success. That which grows slowly
"endureth to the end."
MARK
= = s
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
Amid the tensions of the times
it's a relief to note areas in
which calm, steady progress is
being made.
Take for example, the Memphis
Recreational Department, in the
matter of expanding its program
to care for the recreational needs
of local Negroes. Even the cas-
ually observant citizen cannot but
note what the Department is do-
ing. A case in point is its spon-
sorship and direction of last sum-
mer's first city-wide swimming
meet for the devotees of the city's
swimming pools used by Negroes.
The event was significant .. as
well as educationally enjoyable.
Ask some of the many who saw it.
Then the annually held Play-
ground Festival which climaxes
the summer playground season in
the city's parks is something
world writing home to tell the
folks about. It points up the job
doing in giving organized guid-
ance and help in fleeting the
needs of young and old in the
matter of recreation during the
lung summer days. Maybe you
know some parents who took ad-
vantage of the Recreational De-
partment's program which takes
up so easily where the schools
leave off during the vacation days.
ULYSSES HUNT
One of the latest manifesta-
tions of the progressive program
of the Memphis Recreational De-
partment it in their employing
of well-known young Memphian,
Ulysses Hunt, to head-up the
work of the Department among
Negroes, A better selection would
have been difficult to make. As
a native Memphian, Mr. Hunt
knows the pulse of the town. He
was an outstanding athlete at
Manassas High and Le Moyne col-
lege. He was a member of the
Booker T. Washington High school
staff. As a teacher and artist he
has earned distinction. And he is
a man of creative ideas.
So, it's no surprise that one
of Mr. Hunt's first proposals in
his new job with the Recreation
Department was the establish-
ment of so-called "Pee Wee"
football teams in the Negro ele-
mentary and Junior High schools
of the city.
Mr. Hunt Is fortunate in that
his immedidate supervisor is the
popular and well-linown head of
the city:s Recreational Depart-
ment, Marlon Hall, Mr. Hale
might well be called the 'Tied
Piper of Memphis," when it comes
down to the personal acquaintance
and popularity he enjoys with the
white and Negro youngsters of the
city. Thousands of kids know hint
by sight and name, personally.
An he knows them, He's interest-
ed in them. So, it was easy to
see why Mr. Hunt's project to in-
troduce Pee Wee football in the
long neglected athletic program
of the Negro elementary schools
won ready approval. Mr. Hale
pee--wee football to the kids
knows there are many benefits in
schools, homes and community.
Mr. Hunt jumped right into his
program. Since the opening of the
schools in September he has suc-
ceeded in getting at least four
teams organized and playing. Now,
at first sight this might seem just
another another every-day achieve-
ment. But, it just so happens that
it ain't.
There are such little matters
of getting the heads of schools to
consent to expand already crowd-
ed programs to include another
school activity. A lot of the kids
want to play, but parelits have to
be "sold" too. Then the school
teams have to be eequipped with
togs and balls and other items
connected with the sport. In short,
Mr. Hunt multiplied the head-
aches of his job by hundreds
when he sought to introduce an-
other recreational and sports out-
let for the Negro youngsters of
Memphis.
This mention is made to wish
him success. That's the least the
rest of us can do for a man who
evidences a illingness to help
provide a needed service. Huhh?
I do not know the exact color Opposes Pressthe race which they are fighting,
of the caucasian race, I only know ,
that they are net white. Whatever Martyrdom Of
color that they may be is any-
one's guess. — Rev. J. Ii Gaines. Segregationists
ATLANTA — (ANP) — The At-
lanta NAACP branch, in a utani-
mously approved resolution here
lest Thursday, called upon the
press of the .nation to "restrain
from attempting to make heroes
and martyrs of those who are
flouting the law of the land in
Little Rock."
Pointing out that "certain seg-
ments of the press have sought to
give some semblance of dignity
and moral justification to those ob-
structions and violators of consti-
tutional rights by pubticizing them
as 'outraged' citizens," the reso-
lution said:
"A few misguided persons have
advocated and participated in un-
lawful action in the Arkansas
school integration dispute, there-
by disturbing both local and na-
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THREE NEW BOOKS OF INTEREST
Julian Hayfield's new novel, well.
"The Hit," is the most interesting If you liked the film "baby
story of Harlem to come along in Doll' you will like this novel
a long time- It's young Negro auth- which goes way out into the left
at has written a every effective field of the "Tobacco Roads'
first novel, capturing a great deal which the freight train in the novel
of the feel of certain segments of traverses. Sonic of the scenes in
Harlem life and much of the at- "The Big Box Car" are unforget-
mosphere of Harlem streets. table. For me, a Northerner, this
The story all takes place on a net effect of the book was to make
single day, the day the number 417 
me wonder how and why anybody
comes out. It's hero Is a man of lives in the South under such con-
middle age who pins all his hopes ditions. I would take a big box car
on someday hitting the numbers headed North..
for a large sum of money This "Color Scheme" by Beatrice
day it happens to him But old Wright Is a book Of Poems and,
complications and new ones pre- In its quiet simplicity, quite clif-
vent the day, for him, from having ferent from the novels of trial and
ahappy 
 
ending, turmoil describe above.
Interwoven Published at $2.50 by the Pageantd wgi, ith his own tale, are 
the stories of his wile and son, Press, 101 Fifth ave., New York
3.
and his son's girl-friend. The char- 
, N. Y (and I give you the ad-
dress since books of poetry do not
acters are vividly drawn, the prose find their way always into book-
holds a reader's interest to the shops) 'Color Scheme" has a num
ber of quite charming little poems,
"The
'.
 Big Box Car" is a novel some witty ones, and a few beau-
beyn a, Southern white man, Alfred tiful ones.
Maund, which possesses a kind of
brutal power. In a series of tales Written by a Brooklyn woman of
told by seven riders in a box car color, it contains 
poems that have
rattling across Alabama, the ugly mostly been 
previously published
panorama of the degrading effects in Negro newspapers and maga-
of Southern social mores unfolds. 
zines. But much of the poetry is
All the hurt and horror of privet.- non-racial in contest, universal in
ty, race prejudice, and illiteracy meaning, and might be enjoyed by
anyone. Some of the [Veins I likeunderlie the stories. And one of
the riders, who is white, tells a follow:
tale that shows that not only are THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE
Negroes behind the 8- ball of Dix- Knowing LOVE the way I do,
ie's stir,iidities, but most whites as How can I live without you?
And 'this one of a grandmother
seen through the eyes of a child:
How can I listen to my pride?
Knowing PRIDE the way I do,
How can I throw myself at your
fett?
And she Is putting them to bed
GRANDMOTHER'S HANDS
My grandmother folds her hands
like this
When she sits down.
I guess they must be tired
And she Is putting them to bed
to rest.
But / do wish abs wouldn't fuse
and scold
When my bands are an very busy.
I don't mean to be upsetting
things.
My hands just aren't tired
Yet , . ,
MEMO TO ST. PETER
(News flash — 1947)
"No racial segregation
Any more among the dead."
The army's new decision
The commentator said.
For those who served their coun-
try,
Suffered, fought and bled.
There'll be no more caste system
For them. . .among the dead,
SUMMATION
Tears are for the timid;
Curses for the knave;
Tears are for the frightened;
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
Governor Faubus of Arkansas
was finally chased off the front
pages of the neWspapers by a Rus-
sian satellite last week. Although
he continued to shoot off his mouth
the nation was no longer listen-
ing. The beep, beep of a RusSian
machine way up in the heavens
was making too loud a noise for
most Americans to hear much else
The impact of Sputnik on the
American mind may be difficult
to measure at this point, but we
know it is considerable, I under-
stand in Washington some report-
ers were asking each other, "How
does it feel to be a citizen of a
second-class power?"
I suppose it would follow that
such a question addressed to a
Negro might be stated as follows:
"How does it feel to be a second-
class citizen of a second-class pow-
The official Washington line, that
the Soviets merely pulled a smart-
sleek trick by getting into space
first, is hard to swallow. I do not
know what the future holds, but
to permit the Russians to get the
scientific and research jump on
us must be regarded as an enor-
mous loss of prestige for America
in a period of international ten-
sion when we cannot afford such a
loss.
In one respect, however. I am
not surprised that American scien-
tists have been outclassed in this
field. For several years now our
scientists and researchers ha v e
been harrassed, intimidated, and
regarded with so much suspicion
that some of them must have felt
discouraged.
The witch-hunting, public trials
and investigations in front of tele-
vision cameras, may have helped
to paralyze the initiative of those
whom we must depend upon to-
day.
The immediate reaction to th e
Russian space victory among
most editors and news commen-
tators was bitterly critical a our
own policies in the Pentagon where
the chief responsibility for our fail-
ure seems to lie. Many commen-
tators took the position that a vast
shakeup in Washington is overdue.
I, too, think a shake-up is neces-
nary, but I do not believe it should
be confined to Washington. Th e
whole American mind has got to
Ile changed. The strutting boast.
ing, white . supremacy arrogance
of the average American in a po-
sition of power becomes a silly,
ridiculous pose at this point in his-
tory.
The flourishing of the big stick
at home and abroad looks rather
stupid today when the very space
over our heads is dominated by
Russian genius and ingenuity.
Only the Negro has known hu-
mility in American society. Now
we are going to have a great deal
of company, From the tenor of the
talk out of Moscow these days, the
Russians are determined to make
us respect them and respect their
capacity for achievement as full
fledged members of the human
family.
Perhaps we in America may
learn to drown our silly racial dif-
ferences in the national interest
now that we are no longer the su-
preme beings of the universe.
In time of challenge and crisis,
the nation cannot afford the crip-
pling restrictions of racism. Amer
ica needs to exploit the full rioted,
' tial of its human resources in or-
der to keep pace with modern Rus-
sia. This cannot be done in a sys-
tem of segregation where artifici-
al barriers limit the development
of a people.
We are living in a time of rest,
olution. Within a decade science
has opened up the atom and put
his handiwork into outer space. No
age in history has discovered so
much so quickly. In the social sm.
ences, too, we are witnessing de-
velopments which, although he a
startling may be equally signifi.
cant for the future.
The old colonial world is falling
apart and the white . supremacy
philosophy upon which it Was
built is becoming a joke In Japan
China, India and other parts of
the non-white world.
Even the so-called primitive Pe*.
ple are in ferment. Socio-econont-
ic-systems, socialism, capitalism,
communism are all joined in a
vast competitive struggle for su-
premacy. From any point of view
the American way of life and all
it signifies are being chaUenged as
never before.
We -cannot meet that challenge
divided from within by irrational
prejudices. Of course, Gov. Faubus
and his kind don't care. To them
prejudice comes first. None are so
blind as those who will not see.
8 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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OFFICERS OF NEW INVEST.
MENT CO., Home Security In-
vestment co., Inc., located at
1936 Chelsa, look over pro-
gram of their dedication cere-
monies held last Sunday at
2160 Chelsea. Lt. George W.
Lee was featured speaker. Of-
ficers are, left to right: 0. 0.
Horne, treasurer; Johnnie Wit,
hams, vice president; E. G.
Ilorne, executive vice presi-
dent; H. R. Allen, secretari.
and N. B. Williams president.
Officers not shown are J. P.
Stanley, assistant secret:kr);
Jackson Gales, assistant secre-
tary, and James Clark, assist•
ant treasurer. Mrs. Thelma
Bailey was mistress of cere-
monies for the opening observ-
ation.
2.-Time Loser At Peace In
Study For New Way Of Life
NASHVILLE - You might say
that James Price, 25, sophomore
at American Baptist Theological
seminary, is a two time loser
whose strength remains the same
or stronger as if he'd never
known defeat.
Price's first lost came Oct. 1,
1949 when he was struck by a
rapid transit train in Cleveland,
Ohio,- resulting in his becoming
a paraplegic with only one arm
(his right arm was severed
above the elbow.)
' The second jolt came six years
later when Price at last decided
to turn his back on the world
and study for the ministry at
ABT seminary. •
Of this experience, Price says,
'I found peace, but I lost all of
my previous friends."
FINDS NEW FRIENDS
But he adds, almost exultant-
ly. "I found new ... stronger
stronger friends at the semi-
nary."
Forgetting for always Price's
losses - for he has forgotten
them, as great as they were -
the future of his existence can
be predicted upon the basis of
what he has "found'
The administration, student
body, and faculty of ABT semi-
nary have invested their VhOle
confidence in this young man up-
on just this basis.
There's little room tor doubt
that their confidence is well plac-
ed. Following an extremely dif-
ficult period of frustrated read-
justment in his young life. Price
at first found reasons to seek
Christ as a counsellor - the way
of a Christian. His life toaay in-
dicates a large measure of suc-
cess.
' The initial discovery led him
to seek training for the Christian
ministry at ABT seminary, where
he has found ''peace" - "new.
stronger friends' - in a com-
munity compatible with his life's
whole new purpose.
FORGETS WHEELCHAIR
Price now spends his days -
apparently oblivious of the wheel-
chair that forever supports his
sitting posture - in this cons-
rounity which not only is equip-
ping him with some of the very
best training for the ministry
available in this country, but
among other young preachers-to-
be who are considerate of his
every need and even receive in-
spiration from his presence
among them.
The young man like any other
student at the seminary work-
ing toward a bachelor of theolo-
gy degree carries a full schedule
of courses. His classes, too, are
in buildings, and upstairs, all
over a 50-acre campus.
The courses are no problem
because Price is an above aver-
age student who is stimulated by
a fierece zeal to do his very
best. The stairs pose no problem
because his -new and stronger"
Equipped Edsels
Ready For Sale
friends carry Him wherever and
whenever he has to go.
His presence on the campus as
a source of inspiration was de-
scribed in this manner by the
Rev. Otis Pickett, senior class
member:
-It certainly gives us inspiration
to see a man like Brother Price
with courage and determination
aspire for higher learning- to
carry the gospel."
Price, armed with his new find.
ings as ABT seminary, says he
has no fears of returning to the
cold, hard world after graduating
I here. His desire for "higher
learning" has already left aspi-
rations for advance degrees.
Price was born in Chattanooga,
;Tenn.. and lived in Chicago be-
I.fore coming to Nashville where
he now lives with his mother
during off school seasons.
Since the accident he has been
a radio announcer, singer, and
in 1954 auditioned for a now-fa-
mous Broadway musical show.
He dutifully relates this as a
part of "My mixed up life" be-
fore "I realized there was some-
thing God wanted me to do."
Sees Crisis Until
Ark. Election
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill. - (INS)
- ikn attorney who represents the
nine Negro students involved in
the Little Rock integration storm
says the crisis will continue un-
til the 1958 Arkansas gubernator-
ial election.
Wiley A. Branton, of Pine
Bluff, Ark., addressed a closing
session of a two-day conference
of the chaptor of the
NAACP in East St. Louis yester-
day.
"The Negro students will not
leave the school and the integra-
tioh crisis will continue until the
1958 gubernatorial election."
Branton, who is representing
the nine students involved in Lit-
tle Rock's Central High school
situation, said a majority of white
residents of Little Rock are in
'accord with the school board's
considered plan of gradual inte-
However, he said they are fear-
ful of what, will happen when
federal troops are removed from
the city.
Branton charged that some Ar-
kansas state officials have been
attempting to persecute members
of the NAACP by threatening
them with suits for taxes in order




EAST ST, LOUIS, ILL.-Dr.
L. H. Holman of Joliet was elect-
ed president of the Illinois Con-
ference of Branches of the
NAACP at the association's an-
I n.0 a I convention, succeeding
I Gerald D. Bullock of Chicago.
I Other officers elected were
gration. I first vice president, Julius Wil-
LOS ANGELES - Air suspen,
sion - "Edsel Air Level Ride--
will be available as an extra-cost
option on all 18 models of the new
Edsel ('Sr line in November.
Neil L Blume, chief engineer of
the Edsel Division, made the an-
nouncement stating that Edsel
dealers will begin taking orders
for Edsels equipped with the new
air suspension system early next
month
"Edsel Air Level Ride offers the
, ultimate in driving and - riding
..sernfort.- Blume said. •'it aut-
matically compensates for I Ii e
weight distribution of either pas-
sengers or trunk cargo no matter
how It is situated, keeping the car




ALBANY, N.Y, - (ANP) -The
appointment of a New York City
Negro attorney, Mrs.  Thil-
lips .'ustin, as assistant deputy
commissioner of the State De-
partment of Commerce was an-
nounced Monday by Commis-
sioner Edward T. Dickinson.
Mrs. Austin's appointment fills
a vacancy created by the resigna-
tion of Miss Barbara Uncker of
New York City.
The post pays $9,700. Mrs. Aus-
tin will serve also as assistant
director of the woman's program.
Recently appointed a member
of Mayor Robert F. Wagner's
Committee on the Problems of
the Aging, Ally, Austin is also a
member of the New York Coun-
ty Lawyers' Association, Harlem
Lawyers' Association, New York
Women's Bar Association, Nation-
al Council of Negro Women, New
York City Urban League, ' Exe-
cutive 3oard of the New York
State Committee on Discrimination
in Housing, Executive Council of
ttti Womer's Division of the Demo-
cratic State Committee, Roosevelt
Democratic Club, wordham Law
Alumni Association, Fordham Law
Review Association, Alpha Kappa,
Alpha Sorority and the New York
Club of the Notional Association
of Negro Business and Professional
Women's Clubs, itne.
A graduate of Hunter College
,and Fordham Law School, she is
the wife of Rodman W. Austin,




N. C. City Pools
GREENSBORO, N. C. - (INS)
- More than 500 residents at-
tended a public meeting Monday
night at Greensboro, N. C., and
strongly endorsed a suggestion
made by some city council mem-
bers that two public swimming
pools be sold to prevent racial
integration.
One of the pools, Lindley Park,
has been used only by white resi-
dents. The other, Nocho, was used
by Negroes.
Some 'members of the City
Council first suggested 'that the
public pools should be sold when
the Greensboro Branch of the
NAACP asked Several weeks ago
that the pools be integrated.
' Officials said the NAACP later
withdrew its request.
The city council then asked resi-
dents to express their opinion re-
garding the sale of the pools.
The council said it will announce
its decision on the pools Oct. 31
or Nov. 4.
hams, Maywood; second vice
president, David Owens, East St.
Louis; secretary, Mrs. Alberta
Acker, Chicago; assistant sec-
retary, Mrs. Ruby Peyton, Jo-
liet, and treasurer, Kenneth E.
Barton, Springfield.
GREETINGS ARE EXTEN•
ED TO (Left to right) Domingo
Batres of Guatemala • City,
Guatemala and Won soon Lee
of Seoul. Korea by Tennessee
Mate University Engineering
School chairman, Dr. James A.
l'arsons, jr Dr. Parsons was
ono. of the minis ersity's faculty
14 ho hosted a group of 21
visiting students from Nash.
vine'. Peabody College led tiv
Mrs, Mary K. Tolotk, coordi-
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Sat., Oct. 26, 1957
The recent salute to Memphis'
club and churchwomen by repre-
sentatives of the Pittsburgh Cour-
ier provided impetus for an inter-
esting Sunday afternoon and even-
ing Sunday week. Veteran newspa-
per women, Evelyn Cunnigham
and Gladys M. Johnson, of New
York City and Detroit respective-
ly, carved a niche on the hearts
of all whom they met. . .with
their refreshing charm, friendli.
!less and graciousness and be-
cause of the detailed and keen
knowledge they had pthered of
our city and its prominent wom-
en leaders.
THE PROGRAM
At Second Congregational church
at 5 p.m., an excellent cross sec-
tion of Memphis Maids and Ma-
trons assembled for the relaxed
and very different type of program
provided by the committee mem-
bers and Ruby Gadison, local Cou-
rier representative, who deserves
endless credit for their excellent
job of coordinating the many fac-
ets that made the affair indeed
pleasurable. Committee members
were Mesdames M. L. Adams, G.
M. Bumpus, G. S. Young, Alma
Booth, Addle Owen, Ethel Venson
(who, though out of town was evi-
denced by courtesies extended the
guests and her contributions to the
lovely floral decorations) E. 0.
Rodgers, and Miss Willa McWilli-
ams. Of these, Mesdames Booth,
Rodgers, Young and Owens, along
with Mrs. Addle D. Jones, were
hostesses at the church.
Mrs. Leona Jamison Miss Gwen-
dolyn Nash, Mrs. Marie L. Adams,
Mrs. Meryl Glover, Mrs, Mertis J.
Ewell ihx1 Rev. John t. Mickle,
pastor of the church, contributed to
the interesting program which war.
paced by Miss Harry Mae Simons
as mistress of ceremonies.
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
• Immediately following, the Fac-
ulty Lounge of LeMoyne college's
Browslee Hall was the scene of
the reception honoring the occas-
ion. Beautiful Fall foliage a n d
blooms highlighted the lovely
lounge, and here again credit must
go to Mrs. Lillie Matthews and
Sin. Venson. Delicious Frappe and
Cookies were served, compliments
of The Pet Milk Company, under
the supervision of Mrs. Mildred Ri-
ley, consultant. Mrs. H. L. Adams
Introduced guests to the receiving
line which included Mrs. Gadison,
Mrs. Conningham and Mrs. John-
son. "Jake" Gaither. Courier cir-
culation manager, and Jimmy
Johnson, busied themselves infor-
mally ferreting out more news
about us, with conversations with
many of the guests. Presiding at
the punch table were Mrs. Hollis
F. Price and Mrs. John C. .Mickle.
Reception hostesses were H e s.'
dames Margaret Rivers. Jewel
Speight, Cooper Taylor, Florence,
C. T. McCleaves and Miss Erma
Laws.
Eagerly, we shall look forward to
next April, where we're almost !
certain to find that Memphis will
be well - represented in the arrayi
of data gathered about ideal club
and churchwomen in the South:
and Southwest.
Seen were Mrs. A. L. Humphrey,
Mrs. Cleavie H. Walls, Mrs. Fran
kie Bryant, Miss Marie Bradfcrd,!
Miss Fay Gentry, Mrs. Jeannette
Carr, Miss Rosa Robinson. Mrs '
Rita H. Porter, Mrs. Gladyce Rob-
erts, Mrs. Irene Bailey, Mrs. Lu
cille Roseman Miss Perla John. 1
son, Mrs. E. J. Jackson, Mrs. Eth.
el M. Jones, Mrs. Gladys B. Wehb.
Mrs. Gloria lloward. Mrs. Mary'
Brooks ;qrs. NVillette Bowline, I An elaborately baked ham, sp.
Mrs. Rosa M. Ford, Mrs. Maggie ghetti, slaw. spiced peaches, st,
Ratcliffe,' Mrs. L. A. Johnson, ! fed celery and a variety of co6
Mrs. Geneva Ross, Miss Mettle tail tidbits presented a lovely si..! •
Bell, Miss I. S. Greenlee. Miss at the well appointed table. Gui.•
Velma L. Jones. Mrs, ....losephine Present were Mr. and Mrs W.,
Bridges, Mrs. Maudean Thompton. ter Moore. jr.. Mrs. Bernice Co•
Mrs. Velois S. Perry. Mrs Mildire.1 Mr. and Mrs, Mace() Mainger, 7)1.
Riely, Mrs. Barbara Jorc, Mrs. and Mrs Alfred Gillis. Mr. zo
Marion Gibson. Mrs. Cora ft. Mrs. D. S. Mitchell and daught.
Gleese, Mrs. Estelle Daniels. Mrs. Torriln111 Briggs ana daughter, M
R. J. Eiram, Miss Ada Ateman,1 and Mrs. Clemmie Ryan, Ler.,
Mrs. Rubye Spight, Mrs. I. A. Roul. ! Allen and Mrs. Mamie Miller,
Jenkins. Mrs. Hasolee Green Mrs. rence Morrow, Mr. and Mrs. Ho-
Melba Briscoe, Mrs. I. A. Rout. land Mobbley, Mr. and Mrs. Leo-
hae, Mrs. L. E. Brown. Miss Wil-'
Is Monroe, Miss Gloria Callian,
Mrs. Geraldine Sims, Miss L. C.
Suttles, Mme. Gold Young, Mrs. 1.:,1
K. Smith, Miss Martha Anderson,1
Bennye Tate, Mrs. Celli( Stevens
and many, many' more.
PRESS PARTY HONORS GUEST
Later the same night, Tony's
Inn was lite scene of convivial
party tossed by Ruby Gadison and
co-Courier representative, well-
known Nat D. Williams. for mem.
bers of the local press and radio.
The feminine honorees was both I
pictures of ultra chic and smart !
ness, heightened by double orchid
corsages — white to complement
Gladys' conversation piece black
coektail frock which was topped
with a lucious white fox stole, and
pale lavender to highlight the
beautifully draped beige frock of
Evelyn. Willa Monroe, close
friend of Evelyn for many years,
sent one of the beautiful corsages
The interesting party proved the
rapport of the Memphis repre-
.
nard Albritton. (of Milwaukee.
sentatives present, and was indeed
an opportunity all of us wished
could occur more frequently! Pres-
ent were Thaddeus T. Stokes, edi-
tor of the Memphis World, Miss
Jewel Gentry, society editor of the
Memphis World, veteran newspa-
per man Lewis 0. Swingler, Miss
Willa Monroe and Mrs. Martha
Jean Steinberg, both of Station
WDIA, Miss Dorothy Butler and
Henry Collins, both of the Staff
of the Tri-State Defender. Clif
Metcalf, and the members of the
Courier Caravan. Of course Nat
Mr, WDIA himself, proved a won-
derful MC, as he steered the jov-
iality of the occasion into the chan-
nels of wisdom and wit — bright-
ed of course, with his usual sage
observations.
PARTY NEWS
A double surprise party was the
order of Thurday night, when vi-
vacious Juanita Aarnold cleverly
plotted a surprise birthday cele-
bration for her spouse, Johnny,
and friend Ruby Johnson who is
visiting from California, and whose
birthday was only two days before
Johnny's. Here was a situation
which found each surprised per-
son well aware that a surprise par-
ty was M the offering: Johnny be-
lieving that he was playing it to
the hilt to keep Ruby from know-
ing she was to be feted. . .and
Ruby working; busy as a beaver to
keep Johnny from knowing that
he was to be surprised with a
party. When the two entered the
Arnold's lovely home on loka —
each contented that they had kept
their charge safely out of the way
of preparations ...when familiar.
"Happy Birthday to You" rang
out it was no more than expect-
ed. However, when the refain
continued "dear Johnny" and then
"dear Ruby," each one gave forth
with a shocked. "Who, me???"
A succeulent huge turkey was
roasted to perfection. ..and a love-
ly dinner, ending with demi-tasse
. . .and brighted with the con-
tents of the well-stocked bar, pro-
vided wonderful fun for assemble
friends of the two honorees. Ruby
is the wife of Louis Johnson, Jet
Hag. Circulation representative,
who is also Twiffy Arnold's godfa-
ther, and with whom "TwiffY"
spent the entire past summer.
Present were Helen and C. C.
Sawyer. Alma and Phil Booth,
Charlesteen Miles and Elmer Hen-
Davis, Aretta and Fleming Polk,
Charlie Tarpley, Atty. Ben Jones,
Helen Eldridge Tarpley, Marthar
Anderson and Benny Tate, Eddie
Richardson, Jewel Gentry, Mary
and Jack Roberts, Jack LeFlore,
Georgia and Andrew Dancy, Lou-
ise Davis, Allie Mae and Bob Rob-
erts, Adelaide Settles and Mr.
Swayze and Thomas Fitzgerald.
• • •
The same week saw natal cele-
brations for Camille Simon — Liz
and "Monk" Simon's cute three-
year-old, who had a joint celebra-
tion with petite and demure Peggy
Prater, the fledgling of Helen
and Edwin Prater. And Friday
night Lorene Anderson Osborne ga•
thered a few close friends and
neighbors as a surprise in honor
of her hubby, Fred's birthday.
More party news concerns the
magic Mrs. Maridelle Reed must
have been up on. to have planned
such a lovely party on her beau-
tiful lawn recently . . . blessed
with first wonder-warm sunshine close with fervent hope for the
and later a mellow moon. The set- 1 quick recovery of Johnetta Kelso,
ting was indeed picturesma- with who has been seriously ill. Though
its willow trees and ivy and Dam- 1 she has not been able to have
ing salvia.
RECEPTION COMMITTEE —
Welcoming new teachers and
first grade parents to party at
Ford Road and Mitchell Road
schools are these PTA mem-
bers of Ford Road School.
A planned program and a per•
iod of fun and fancy food com•
prised the welcoming enter-
tainment. Mrs. A. Gooch, PTA
president, (right) headed the
receiving line. Others are, left
to right: Mesdames D. R.
Chism, B. Jones, E. M. Car-
rol, M. Edwards, M. Lewis,
M. Hanna, A. M. Jones, W.
K. Jackson asst. sec., F. J.
Earls, T. Blevins and Mrs.
Gooch,
PRINCIPAL PARTAKES of the
good food and merriment that
abounded at Ford Road and
Mitchell Road school welcome
party along with parents and
new teachers. Isiah Goodrich
(right) show s the ladies how
its done as he begins the line
that led to the food. Affair was
held Oct. 15 at Ford Road Ls).
der sponsorship of PTA. Mes-
dames Luevern Wilson and
Johnnie Peters were among
participants on program. A.






Noted Charitykept the secret
CHIT CHAT
Mrs. Mario Canard Howard of
2672 Spottswood had an interesting
week-end guest in the presence of
Mrs. Mary Qualls Washington,
now of Pasadena, Calif., who has
not visited Memphis in 14 years
now. Many friends of Mrs. Wash-
ington will be sorry to learn that
her stay was so short, and re-
gret that all of her old friends
could not see her.
• • •
Becoming a closer neighbor of
ours now is Dr. James Hawkins,
who has opened offices in the old
Universal Building at West Mem-
phis, Ark. Dr. Hawkins was for-
merly of Forrest City, where he
practiced with Dr. J. E. Burke.
• • •
Those wonderful Ofay-Afoys had
a gala time at Tony's Inn Satur-
day evening, when they beckoned
the bid of hostess Mildred Jordan.
Ruth Beauchamp was absent due
to the extended illness of her fa-
ther (who we hope will soon be
strong enough to leave the hospit-
al), and Velma McLemore. Stuffed
quarter chickens. . .and delecta-
ble side fare provided the appetiz-
ing menu enjoyed by Walterine
M. Outlaw, Ethel Tarpley, Rosa
Robinson. Augusta Cash, Harriet
Davis Vivian White, Juanita Brin-
Kley, Alma Booth and Lillian
Campbell,
• • •
And, as we go to press, we
Worker, Mrs.
Adams, Dies
A woman uho has been a resi-
dent of Memphis for many years
and was noted for her outstanding
charitable work died Tuesday af-
ternoon, Oct. 15, at E. H. Crump
hospital.
She was Mrs. Clara L. Adams
of 568 Stevens pl.
Funeral services were held Sat-
urday, Oct. 19 at 1:30 p, m., from
St. John Baptist church, Rev.
A. McEwen Williams, her pastor,
officiated. Burial was in 41mwood
cemetery.
Mrs. Adams, wife of retired
Memphis Hunt and Polo club man-
ager, Henry H. Adams, came to
Memphis 53 years ago, and has
in her five decades of residence
been active in church and civic
affairs.
A member of St. John Bap-
tist, tile native of Salem, Ky.,
was a member of the Everready
club and for over 35 years initiat-
ed each year's activities with a
meeting in her home.
HAS ONE DAUGHTER
Mrs. Adams was a housewife.
She belonged to her neighborhood
club, the 4 and 8 Social club,
Ithe Jolly Bunch Social club, (com-posed of church members,) and
the Rosary Art club, a charitable
organization.
Beside her husband, she Is sur•
vived by a daughter.
visitors, her legion friends, through
telephone channels are keeping
abreast of her progress. Being one
of our city's kindest and most
thoughtful persons, we know the
bounty of her care for others will
be evidenced by the anxiety of
those who pray for her complete
recovery.
BANKERS LIFE & CASUALTY CO.
. . . has opening for 6 representatives to call on qualified
leads for the WHITE CROSS PLAN. 2 men for Jackson, Tenn.,
2 men for Brownsville, Tenn. 2 men for Memphis, Tenn. Appli-
cants most be of neat appearance, high school education and
own automobile. For further information come to or write:
R. E. DANIELS
1399 AIRWAYS BLVD. - Room 210, Professional Bldg.
Memphis, Tenn.
Miss Juanita Alltn a n d Science Shrinks PilesCharles Allen, Mrs. Mary E.
re, Mrs. Adelaid Rangland, the New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Dom Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
hostesses' cousin. serving ably as ,
toastmistress. During the evening, I
Mrs. Ragland made pictures withl
her movie camera. as did 0. W.
Pickett with his Polaroid, the re- I
sults of which will be shown the 1
Halloween Party which this -group
has already scheduled.
• • •
It was the 13th anniversary' of
the wedding of Johnetta and John
Powell, and celebrate it they did.
at the home of Fannie and Dorsey
West at 1260 Quinn. Good friends
and good neighbors helped make
the occasion a memorable one torj
the Powells. It was a surprise, too,I
and those present, Harold and Ida
Jamison, Lois and Allan H a r
graves, Albert and Maggie Jordan,
Richard Green who.e
Thrift, was down with the flu
Laura Roberson and George and
Nem Toth. N. Y. (Spode!) -
Tor the first time science has
found • new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain -without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most emu ng of all-this
isaprovement wu maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over • period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
sake such atitonishing eta temente
tie "Piles have ceased to be •
problem!" And among these suf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some et
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use al
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret Is
• new healing substance ( Rio-
Dyne• ) -the discovery of *world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on al
parts of the body.
This new healing substance Is
offered in ruppoeitory or 0.171i991.9ist
fore. called Petiparetion .• Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories er
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H Is
sold stall drugstores S,0:. fiats&
guaranteed or more', • • inded.
'e.g i P Pot Mt
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Musing: NEW PSYCHOLOGN
IN REARING CHILDREN . . .
The modern parent has been the
butt of much ridicule and misun-
derstandings . . . The modern ap-
proach to children does not im-
ply any quarrel with common
sense, and specialized knowlege
can be used when we use it wise-
ly.
The modern approach does not
favor bringing up children with-
out discipline. It does not suggest





of the needs of hospitals in Har-
lem, by the Hospital Council of
Greater New York, has posed
the question of whether expan-
sion of Harlem hospital might
not warrant closing of Sydenham
as a municipal institution.
This question came to light here
Friday when t h e council an-
nounced it was beginning its sur-
vey of hospital needs in Harlem.
Harlem hospital, formerly a
voluntary institution with an in-
terracial board of trustees and
medical staff, became a part of
the municipal hospital system in
1949. It now requires approximate- I





UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
(INS) — A group of about 15
pickets carrying signs protest-
ing British rule in Kenya
marched in the United Nations
plaza yesterday during Queen
Elizabeth's visit.
Police did not Interfere with
the pickets, who were almost
totally hidden by swarms of
New Yorkers crowding the side.
walks for a look at the Queen
and Prince Philip.
The pickets' signs read "Free
Kenya Committee." "Heart of
Africa Committee," and "Afri -
ca and Asia Stand Together."
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
should be doing. Why not pick out
two or three other lovely girls
(there are plenty of them) i.nd en-
joy your teens. You'll find plenty
of time to worry over one when
you are settled, financially able
to support a family and are ready
to get married.
they wish at anytime or any place.
Neither does it allow children to
be as rude and inconsiderate as
they please in the name of -self-
expression."
Dear Carlotta: I am a boy 17
and have been going steady with
a lovely girl. Recently she threw
me over for another boy. I am
still in love with her. Please tell
me how I can get her back. Joe.
Dear Joe: I am sorry, but you
probaly can't. It is possible that
some day she may be willing
to go out with you again . .. when
she grows up a bit and realizes
that going with only one boy at
a time cuts down her friendships
at a time when she should be mak-
ing friends and gaining a more
mature understanding of both boys
and girls. That is also what you
THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR
QUICK CASH
A. T. "Zannie" Jones
$5000 to $50000
Quickly — Conveniently — Confidentially
on
Signature — Furniture — Automobile
Come In Or Call
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 64088 — 317 BEALE
Busy mother of four healthy, growing boys...
Mrs. Harry L Hudson of Atlanta says:
"WE USE PET MILK
SO MANY WAYS EVERY DAY"
Pretty Edith Hudson is the center of an active,
happy family—her successful husband, a gradu-
ate of Morehouse College; and four husky boys.
Her favorite part of the day is when they all
come hurtying home—Harry from hi S job as
assembly supervisor at Lockheed Aircraft Cor-
poration and the three older boys from school.
She loves cooking for them and, like so many
good cooks, always uses PET Evaporated Milk
to make her meals extra rich, extra nourishing
and extra delieious. It's no wonder every mem-
ber of her family is a picture of good health.
The Hudsons love entertaining at ,,home, often
with baibecues and song fests in their large back
yard. Talented Harry accompanies the singing
with his steel guitar, and even little Albert tries
to join in as family and friends have their hap-
piest times just being together.
Get your child a copy of "Four
Famous Little Girls," a story and
coloring book about the well-known
Fultz Quadruplets. Just send a
label from a tall can of PET Evapo-
rated Milk with your name and ad-
dress to Pet Milk Company, 1460-B
Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Take a tip from Mrs. Hudson.. .always buy
PET, the handiest milk you can get
PET EVAPORATED MILK
for cooking...for coffee,.. and for babies
"Wits a mai PET Milk Fsmay-from breakfast (line to bedtime. We use It in
coffee and cocoa, on cereal and fruit, for whipped toppings and homemade
ice eream-well, in just more ways than I can name, All our of my boys-
Michael, 7, Ronald, 5, Albert, 18 months, and Harry, Jr., 10-were PET
Milk babies, and you can be. sure the new baby we're expecting in Decem-
ber will get the same healthy start!"
-Tas Km Ws ta MOP with their father in the evening,
and he enjoys it as much as they do. Harry. Jr., quite
often has homewmic or studying to do, but the other
three would wrestle and laugh all night if I didn't
shoo them off to bed."



















































































































By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
NOTED JACKSONIANS
BACK FROM CON'VENTION
The convention of the Tennessee
tate Beauticians Association cott-
oned last week in Nashville, Tmn.
a*d several of our outstanding
beauticians attended d They were
Mesdames Etta Brown. Florine
Cunningham, Georgia Adkins, Mat-
ti* Byrd, Lucille Eddines. Bertha
Bridgeman, Doris Jeffries and
Madam Thelma Compton
The convention opened at 3:30
Sunday afternoon Oct. te and con-
tinued through Oct. 9
One of the highlights eel the
meeting was a banquet which was
held on Monday evening at Ter.-
nessee A and I State university.
At this time Mrs. Arita Bates of
St. Louis, Mo., presented a style
ow serving as guest model, Guest
tist was Russell Phillip of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, who is known as one
of America's top hair stylists who
worked with Mrs. Lillian Robinson,
dean of the association.
The main event of the meeting
was the crowning of "Miss Ten-
nessee State Beautician." Jackson.
beauticians sponsored Mrs. Thel-
ma Compton to represent them in
the contest on Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Compton didn't win but she
did come up for second place and,
we are very proud for her. The,
Nashville Chapter received first i
place.
MISS SEWARD TO REIGN
Miss Bessie Seward has been
named as queen of the Green Hor-
nets by popular vote at Merryj
High school. Miss Steward, a sen-
ior, was victorious over Rosie
Carrot and Gladys Mays. Serv-
ing as her attendants will be Miss,
rlon Kindricks, a junior, Missl
'on Pyles, a sophomore; and
Its Cleo Thomas, a freshman,.
The queen and her attendants will:
be presented at the homecoming
game Saturday night when Merry
High meets Manassas High School
of Memphis. Approximately one
third of the student body didn't'
get a chance to vote because of I
absence due to illness or lack of
Identification card which was one
qualification t, vote. The voting
Council last Wednesday with the
polls being opened from 9 a. m.
to 1 p.
Also at the homecoming game,
"Miss Touchdown" sponshored
by the Touchdown club, will be
crowned. The young ladies aspir-
ing for this crown are Mesdames
dllie Deberry, Elnora McBride,
Ora Lee Ewing, Ruth Neely, Nell
Huntsman and Misses Kay Perine
and Ruby Carroll.
In Jackson last week for the bad
occasion of the death of his fath-
er was Rev. S. B. Simmons of
Dayton, Ohio. The hate Rev. D. E.
Simmons was a retired minister
and first pastor of Wesley Chapel
I Baptist church of this city. He
also leaves three other sons, Rev.
National Simmons, Rev Bennie
Simmons who is a teacher at
and a daughter, Miss Minthers
Simmons who is a eacher at
South Jackson school. Miss Hazelle
Simmons, daughter-in-law, was al-
ready in Jackson at the time.
Rev. Simmons resided at 314 Sec-
ond street.
DAY OBSERVED AT ST. PAUL
Missionary-Lay Day was observ-
ed at St. Paul CME church on last
Sunday. Mr. Leroy Cunningham.
member of the church and teach-
er at West High school delivered
the message in the absence of
F. T. Jeans, financial secretary,
JUNIOR ROYALTY Queen
Beverly Jean Beasley (seat-
ed left) and handsome counter-
part, King Melvin Davis, reign-
ed at 40th Ward Civic club of
New Chicago Annual Fall Fes-
Oval on Friday night, Oct. 19"
Affair was held at Firestone'
Union Hall and crownings
young royalty was highlight of
evening. Others are, left to
right: Carolyn Canada. Rode
Lee Montgomery, Mary E.
..‘
Robinson, Samuel Venable,
Larry Williamson, Joyce Mil-
ler, and Jimmie Walton. The
queen Is the daughter of the
Akbert Beasleys and Melvin is
the son of the M. L. Devises.
of the CME church who was de-
tained in Louisiana. Mrs. Pansy THIS IS WASHINGTONGraham is president of the mis-
sionary and A. J. Payne, Sr., is:
YMA girls have organized with 11
Members so far. The president
At Macedonia Baptist church the 
Blue Card Is Prestige
church Lay Leader.
of the organization is Doris Brink-,
Icy, vice president; Garline Long; 
Visit
Erma For Queen 
secretary Marion Pyles, assistant
secretary, Mary Sain; treasurer, s vGlass and chaplin NellioBrinkley. The first activity plan-
ned by the group is a pre-Hallo-
ween party to be given at the
church.
The annual Family Night pro-
gram at Washing t o n-Douglas
School has been planned for Oct.,
25 at the school. It is sponsored'
by the Washington-Douglas PTA.
Featured will be Mr. Daniel Glass
and his singers and other talent.,
of the city. Mr. James Buchan-'
nan president of the PTA, invites
all patrons to come out. Program
chairmen are Mesdames Dever
nice Bryant and Daisy Shaw, both,
teachers at Washington-Douglas. !
Don't forget homecoming a. , one of its meetings.
Lane College on Nev. 2. Plans are Three years ago, the famed elio-
ea group made headlines in anin the making for a big day at other racist incident when they
which time several bands will be
featured and the Lane Dragona!
will meet Fisk university of Nash-
ville at 2 p. in., at Rothrock sta.
dium. Lane now has a record'
of three wins and one loss.
Zeta Chapter Holds
Oreeting At Orleans
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta t
Phi Beta sorority held its regular {
monthly meeting at the Orleans I
hotel with the basileus, soror Glos.i
is Collian, presiding.
Items cif importance ont he agen- ,
di: The lioule in Dallas. Dec. 27-
$0; Reports from Membership;
project Committees.
* Two visiting Zetas attended the I
4
meeting. Soror B. A. E. Calloway
presented Soror Ova Brooks o
Los Angeles and other parts, now
connected with E. H. Crump in
an executive capacity. Soror P
Bowden presented Soror Cleo S
Walker, commercial home econ-
omist with Mother's Best Flour,
one of the demonstrators at the
Tri-State fair.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • OOOOO • • ••
Recipe of the Week
40644,A41.04,.. :•
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST 0,
••••••• •11 41••••••••••••
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' Do cookies disappear at your
bouse almost as soon as you've '
'shed baking them???
I know they do at our house
that's why my Pet Milk recipe
good, quick, easy JIFFY PEA-
COOKIES is one of my fa-
tes! These golden - brown,
nchy little cookies are popular
everyone, both children and
wnup, yet they take so little
and work to mix, and bake
just fifteen minutes. So, even
I find that the cooky jar I
ght was almost full has been
teriously emptied, I can st-
y' bake Jiffy Peanut Cookies
FY PEANUT COOKIES





4 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
2 teaspoon vanilla
clips small, salted anuts
n on ones a nd se I at :150
crate.) Sift together into a
in a hurry.
And there's another reason why
I especially like them — made
with Pet Evaporated Milk, they
contain an extra amount of im-
portant milk nourishment. You see,
Pet Milk is double-rich. so the
j amount you use in these cookies
is equal to twice as much bottled
milk. Of course the most impor-
tant thing about these cookies to
my family — and to yours — is
the taste, and I'll guailintee that
Pet Milk make them more de-
licious than they'd ever been made
with other forms of milk. Here's
the recipe . I hope you'll try
it soon
mixing bowl the flour, sugar and
baking powder. Add all at onee
the shortening, eggs, milk and vs
nilla. Mix until well blended.
Stir in peanuts. Drop 2 in. apart,
by teaspoons into greased cooky
pan. Bake on rack slightly above
center in 350 oven (moderate)
about :e non , or until light brown.
Benoit e from pan at once. Makes
5 dozen
By ETHEL L. PAVNE
Arlington. just across the bridge'
from Waihington, has long been
considered the enlightened part el,
Virginia, but the issue of schooli
de-segregation has all but destroy-
ed the flowering liberalism here.
Last week, the bigots in the Dc. 
fendersof State Sovereignty, an-
other name for White Citizens
' •
lington with an ugly reactionary
label, when they forced a local
school PTA to cancel the appear-.
were barred by District police
from singing at a GOP rally at the'
Uline Arent) and President Eisen-
hower apologized for the incident.
Mrs. E. Frederick Morrow
made her introduction to offirirl
Washington when she and her
husband of a month, who is on
the White House stall, appeared
as guests of the President at
the White House reception for
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phil-
ip.
The former Catherine Gordon
Boswell of Chicago has not yet
moved her things here, because
their new home in Washington is
undergoing extensive decoration.
The Morrows will be at home aft-
er Nov. 6.
Clamorous Etta Moten art her
husband, Claude, scored a sociall
bullseye when they landed an in-
vitation as the luncheon guests of
Queen and her consort in the Sen-
ate pining Room of the Capitol.
• Rt
If you were lucky enough to
get one of those coveted invita-
tions to the British Embassy re-
ception you had to be luckier still
tolold a blue bordered card. The
red edged one simply admitted
vou. The blue one entitled you to
be among those privileged to
shake the Queen's hand. Ti keep
down an explosion, the Embassy
carefully included all of Wash-
ington's rival hostesses including
those two famed protagonists,
Gwen (Mrs. Morris) Cafritz tend
and Perle (Hostess with t h e
Mosteste Mesta; not to leave out
Mrs. Merriwether Post.
You might lay it on Sputnki,
but suddenly the Russians hase
become very popular here in
Washington. People, who before
wouldn't want to be seen walk-
ing past 1125 16th at., N. W.,
are now calling the Embassy
and asking for invitations to the
anniversary of the Red Resolu-
tion.
▪ d,
After arguing in vain with her
boss about what to wear, Max-
ienne Dargans triumphantly clip-
ped out of the paper the correct
male attire for the Brittish Em-








HOT AND COLD WATER
MEAR SHOPPING CENTER
SCHOOL BUS FROM DOOR
2 BUS LINES TO CITY
2128 HENRIETTA
beth and Prince Philip, sent it to
Congressman Adam Clayton l'ow-
ell in New York had the satisfac-
tion of not only having the last
word but of-seeing-him impeccably
turned our when he arrived at the
Embassy with his blue ciird of
trimission.
Dr. Roscoe Brown of the D. C.
Public Health Service, has ;list
completed a book on his Lite
famed uncle who worked Si
years tor the British Embassy In
Washington. A bachelor with
several college degrees, Charlie
Broivn went to work Oct. 1, laSS
after serving as valet to th e
Spanish ambassador. Brown he'
came the librarian for the Em-
bassy, received scores of cita-
tions including one from King
George VI and labor leader Ern•
est Bevan. He died in Dec.. 1955.
Last week, another long time
employee, Chester Barksdale,
messenger for 37 years. was pre-
sented by Lord Caccia. the Brit-
ish angsassador, to Her Majesty
end received a citation
The heads of Commonwealth
countries with embassies occu-
pied high ranking places at all
ceremonies attendant upon the
Queen's visit. Representing Ghana
was Major Seth Anthony, the
Charges D'Affaires, who is serving
until an ambassodor is named.
Instruction to the press took up
21 pages of legal size paper.
Mrs.' Daisy Bates of Little
Rock drew nearly as much press
attention as the Queen when she
spoke before the worksh vr of the
American Council on Human
Rights Saturday in Washington
and before the Baltimore NAACP
on Sunday.
Intrepid gadfly Eugene -David
son, president of the local branch
of the NAACP. is happily buzzing
despite, cross burning on his lawn
and a suit of $50,000 slapped on
him by a white policeman named
in the NAACP brutality s u i t,
against the Metropolitan police and
the District.
Dr. Robert Mance, treasurer
of the AME church, has opened
medical offices in Washington.
He formerly lived and practiced
in Columbia, S. C.: but moved
. here after his election two years
ago to the church position.
Africa House h a d the formal
opening of its new home last week.
When a member of the Indian Ein-
: bassy staff entered the foyer of a
I large Washington apartment, most
Le:m.111,u oy eNegroes, he stop-
'ii a we-dressed matron coming
down the elevator and told her he
was looking for a maid to clean his, 
new apartment across the street
in a building inhabited, with his
exception by whites.












Until 8 P M.
IS. to do buoirtem with es ft
ii so' prompt. Irl*milly mmle•
roort•ou• troistossmt mmi
h•lp
loon Thursday and FrIftwe
j stare. the Negro woman replied.
! "I don't know who could have told
you this IA as ilaeC to find a
maid. If you can't get one in your
building among the tenants there,
I suggest you try the Charleson
, around the cornet "P.S. Time
Charleston is an all•ohite apart-
ment hotel!
Story of the week: Contribitted
by Dan Powell and Phil Weight-
man. Two small boys, one white
and one Negro who were fast
friends went fishing one day.
They rowed out in the middle eat
the lake and were looking for a
good place to drop their lines
I when, the colored lad fell over-
board. The white boy juinpod in
and pulled hiin back to the boat.
The slot y got back to the Chaim
. her of Commerce who decided to
put on a testimonial dinner and
present a medal to the white boy
for his courage and heroism in
the interest of better brother-
hood in the community. When
the citation was ghen. the din-
ner officials called on the little
White boy to speak. Said he. •'I
I didn't jump in after him because
he was my friend. I saved him
because he had the bait in his




The Tuberculosis Institute of
hicago and Cook County will
launch its 1957 Christmas Sea/
Sale Thursday, Oct. 24, in the
Georgian Room, 8th floor. Carson.
line Scott at 12 noon. The lunch
con speaker will be Dr. William
H. Lees. Chief of Surgery, MUM
cipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium.
George W. Dixon, jr., is general
chairman of the campaign and




Final enrollment figures at
lewood Svening school, 6201 S.
Stewart ave., show an approxi
mate increase of 15 per cent °vet
comparative figures of a year:
ago. They represent a definite'
trend in the increased interest MI






This sum, representing an in-
crease slightly over $99,00 in
these categories over the pass
year. includes a grant of $67,000
for faculty salaries from the Ford
Foundation, the second installment
of a grant of $127,000 made for
this purpose.
An inersease of over $11,000 in
Race Relations offerings for Ben-
nett from supporting conferences
the Methodist church was also not-
ed.
President Willa B. Player, in
her annual report, informed the
trustees of the highly successful
student exchange programs install-
ed last year between Bennett and
Sarah Lawrence college, Bronx-
title, N. Y., and Ohio Wesleyan
university, Delaware, Ohio. T h e
trustees were unanimous in their
approval of this program as a
means of strengthening interra-
cial understanding on the part of
American youth and recommended
school Year. 
As Miss Ltille College
that it be strengthened for this I
FIVE AREAS
Making her report against the
background of the summary re- ,
port made last August to President
Eisenhower by the President's
Committee on Education Beyond
the High school, Dr. Player high-
lighted! what the college is doing ,
and planning in the five major pro-
blem areas in the former docu-
ment namely. need for teachers,
need for assistance to students.
.need for expansion anti diversity of
educational opportunities, the fin-
ancing of higher education and the
, role of the federal government in
education.
Two trustees-Bishop Edgar' A.
Love, oh Baltimore, Md., and Mrs.
: Barry E. James, of New York
!City were re-elected to terms
ending in 19fi1. Dr. Carl King, of
Salisbury, executive secretary of
the Board of Etiducation of the
Western North Carolina Confer.
'once of the Methodist church, at
tended his first meeting as a trus-
tee. lie was elected last year.
j In addition to hearing reports
from standing committees, t h
trustees authorized the secretary
Netul greetings of appreciation tie
W. C. Jackson. of Greensboro:
I Mrs. W. Raymond Brown, of Ber-
1 kimer, N. Y., and Bishop Rob-
j ert E. Jones, of Waveland, 'Mins
all of whom were unable to at-
' tend because of illness.
Following the meeting of t h e
trusters, there was a meeting of
the Continuing Corporation of the
Woman's Home Missionary Socie.
ty of the Methodist church. Both
groups were honored Saturday
night at a dinner held in the Da
red D. Jones Student Union.
I .
000 were reported during the an 
and grants in ex as of $17,-
1
I GREENSBORO, N. k - Total
nual meeting of the Bennett Col-
lege board of turstees at the Col- With  LEO DA GAMMON
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Old Louth Sweet Potato Uuddine
makes an elegant dessert to grace:
the holiday table. Sweet potatoes'
spiced with ginger give this fuel-
ling an unusual, but del:Mated tla•
vor. Baked in a casserole o Mete
doubles as a serving disn, it should
be served in grand style; a simple
topping of whipped cream, pecans
and cherries (tan be used to give
it a party air.
! The combination of sweet ;iota-
! toes, milk and eggs makes her an :
exceptionally nutritious dessert —
and added attraction for this old
fashioned pudding. It•s a modem
choice for the hostess who is look-
ing for something a bit different
' that will lee a sure fire but at
holiday time.
, OLD SOUTH
SW FL1' POT.'1'10 PUDDiNG
4  
2 cups erated raw sweet potakies
I cup
I cud butter
2 row: scalded milk
I 2 le.i9u.iio salt
I teaspoon ginger
I tablespoon cornstarch
It cio, heavy cream
Beet tt.t. gratillaily and sugar,
tic at inc constantly. Add sweet p0-
teen. 'c, mild. butter and salt. 3tilt
-.tomer aigl eortINtareli with a lit-
tle call wati•r: told. Cook slowly
rim! ion-4;1110y , about 1.2 hour
or to,tu 'Heston. is thickened, Pour
into butwrc.i casserole. Bake in
moderate iec en, '150 degrees, 1 1-2
hour, S‘ I, hot us ills whipped
ervam. Malsey 6 serving/1.
•  a a
CLARINET
a's tun to play
musice ti's mot,
hal kir Ct./cowrie',
who play with ease
because of the wonderfwf
sensitivity and tell toaw of thew
sings. Try a ION










The sudentst of Lane college' se
leeted Miss Lane College et tio
will represent the college on va
nous occasions.
Miss Barbara Brooks, a senior
at Lane College, was elec.ed is
Miss Lane college for the school
year of 1957-58. Miss Brooks of
Middleton, Tenn., won the vote- eit
the, student body in a very close
election. Miss Joyce Clark et
Jackson. Tenn., was alsu a Cala
didate for this title.
Miss Lane College was seleettql
on these qualifications: she must
be a senior at the college she
! must have a pleasing personaiity,
he attractive', have a high Intel
licence and alms(' all she must
lime chat-acme Both Miss Brooks
Mid 'Miss Clark met all these oattte
Mutation tool it was a hard des
eedon tee male.
\IN, Brooks will represent the
Lane coney,. Student Body in va.
riot's aetietttes that go on at
Lath. 011 Other campuses that
ins Brooks was informed
that she had been selected tear/
eel toy ran clown her clicks. Due-
tic the general assembly of the
steident bode on last Friday Miss
Brooks expressed her appreciation




A Vitamin E. Enriched Stimulant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY
REFUNDED
Introductory Or Pr
30 Day Supply — $1.35
Send Check or Money Order To:
Nature Laboratories






Riceland Rice lithe natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
d RICELAND RICE
$4, . . . cooks
.10" RicE " perfectly
every tth763.1
bout one-third pound of pepper
each year.
-An average adult consumes a- W. B.. Stewart Heads AME College GroupDEFENDERSat., Oct. 26, 1957
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
' Mrs. Almeta Sauer and Mr.
James Mays from Washington, D.
C., spent a few days here with
Mrs. Sauer's mother, Mrs, Addie
Canion, recently.
Mrs. Ella Wilson is indisposed.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Young, sr.,
and son Lamont Young, have re-
turned from Farrell, l'a , where
they attended the funeral of Mr.
Carl Young's aunt, Mrs. Sally Can-
non.
Mrs. Mildred Jackson, from Wil-
mington, Del., spent a few days
here with her mother, Mrs. Hattie
Sylvers,
Mr. Paul Coon visited relatives
in Mars Hill, N. C.
Miss Shirley Bridges is indispok.
ed.
Rev. T. K. Owens occupied the
pulpit of Thankful Baptist church
during the absence of the pastor,
Rev. J, F. Birchette.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hall from
Brooklyn N.Y.. visited Mr. Hall's
mother, Mrs. Maude Hall here re-
cently.
Mrs. Charles Shields and son,
Stuart, and Mrs. George Hamilton
have returned to Columbus, Ohio,
after spending their vacation with
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Pear-
ley Earnest, 405 E. Fairview ave.
Rev. William H. Stokely, pastor
of Central Baptist church, Kings-
port, Tenn., left by plane Monday,
Oct. 14, for Los Angeles, Calif.,
to conduct a 2 week meeting with
Belmont Bapt. church. Rev. Stok-
ely has three daughters living in
Los Angeles.
Mrs. Hubert Sellers and daugh-
ter Henrietta, have returned
home after spending their vaca-
tion in Cleveland, Ohio with her
daughter, and son-in-law, Mr. and
.Mrs. Howard Carson.
The Douglas School Parent
'feachers Association had as guest ,
speaker at its last meeting, Mrs.
Nat Sizemore who spoke on Pur-
poses of the PTA. Mrs. Sizemore
told the group that the "core"
of the PTA is "Parent Education"
and that there are many bene-
fits to be gained from PTA par- i
ticipation, such as, personal
growth, a bond of fellowship, de-
velopment of leadership qualities,
and a' better understanding of our
ehildren and the people who teach
them.
' Concluding her discussion, Mrs.
sizemore stressed the importance
of a happy home and its rela-
tionship to the childs emotional
development. "Parents," she said,
"can improve prestige of teachers 1
When they know them better and a
Can be of more value when they
understand new trends of educe.
tion."
Mrs. Sizemore was presented by
the study group committee of
which Mrs. Laurice Yett is chair-
man.
REPRESENTATIVES discuss
plans for a conference Satur-
day, Nov. 30, on housing for
Negroes in Louisiana. The
businessmen, from many sec.
Bons of the state, attending
at the invitation of Dr. F. G.
Clark, president of Southern
university, Baton Rouge,
where the planning 'session
was held, were (from left)
Rev. V. E. Washington, Lake
Charles; Jerome Powell,
Shreveport; Horatia C. Thomp-
son, Baton Rouge; Louis L.
'Eames, Baton Rouge; Dr.
Clark, Southern university
president; Bunyan Jacob,
Shreveport; H. L. Wilcox,
New Orleans; Jesse W. Cook,
New Orleans; Clemme Love,
Shreveport; H. L. Thurman,
Southern university; and J.




The first of four rallies being
extended over a two year period
to erase the balance of the church's
indebtedness due to renovations,
has been brought to an end by
church of the eastern seaboard',
Shiloh Baptist church, Ohio and
Arctic avenues.
In the past five years, Shiloh's
edifice was made completely new
again, inside and out, at a cost
of $120,000. Included was an ad-
dition to the front, a new heating
system, fire wall modern kitchen
and an air-conditioning unit. Of
the overall cost, all except $28,0001
Alabama
has been requited.
Six months ago the Rev. Russ- 
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
ell A. Roberts, minister of t h e
church, announced the remaining 
The celebration of theninth an-
debt would be divided into four 
nual Men's Day program that
six-month rallies. The initial one 
brought together a throng of out
ended with a total of $8,555 
of town visitors whomade appear
realized. 
ances on the program, was held
'Church at Center Point. Rev. S. L.
Working in the interest of a,Green is pastor in Center Point.
$7,000 goal were the 26 clubs and nrother Cozy Bates from the Lillieorganizations of the 59-year-old
aptist church of Blummitt Heightschurch,
was guest speaker for the ocassionThe Month of February club,
who delighter his listeners withwith Mrs. Ida Price, captain,
raised the highest amount — $854.
with the Month of May in second
to dwell together in Unity," Aplace with $832; and James C.
timely and concise summary ofReynolds, captain,  the program was given by the
Rev. T. C. Williams.
Mrs. Flora Mae Woodie of
Springville is back on her job aft-
er several days of illness.
t- Services at the New Bethel Bap-
 - list church of which Rev. M. L.
Minnesota
MINNEAPOLIS
By BETH WHITE 
Mrs. Ben Alexander, 869 W. Cen
tral, entertained the Guild of St.
Monica of St. Philips EpiscopalTheodore F. Allen an American
College of Chartered Life Under- church at her home last Monday.
Mrs. Albert M. Butler of 643 Ig-writers member, with offices down-
lehart ave. is ill at St. Luke'stown at 555 Wabasha ave., and
be visited by Mrs. Marie Penn, hospital.1542 Rondo has been elected to
dean of women of Lane college the board of directors of the St. Mrs. Samuel Stephens, sister of
which she has embarked. Dean Mr. Milton G. Williams, editorMrs. Novella Bailey will repre- Paul Accident and Health Assacia-Penn has gone to New York City and publisher, was in the city tosent the Douglass PTA at the Re- lion a branch of the Internationalwhere she will join her daughter, attend the National Association ofgional meeting in Kingsport on Accident and Health Association. Retail Druggists convention. Mrs.
Stephens is the wife of the well-
known Chicago druggist, Dr. Sam-
uel Stephens.
given by the Lane College facultyThe principal, Dirs. Rose C. in the home of President and Mrs.Carson, welcomed new members C. A. Kirkendoll. The centerpiece , 51zRAEand announced forthcoming events.t
The Annual Harvest Festival will 
used on the dining room table was The funeral of Prof. Joseph H.
I a replica of the ship "Santa Ma-he held at :he school on Friday,' •
Oct. 18 et 8 p.m. At this time
the Harvest Festival Douglass
King and Queen will be crowned.
Cancl±iates are: First grade: Sha-
ron Bailey and Kenneth Duffield;
second grade: Partici& McKinney
;rid Jerry McConnell; third grade
Darlene Hale and Winston Rhea;
fourth grade: Gail Scott and Rich-
ard Rutherford; fifth grade: Bar-.
bars Bridwell and Billy Vaught:
sixth grade: Vera Lee Rice and
Robert Smith.
The Langston Chapter of the New
Homemaker of America, was host
to the Upper East Tennessee Dis-
trict meeting, Saturday. Oct. 5.1
Miss Christine Alexander, State I
Advisor, from A & T State
university, was guest speaker.
Chapters present were George
Clem High of Greenville, Slaters
High of Bristol, Tenn., Douglas,
High of Kingsport, Tenn. The
meeting terminated with a social
in the cafeteria. The Langston
Chapter is sponsored by Miss Jua-
nita M. Thomas, home economics
teacher.
Oct. 12. The president, Mrs. De-
lores Young will represent t h e
group at the E. Tennessee meet-
ing in Chattanooga on Oct. 25.
day. Each member of the class
went to the polls and voted for
the candidates whom they thought
would make worthy and responsi-
ble officers for the school year
1957-58. Frank Russell, jr., presi-
dent and Doyce Lee, vice presi-
dent. Along with the cooperation
of the seniors promise to strive
to make this school year one of
the best seniors to graduate from
Merry High.
Another wonderful couple was
in holy bounds of matrimony Sep-
tember 7, 1957. But this marriage
was kept a secret for some time.
The bride, Mrs. Bunie Smith and
the groom, Mr. Grady Huntspon.
The beautiful bride wore a pret-
ty blue suit, blue head piece, white
gloves, and a two-tone of blue
and white hand bag, and blue slip-
pers, carrying a beautiful bou-
quet of white carnations.
The groom was dressed in a
gray suit, gray hat and tan shoes.
The marriage vows were pledged
in Corinth, Miss. They are mak-
ing their home at 33 Hale M. We
wish for them many happy and
prosperous years of married life.
Mr. and Mrs. William White's
week end guest were their two
sons, Messrs. Clyde White of
Cleveland, Ohio and V. C. White
of Chicago, Ill. Also Mn. and Mrs
Lantern White, Mr. James White
and Mrs. Carlyles Freeman all of
Memphis, Tenn.
One of the outstanding services
of the year was the ,observance
of the Women's Day program at
Home Baptist church Sunday. The
general chairman of the day was
Mrs. James Bragg. and the fine
music was furnished by the wom-
en's chorus under the direction of
Fulton Cooke. At 3 p. m., the
church listened to one of the best
messages ever delivered in Jack-
son. It was delivered by Jackson's
eading speaker, Mrs. Cora De-
tention of the filled house, as she
spoke from the subject, "A Christ-
en Woman in a Changing World."
The church is to be commended
or bringing such a woman as
Mrs. Deberry. Rev. T. Grimes
s pastor.
Mr. Jerry Springfield has com-
pleted his line of duty in the army
and is hack home for keeps after
being drafted in 1955. We all wel-
come him back home.
The funeral services of Mr. Jim-
mie Johnson was held from Jacks
Creek Baptist church at 4 p. m.
with Rev. Moses Herring officiat-
ng. Also funeral services for the
ate Mrs. Frankie Luter was held
t 2 p. m., from Massieville Me-
hodist church with Rev. Henry
Sanders officiating. Stephenson
and Shaw Funeral Home was in
charge.
Eight countries of Europe will
Miss Catherine, of Los Angeles,
Calif., for the trip. On the eve of




Mrs. Mary Lou Hamilton a n d
daughter Mary Joyce attended
the West Tennessee annual con-
ference at Collin Chapel C. M. E. I
church in Memphis last week.
Mr. Isaac Hamilton visited with
his daughter. Charlene, who is a
student at Lane college in Jack-
son, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Brown
visited relatives in Jackson recent- I
ly.
Rev. P. E. Coleman and his con-
gregation rendered services at the
Baptist church in Dyer Sunday
afternoon which was sponsored by
Club No, I. Sister Everjene John-




' By GEORGIA MeVEIGH
The Seniors • of Merry High
school campaigned last week for
the election of a president and a
vice president of the senior class.
Monday was set aside fur election
a
ia. More than 300 guests called
o wish Dean Penn a pleasant trip
and to shower her with "going
way" gifts.
Sixty-eight Baptist Standard
Hymnals song books have been
given to Berean Baptist church
choir in loving memory of loved
ones who desired to see a new
church built on the corner of Roy-
al and College sts. Six hymnals
by Mrs. Lillie Bell in memory of
her husband, Mr. John Bell. Eight
hymnals by Mrs. Ivry Lee Ewing
in memory of Mrs. Candis Pat-
rick. Miss Claudine Bledsoe gave
12 hymnals in memory of her
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs
George Bledsoe. 12 hymnals given
by Mrs. Vivian Bell in memory
of her sister, Mrs. Velma Bond.
Two given by Mrs. Fern Walker
in memory of Mr. James Walker.
Two given by Mrs. E. D. Willi-
ams, in memory of Mrs. Alice
Williams, four given by Mrs. .J.
H. Exum and Mr. Arthur Luter
in memory of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Luter.
Rev. F. M. McClinton preached
for Rev. A. L. Campbell a wonder-
ful sermon from this theme' "The
Grace of Giving." It was instruct-
he and inspiring.
Mrs. Vera Austin. Realtor of
Berkeley, Calif., is the house guest
of Mrs. Corrie Adams of 233 Mid-
dleton St.
James was attended at the Cen-
tral Valley AB church The Rev.
J. W. King officiated. Prof
James was principal of the Mc-
Rae High school until his death
SAYS MILWAUKEE UNION
NOW ADMITS NEGROES
NEW YORK—I ANP I—Herbert
Hill, NAACP labor secretary, said
last Thursday he has been inform-
ed that Negroes have been :id-
mated, ter the first time. into
Local 8 of the Milwaukee Brick-
layers union.
Hill hailed the development. I
pointing out that he had worked I
for more than a year with the
Wisconsin Industrial Commission
and with local and national AFL-
CIO officials to secure the admis-




By MRS. CURTIS HILL
Mrs. Savannah Dunn and Mr.
Hubert Ealy of Nunford are on
our sick list.
Master Bobby W Calhoun fell
and cut his head. He is better at
this writing.
The Willing Workers Club of
Brighton are meeting twice a
month. Mrs. Georgia Calhoun,
president; Mrs. Berry Calhoun,
secretary
Words of the Wise





DEARBORN, Mich. — A major
policy change paved the way for
the forthcoming 1958 Ford with its
significant styling changes, option-
al air suspersion, new Iransmis-
sion, and the most revolutionary
engine development since introduc-
tion of the V-8 in 1932, J. 0.
Wright. Ford Motor company vice
president and Ford Division gen-
eral manager. said.
He declared
"With the 1957 Ford, we are out
in front and leading the field. By
past standards, we could be ex-
pected to shift a few pieces of
chrome and call it a '58. Instead,
however, Ford spent $185 million
to bring out a car with new sty!.
ing and completely new power
train, both within a single year.
the theme "Behold, How Good and
how Pleasant • f Brethren
!Robinson is pastor was crowned
I with ecstacy Sunday afternoon. A
powerful sermon was delivered by
the pastor., Rev. T. C. Williams
preached the introductory sermon
in the fifty-first annual session
; of the Village Springs Manly Bap-
list Association which was held
at Evergreen Baptist, Mesdames
Annie Harris and Lille Mae




Funeral services for Mrs. Cher-
ry, mother of Mrs. Mildred Cum-
mings, were held Tuesday, Oct.
15, at the St. Paul AME church
with the pastor, Rev. E. K. Swan-
son officiating. Ruffin's Funeral
Service was in charge.
CHARLES CROOK, well
known Chicago mortician and
president of the Crook Fu-
neral Home, is host to his two
sisters during their stay in
Chicago, Mrs. Minnie Sellers
(left) came from Detroit and
Mrs. Mary Mauler from Nash-
sine. They were guests in the
Crook home at 8358 Prairie
ave.
BENNETT TRUSTEES MEET
Pausing in their deliberations.
For the photographer are these
members of the Bennett Col-
lege board of trustees who
held their annual meeting at
the Greensboro, N. institu•
lion last week. Reading left to
right (clockwise) from far side
of table in foreground are:
Miss Margaret Forsyth, Mrs.
Millard L. Robinson, and Mrs.
Harry E. James, all of N. Y.
City; Mrs. J. G. Meldenbaner,
treasnrer, Buffalo, N. V.:
Mrs. H. C. Black, secretary,
Johnson City, Tenn.; Dr. Fred-
erick D. Patterson, chairman,
N. P. City; President Willa
B. Player; Bishop Edgar A.
Love, vice-cheirman. Baltimore.
Md.; Mrs. J. M. Rodeheaver,
Winona Lake. Ind.: Dr. Earl
V. Tolley, Binghamtom, N.
Y.; The Rev. Carl King. 'ilia-
bury, N. C.; and Mrs. Ro-
bert K. Gordon, Dillon, S. C.
Cone, both of Greensboro, and
Not shown are: Dr. John A.
Tarpley and Mrs. Julius W.
Miss Muriel Day, N. Y. City.
President Of
COLUMBIA, S. Fdt!!ecqmore Or
Stewart, president of Edward Wa.
ten college, was elected president
of the recently organized Council
of AME College Presidents at a
meeting held last week at Allen
university..
The meeting was held in con-
junction with a workshop of AME
college business managers called
by H. Taleott Stith CPA, repre-
senting the General Board of the
church. The workshop was held to
develop a uniform system in aud-
iting accounts of the church-con-
nected schools.
During the meeting standardized
procedures were outlined by Stith
to the business managers, who un-
der the reorganization of t h e
church's administration of school
affairs, will be given a greater
responsibility for handling fiscal
matters.
The college presidents in elect-
ing Stewart stated that they had
organized for the purpose of uni-
fying their efforts in behalf of the
improvement and perpetuation of
AME supported schools under the
accepted standards of accredita-
bon agencies.
PAY TRIBUTE
A spokesman for the college
presidents stated that the election
of President Stewart was a tri-
bute to the splendid work he has
accomplished at Edward Waters
junior college in Jacksonville, Fla.
Stith a member of the account-
ing firm of Derrick, Stubbs and
Stith of Columbia S. C., has been
working on a plan to bring the en.
tire accounting systems of the col-
, leges under a central control.
In the meantime a General Edu-
cation Commission is setting up a
set of rules and regulations which
will serve to bring the administra-
tions° f these schools into line
with the standards of recognized
accrediting agencies.
LAW PASSED IN '56
All this grows out of legislation
passed at the May 1956, Quadren-
nial Conference of the A. M. E.
church, held in Miami, Fla. The
spelling out eft hese laws were
emphasized duringt he trial of
Bishop Nicholas in Jacksonville,
Fla., during the past summer.
The standards as set down by th
new laws of the church bring the
administration of the fiscal affairs
of the church schools directly un-
Board.
Among the schools affected are
Wilberforce university, Wilbe r-
force, Ohio; Payne Seminary, Wil.
berforce Ohio; Morris Brown
college Atlanta. Ga.; Allen uni-
versity Columbia, S. C.; P a u 1
Quinn college, Waco Texas; Kit-
trell college Henderson, N. C.;
Campbell college, Jackson, Miss.:
Edward Waters college Jackson.
vile, Fla.; Daniel Payne college
Birmingham, Ala.
DISTRICT CONTROL
Prior to 1956, each AME church
supported school, was controlled
entirely by the district which sup-
ported it. As a result the school
prospered according to the ability
of the bishop in charge to handle
the administrative affairs of the
institution.
less challenging condition in the
rise and fall of the schools and
few presidents could set up long
range administrative programs.
Under the new law, the moneys
collected for the support of the
school is included in the $4 Per
annum dues to be paid by the
membership of the church. This
money is turned into the General
Church Fund which is administer-
ed by the General Board, The
General Board in turn dispenses
the money proportionately to the
An Educational Vommission*
schools.
working under the direction of the
General Board, and in conjunc-
tion with the General Secretary of
Education has general supervision
of the administration of thess
funds.
In spite oft he loose definition
of control under previous church
laws, many bishops have done
much to furthert he advancement
of schools undert heir control.,
GETS SCHOOL RATED
Edward Waters college accredi-
tation was held directly responsi-
ble to the cooperation given Presi-
dent William B. Stewart by the
late Bishop Gregg and later by
Bishop Carey A. Gibbs, who upon
his transfer to Alabama gave sim-
ilar cooperation to Dr. Howard
Gregg, president of Daniel Payne
college.
I 
Wilberforce university shot‘, .
definite advancement under
administrations of Bishops Re
and Bonner. Paul Quinn has mov-
ed ahead under the administration
had great prosperity 'under the a-
Bonner. Paul Quinn has moved
ahead under the administrations
of Bishops Gomez and Primm.
It is the contention of those who
foster the direction of the college
administration by the General
Board, however, that an over-all
program removing complete con-
trol by the assigned bishop is for
;he general betterment of the in-
situations concerned. They also
say it'll give a degree of stability
to the administrative preg,rams
that will allow better planning for
the development of future pro-
gram and curricula.
A similar attitude has been tak-
en by the official accrediting ag-
encies of the nation in defining
policy at all church supported
followed this advice and the A
schools. Many other churches 14
church is now attempting to brin
its program in line with the ac-
cepted program now being follow-
, ed by other major church support-
l ed institutions.The majority of the AME col-
lieges are now in the hands of Ca-
pable men as presidents. The Gen-
era! Board feels that these men
I should be allowed to function un-
I hampered in the operation of their
offices.
This policy should do much to
enable the schools to move for-
ward and take their proper places
among the privately endowed col-
leges at a time when adequate
institutions of higher learning are
sorely needed, officials attending
, the workshop agreed.
Item Reduces
Braille Costs
NEW YORK — Use of a self.
baking adhesive that greatly low-
ers thee oat of Brafilep tinting
was revealed here tecently by
the Philadelphia Volunteers Serv-
ice for the Blind, Inc
The new Brille printing achieve-
ment, hailed as a major advance
in the work of producing more
reading material for the blind, has
been developed jointly by the Phil-
adelphia volunteer agency a n d
Chrysler corporation's Cycleweld
Division in Detroit. Experiments
have been conducted steadily for
several months.
Mrs. L. Alan Passmore, presi-
dent of the Philadelphia agency
says, "The use of this new adhes-
ive, called C-14, has now reached
the stage where we feel it has a
tremendous potential in producing,
more textbooks, magazines and
reference material for the blind.
REDUCES COST
"By making it possible to u 1 e
plates for the short-run printing
process, C-14 has greatly reduced
the cost. For example, before any
JAPANESE PHYSICIST
AT ARGONNE LAB
LEkiONT, — Paul K. Kur-
oda, a native of Fukoka, a region
of Kyushu Island. 600 miles south
west of Tokyo. Japan, has joined
the staff of the Radiological Phy-
sics division of Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory, as associate
chemist.
Kuroda will be studying prob-
lems of low-level radioactivity',
such as the occurrence of stron-
tium 90 in nature and in hone. Ac-
cold, to Dr. J E Rose, division
processing, a metal plate costs 1$
cents. while a piece of Braille pa-
per costs only half a cent.
to work with and it generates its
"The Chrysler adhesive is easy
own heat which hardens it with-
out need of ovens or other equip-
ment."
First public disclosure of t h
work was made by Mrs. Pass-
more at a National Braille club
conference here. The process was
demonstrated at a special press
conference at the Overseas Press
Club.
Charles F. Hall, a proofread
at the Philadelphia agency, ha
long been searching for a demi.
cal solution which would make it
possible to use Braille paper for




Mrs. Cora Lloyd Allen accident-
ally fell and broke her arm. She
is in the Alexandria, La. U. P.
Long hospital, She is reported do.
ing nicely. We are also sorry to
heal that her sister, Francis Hall
had an accident
Miss Patricia Lain was the vie-
tim of an accident recently.
Brother Deacon Webb Johnson
of St. Steven BC lost his daugh-
ter. Funeral arrangements are in-
complete at this writing. They are
walling for the arrival of h
daughter from Los Angeles.
Misses Willie Reed and Johnso



















































































































































































































































300,000 Compete For Merit Scho larships DEFENDERSot., Oct.26 957
$4 Million
To Be Awarded
EVA.NSTON, Ul. — The most in•
tensive talent bent in America'a ll
history began Tuesday, Oct. 22,
with the testing of 300,000 senior
students in 14.000 high schools.1
The examination, called t h e •
"Scholarship Qualifying Test,"
was the first hurdle in the 1958 Na-
tional Merit Scholarship Program.1
More than $4 million in Merit
Scholarships, including those grant-
ed by some 70 business and in-
dustrial comOanies, was at stake.,
Tuesday's test wai a high level
college aptitude-type examina-
tion, designed to measure the dd.,
ferences among students of high
verbal and quantitative ability,
and to predict their chances ot
success in college. Administration
began at 9 a. m. and last for
two hours. r
The 7.500 seniors with the high-
est scores in the test will enter
the Semi-finals of the Merit Pro-
gram, where further selection will
take place. The Semifinalists will
be identified in early December,
and the actual winners of Merit
Scholarships, expected to exceed'
800, will be announced about May
1, 1958.
The nationwide competition is
conducted by the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation of Evans-
ton, 111„ on behalf of companies,
foundations, professional societies
and even individuals who spon-
sor the awards.
Merit Scholarships are named
after the companies and other pri-
vate groups that provide them, the
largest sponsor being the Sears-
Roebuck Foundation, which awards
100 of these scht.larships annoal-
ly at, a total investment of $500,000.
The sponsoring organizations in-
clude such nationally known nam-
es as International Business Ma-
chines, National Distillers a n d
Chemical Corporation, F. W. Wool-
worth co., Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co., McGraw-Hill, B. F. Goodrich,
Time Inc., Gulf Oil and many
others.
John M. Stalnaker president s.
NMSC, in congratulating the high
• school principals responsible for
the enormous turnout for Tues-
day's test, pointed out the ever-
ircreasing need for identifying and
helping able young people.
"Events of recent weeks on the
international scene have simply re.
accented the importance of identi-
fying and educating our brightest
people. The snowballing demands
for able and highly trained experts
in all phases of our society, and
the need to seek them out, leads
us, inevitably, to our schools.
Here, under development, are the
scientists engineers, and teachers
who will determine what the fu-
ture will be."
A Merit Scholarship provides its
winner with the funds he nee&
to attend the college of his choice
tbr four years. Family resources,
summer earnings of the student,
and college costs are all consider-
ed in determining the amount that
accompanies each award. T h e
grants to Merit Scholars vary
from a minimum honorary award
of $100 a yeor for the four college
years to over $2,000 a year in case
of great need. The average stu-
dent's stipend is about $650 a
year.
Each Merit Scholar selects the
accredited college he prefers to
attend. Since tuition does not cover
the actual cost of educating a stu-
dent, each Merit scholarship in-
cludes an educational supplement
for the college to help it defray
its costs in educating the Merit
Scholar.
The National Merit Scholarship
Program was begun in 1955, based
on grants of $20 million for the
Ford Foundation and $500 thou-
sand from the Carnegie Corpora-
tion of New York. The program's
nationwide search for students of
high potential makes it possible
for companies to devote their schol-
arship funds entirely to able stu-
dents and colleges and avoid the
overhead costs of holding separate
competitions. About 1.400 Merit
Scholars selected in the 1956 and
1957 programs are now in college
Louisiana
BATON ROUGE
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD 1
We are happy to read an article I
in an Oakland, Calif., paper tell-
ing of activities in the "ElizabetiC
Brown Six and Over' club. Theirl
president, Mrs. Johnie B. Strick-
land, conducted the regular meet-
ing, then Mrs. Lizzie Rivers-Smith
thanked the club for beautiful, use-
ful gifts presented her after fire
in her borne destroyed so many
treasured articles. This club means
much to the development of wont-
en in Oakland.
The execUtive Council of t h e
Louisiana Education Association
met here in the office of Mr. J.
K. Haynes, executive secretary of
the organization. Although we were
ill, several of the members called
In our home and gladened our
hearts. Among these callers were
Mrs. Zola Ernest, Mrs. Thelma
Washington of the Grambling.,Col-
lege faculty. Mrs. Ernest is one
of our Louisiana girls who made
good while still very young. Mrs.
Washington is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Smith of Charleston, W.
Va., and the sister of Dr. Valerian
Smith of our city. Both are prov-
ing very helpful in the training
of prospective teachers.
A meeting of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority was held in Delpits Par-
ty room this week, but illness pre
vented our attending, however, our
president tells of, much progress
resulting from planned projects for
the community and sorority de-
velopment and helpfulness.
We, with a few other interested
visitors enjoyed observing the sew-
ing classes in the YWCA this
week. We are unable to thank
Mrs. It. F, Netterville and her
group of trained instructors for
the way they have reached and
helped so many Y Teens in the
day classes, and so many house.
wives in the evening classes. One
lady told us that she had made
several dresses since joining the
class, but, before this she had
never attempted to sew. And they
were there in large groups. Each
glad to learn how to sew. Each
doing good jobs, even if some
did have to rip and press a few
times.
Southern university opened this
year with many new phases and
activities that are helpful to stu-
dents and to many interested work-
ers. The Curricula offered includes
civil architectual mechanical
and Electrical. „
The greatest drawback among
the potential engineers is mathe-
matics. However, these students
possessing the ability are able to
correct their difficulties, deficien-
cies etc.
We do hope that he has not
become acquainted with Asian flu,
but handsome W. M. Wallace, or.(
of the newly appointed Instructors
In Southern university, rang to
state that he is "Feeling Terrible.
We do hope he is better ere now.
Were there ever so many "meet.
logs" to use the spare minutes
OBVIOUSLY HAPPY with
their new academic home,
these Bermuda students en-
gage in enjoyable conversation
soon after enrolling for their
initial college year at Wilber-
Aiweitet,
force uni., Ohio, The beauti-
ful fall day with all of Its sc.
cessories produced high spirits
as the group talked over their
temporarily adopted home-
land. Reading from left to
right the students are: Gary




Patricia Hall, George Van
Lowe. Eugene Foggo. and
Coleman Robinson. The Ber-
mudans are part of the 120
Freshmen who enrolled for




The funeral of Mr. John Henry
Johnson, K., was in session at the
Union Baptist church Oct. 9. His
survivors are four daughters and
two sons and a host of other rela-
tives and friends. Rev. A. Mitchell
officiated.
The third appreciation of Rev. S
T. Davis, was in session at the
New Hope AME church October
13, which was a great success.
Many churches took an active
Pad.
Mrs. Rosie Morrow and children
of Tuscaloosa, Ala., were guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Black Oct. 13
A platter party of the Elite Sav-
ing club was in session at the Ma-
sonic Hall Oct. 12. Mrs. Ida B.
Campbell, Mrs. Sarah Landrum in
charge, •
Rev. Eddie Collins witnessed the
Baptist Association last week.
Revival meeting cloned at the
  Liberty Baptist church October 12
of a retired supervisor? Well,
something, or some one finds some,
thing to be done by us for every
spare second, or so it seems.
Baton Rougeans welcomed Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Brown who came
down from St. Louis, Mo., to at-
tend the last rite a for his sister.
We are also in sympathy with
the family of Mrs. Lena Johnson
who was buried here this week.
She is from one of Baton Rouge's
old well-known families, most of
whom are gone.
The faculty and student body
of Carries Beauty School seem$
happy over her return from one
of the many "meetings" she at-
tends.
We are finding what it means
to have rain and more rain just
when plans are made for attend-
ing some of the many worth while
programs being rendered by civic
and social organizations.
The Friends of Delta held a
monthly meet Sat. afternoon. This
organization is made up of moth-
ers or relatives of members of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
Letters from San Francisco tell
us that our young nephew, Charles
Stewart has been transferred to a
camp in San Antonio, Tex. Well,
a soldier never knows when or
where he will be assigned next.
We are happy that he graduated
from school before being sent.
Mr. J. J. Hedgemon slates that
predictions for a record enroll-
ment in Southern university have
come true. He says that they now
have an overall enrollment of 5474,
undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents. This does not take into ac-
count the 165 students in the State
School for Deaf, and the 106 regis-
tered at the school for blind, both
of which are administrative units
of Southern university.
This new session of Southern
university is using for the first
time the new Laboratory School,
Home Economics Classroom build-
ing, Home Economics Practice
cottage, Unit Building for Engin-
eering, A Poultry Plant, an Agri-
cultural Engineering Building
Greenhouses and several structure
for auxiillary enterprises; Univer-
sity officials still see the need for




By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
Rose B. Motley has returned
from the hospital and is doing
nicely. We are asking all her
friends to pray for her recovery.
Born Cathin is in Tuskegee hos-
pital and is reported doing nicely.
• • *
TRAFFORD
Deacon James Smith of Traf-
ford underwent an operation of the
throat. He Is very much missed
In church affairs. Deacon Smith
Is in Callovrays hospital, Rimming.
ham, Ala.
with great success. Rev. N. Study.
more, pastor.
Service was well attended at
the Banks Chapel APSE Zion church
October 13. Rev. B. L. Smith, pas-
tor.
Mrs. Lizzie People has gone to
Ohio for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Black of
Bessemer, Ala., w a guest of
relatives and friendikhere.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Jackson have




By G. W. IVEY
Mr. Sam Jones visited his sick
uncle, Mr. Walter Williams, in
East St Louis, Ill. recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith of
Brewerfield are victims of the
Asian flu.
Mr. and Mrs. King Bryant of
Woodward Red Ore, are happy
parents of a baby girl. Anita Faye,
born at their home Oct. 1. Moth-
er and baby are fine
The pastor, officers and e
hers of the St.' John Independent,
Methodist Church worshipped with
the officers and members of the'
Shady Grove Baptist Church in
celebration of the 6th anniversary
airy of their pastor, Rev. G. W.
Slone, B. TH. A soul stirring mes-
sage was delivered by Rev- R. G.
Williams.
Anniversary sermon was deliv-
ered by Rev. F. D. King, Rev.
G. T. Slone, pastor
The pastor, officer and mem-
bers of the St. John Independent
Methodist Church worshipped with
Li
DR. JOSEPH 11. JACKSON
(seated, center), president of
the National Baptist Conven-
tion, U. S. A., Inc. is shown
with convention leaders who
Went to Philadelphia recently
the officers and members of Pet-
tys Metropolitan A. M. E. Zion
church in the appreciation serv-
ice of their pastor, Rev. J. W.
Wells A wonderful message was
delivered by Rev. R. T. Williams
Rev. J. W. Wells is pastor.
The Big Three Night worship
was bed at the First Baptist
Church, Rev, A. Peterson w h o
preached for Rev. R. G. Williams,
delivered a wonderful message.
Music was rendered by the Big
Three choir. Rev- L. C. Walker
is pastor.
Mrs. Bernice Ivory is ill at her
home with Asian flu.
Ordination service was observed
at the Jerusalem Baptist Church
Sunday. Oct. 13 at 3:00 p.m. Or-
dination service was conducted by
Rev, Wilson Fallin and Rev. New-
ett. Deacons ordained were
Messers. W. D. Branch, principal
of Hard Elementary school; Rob-
ert Varner, A. C. Jackson, Abron
Young, Henry Price and J. W•





Mrs. George Emmett Dubose of
Dayton, Ohio visited Mrs. Maggie
Andrew and her mother-in-law re.
cently.
Mr. Curry of Chicago is here
visiting its wife and other rela-
tives.
Rev. D. K. Bell has returned
home from the revival in Georgia
for the week end.
Willie Walton, his wile and moth-
er, motored to Birmingham Ga.
to visit his ill sister. Mr. and Mrs,
Ceaser MeMotton joined them.
Baldwin County school played
Southern Normal at the homecom-
ing game. The score was 13-6 in
favor of Southern Normal. Mr.
Randal Sterling is coach. Miss
Southern was crowned.
A party -was given for Mr. Joe
Jackson at his barber shop on Se-
well rd. by the Milwaukee Braves
fans. Some there were Messrs.
Jack Richardson Willie Jefferson
and Woodrow. Drinks and chicken
sandwiches were served. Mr. Alex
Autrey of the Defender decorated
the shop.
Mr. Alex Hunter's brother, Mike
died. He lived in New Orleans. Mr.
Hunter was a former resident of
Brewton. He leaves his mother
four brothers and two sisters and
many other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper's daught-
ter, Miss Wills J. Harvey has left




The Negro Citizens Association ,
met at the Church of God in Christ ,
Sunday,' Oct. 13 with the presi-
dent, Rev. J. E. Milton presiding
and took great. pleasure complet-
ing and organizing the association.
More interested members joined
and new officers were elected.
Rev. J. E. Milton certainly is
rendering valuable services to
this community since he came to
our city and especially organizing
this great organization for the
betterment of our race, commu-
nity and our state.
A mark conference will be pre
seated by the Brotherhood Club
of Bethel AME Church, Sunday 
Oct. 27. Everyone is expected to
come out and make this occasion
a great success. The Rev. C. T
Trice will be host pastor.
Mrs. Juanita Davis has return-
ed home from Akron where she
spent an enjoyable vacation vis-
iting her mother and other mem-
bers of thefamily. She reported
enjoying every minute of her stay.
Mrs. Carl Hall was called to
Gary, Ind, due to the death of
her brother-in-law, Mr. Hopkins,
We extend our deepest heart felt
sympathy to the bereaved family.
Mrs. Bernice Cabine has return-
ed home from Detroit after visit-
ing at t h e bedside of Brother
Brodie Wright who has been very
ill but is completely recovered at
this writing. She reported an en-
joyable trip-
Mrs. Annie Bally has retired
from the Bradly County High
school after teaching in the city
Rev. and Mrs. Jenkins were out
of town for the week end.
Walter Broughton is on the sick
list.
The Peace and Goodwill Baptist
church held its regular worship
service and the termination of the




By MRS. FLORA MAE WOODIE
The Mount Zion Baptist Sunday
school entertained Sunday after-
noon with an ice cream serving.
The Junior Missionary Society
sponsored a program on Sunday,
Oct. 14,
The Christmas Savings Club No.
1 was highly etertained Monday
night with a birthday supper. This
meeting was held at the home of
Mrs. Dasis Williams, Trussville,
Ala,
Mrs. Mettle Moss and Mrs. Law-
renia Herring are on the sick list.
for more than 40 years. The school
board is very sorry to lose Mrs
Bally for she has rendered val-
uable service to the school and
the community as well. She is a
member of No. 71 of the Eastern





By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JIL
Rev. Robert Archiball Manning,
pastor of St. James CME church
died in a local hospital after be-
ing ill for several days. He had
been pastor of the local church for
the past two years, was a mem-
ber of the Chicago District Chris-
tian Methodist Episcopal church
and just recently attended the an-
nual conference in Detroit. Rev.
Manning is survived by his wife,
Rebecca, a daughter, Mrs. Joce-
lyn Patricia Stover of Detroit and
a SOO Robert A., jr. also of De-
troit. Funeral service was held at
St. James ('ME church. Elder W.
Langdon Liddell officiated. Burial
in the city cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Brown and
family of Adelbert ave, spent the
week end in Chicago visiting relit.
tives and friends.
On the sick list are Mesdames
Albert Lenoir, L. L. Beby, 0. W.
Smith, James Cole and Miss Al.
berta 'Finns. We wish thein a
speedy recovery.
PORTLAND
Rev. Ruce Williams and wife
enjoyed a wonderful vacation vis-
iting in Mississippi and Birming-
ham, Ala. They have returned
home very tired.
Mrs. Hunter is enroute to Sacra-
mento, Calif., to visit her sister
who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris and family
attended the funeral of Mrs. Har-
ris' sister.
Rev. E. D. Jackson, pastor of
the All-Nations Church has return-
ed home from Los Angeles where
he vacationed.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Jones of
N. E. Vancouver visited his sister
and family in Arizona.
Mr. Zack Williams of 51 Cook
Street visited friends in Ennerd
Olds., his old home town.
Rev. R. le Anderson is on the
sick list.
Mr. Jessie Wallas is building a
new modern bar on the corner of
Cook and Williams.
Rev. Newton's son is ill with
the flu.
Union meeting of severe
churches was held with the Van-
couver Baptist Church. All mem-
bers were expected to be present
Mrs. Anderson of Height Street
has returned home after severe
weeks of visit in Canada and
points in Texas where she visited
her mother and other relatives.
She was called home earlier than
expected wfhen informed of her
husbands auto accident.
Red. Malone has bought a home
at 3919 Height at. He is also on
the sick list.
Mrs. Adar is happy to be a




The children of Mrs. Charles
Givens visited her in the Willard
hospital where she is very ill with
the flu.
Mrs. Van Dhurahm is also a pa-
tient in the Willard hospital,
for a historic meeting outlin-
ing among other things a uni-
fied budget plan for the seve-
ral NBC boards. The group
includes (from left, seated),
H. J. Trepp, L. H. Sullivan,
.1. I,uke Jones, R. A. Crom-
well, M. I,. Gaylen, L. G.
Carr, Miss Primrose Punches,
Dr. Jackson, D. W. Hoggard,
T. .1. Jemison. c. M. Smith,
R. L. Thomas, H. T. Mc-
Creary, Arthur R Jones, and
R. C. Lamb. Standing (from
Leff), E. B. 'Hicks, Maynard
Y. Tuner, Jr., 0. L. Sherrill,
C. C. Adams, T. S. Herten,
M. Kirby, W. H. Brewster,
M. C. Clevelaad,
PEORIA
Arriving on Sept. 28 was little
Mr. Ronald LaVerne who joint d
the household of Mr. and Mrs.
James Gayle'. Awaiting to be-
come acquainted with little Ron-
ald LaVerne was an older broth-
er, Lawrence James; a grand-
mother, Mrs. Claudia Gayles and
a grandfather, Mr. Frank Frye,
Sr.
During the first week of Oct.
the Little Professor of Piney
Woods, Miss., Doctor Lawrence C..
Jones, was is Peoria speaking be.
fore civic clubs and church
groups. Dr. Jones will return to
Peoria Oct. 28 for a Bradley Mil.




By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
Sgt. Robert Watson, jr., of the
U. S. Army was a recent visitor
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Watson, sr.
Holston Brown of Chicago re-
cently visited with his mother
Mrs. Pauline Brown.
Miss Patricia Johnson is visiting
In Peoria, Ill.
Miss Queen Ester Gilliam of
Lincoln, Ill, spent the week end
with her mother, Mrs. Ella Gil
ham.
Miss Imogene Cooper is visiting
in Chicago.
George Johnson of Chicago was
a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs
Thomas Ayler.
Thomas Ayler attended the Ma-
sonic Grand Lodge session in De-
catur.
Funeral services for Mr. Cherie
Dunklay, 69, were held Sunday
Oct. 8 at the Morning Star Bap-
tist church. Rev. P. J. Rogers of-
ficiated.
UNITY
By MORETTI le, VAUGRN
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Webb, Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Williams, Meg
dames Vinetta Williams, Alice La-
than, Nellie Sanders Gertie Smith
Artie Jenkins and little daughter
Lela motored to Peoria, Ill., Sun-
day Oct. 6, to attend the annu
al conference of the AME church-
es of Illinois.
Rev. E. K. Swanson Is again pas
tor of the St. James ACE church
of this vicinity and the St. Pau
AME church of Sandusky, Ill, for
the ensuing year.
The members of Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church were guests of the
members of the St. Mark Bartle
church, Friday night, in the eels
bration of the pastor's third anni-
versary, The pastor is Rev. I. H
Wiggins. Anniversary services ter-
minated Sunday afternoon, Oct. 6
Those on the sick list are Mes
dames Carrie Winston, Mary
Crossland and Halite Winslow




A very fine vegetable dinner
with chicken and all the trim
mings and ice cream and cake
for dessert, was served in t h e
home of Ma. and Mrs. Herbert
Smith, Sunday, Sept. 29. Guest
were the neighbors and Mrs. 01
lie Willard of Mounds Ill. One o




• By MONETT'S VAUGHN
Rev, IR. Wiggins, pastor of Mt
Zion Baptist church, Mrs. Mon
ette E. Vaughn and mother, Mrs
Elizabeth Fisher, were guests of
the Shiloh Baptist church, Wed-
nesday night, Oct. 10, in the cele-
bration of the pastor's anniver-
sary. The pastor is Rev. L. H
Kelly. Rev, Wiggins delivered the
sermon.
A motorcade consisting of the
pastor and members of Mt. Zion
Bapt. church, journeyed to Sikes-
ton, Mo., Sunday afternoon as the
guests of the Westside Batptist
church. Rev. J. M. Blow is the
pastor. The occasion was the An-
nual Rally in the Pastor's Aid
Club. Rev. I. H. Wiggins, pastor
of Mt. Zion, delivered the mes-
In the news last week concern.
ing the attendants to the Annual
AME Conference in Peoria, Ill.,
the name of Mrs. Annie Billings-
ley of Colp, Ill., was omitted. Mrs.
Billingsley went as the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Webb.
Little Miss Charlene Webb of
Cairo, Ill., spent the week end
with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Webb.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kay have
moved into their beautiful n e w
house, a very attractive little
ranch type house.
sage.
Miss Zephyr June Jenkins of
Macomb, Ill., spent the week end
with her Mother, Mrs. Artie Jenk-
ins and children.,
Those on the sick list are: Little
Larry Hardamon, Mrs. C at r i e
Winston, Mrs, Mary Crossland,
Mr. Robert Dickey end Mr. James
McGinnis.
The 86th Illinois conference was
held at the Ward Chapel AME
church from Oct. 1 to 6. Bishop
Joseph Gomez of Cleveland was
guest speaker. Host pastor waS
Rev. James S. Behn, IV.
Peoria's first colored fireman,
Edward Gaines, reported for duty
on Sept. 2, Ile resides at 42?
W. 5th ave. with his wife, Edna.
The Phyllis Wheatley Club iii
the YWCA held its first social al
the home of Blanchie Cannon on
Sept. 21. Co-hostess was Manage
Carter. Fourteen members were
present and all reported an err
joyable evening. The fall confer-
ence of the YWCA will be held




Mr. William Thomas Murray,
64, of 322 Pyramid CD. died at his
home Monday Oct. 7, Funeral
held at the Donaldson Funeral
Home by Rev. J. L. Long.
Baptizing was held at the First
Central MB church by three pas.
tors. Namely Rev. Win. Hart cd
Mt. Carnet MB church baptized
five; Rev. Reymonds of Mounds,
III. baptized seven and Rev. Kel.
ly of Shiloh Mb church baptized
one.
Rev. 0, C. Johnson, died al
his home suddenly. Rev. Johnson
was pastor of the Liberty Si. B.
church for 16 years. Survivors are
his wife and four daughters.
Nathaniel Witherspoon of Jolted
III. came home to visit his wife,
Mrs. Candice Witherspoon.
Miss Myrtle Pigee who has beet
very ill with a fractured ankle ie
now up and working again.




The Holly Springs Sunday schooi
convention held at Hebron Chapel
last week was a great success
under the leadership of Elder SI
H. Carmen-
The Alumni Club of M. 2, ad.
lege was entertained by the Was
phis Club Sunday. Miss Si. ao
Shannon was the principal speale,
47.
The freshmen of M. I. College
rendered a program in Memphis
Sunday evening. Prof. T. M. Gar
den, sponsor.
Rust College football team
downed Leland Saturday with a
score of 6-0. Coach Hawthorne ii
well pleased with his squad.
All pulpits were filled Sunder
Rev, Armstrong at Anderson
Chapel, Rev, Rucker at Asbury,
Rev. Bluitt at Hopewell and Rey.
McCellon at Providence.
The musical program rendered
at Anderson Chapel Sunday after
noon was very enjoyable.
The Russell brothers' mother,
who lives in the lower part of the
state, is very
See the agent for your Copy th
The Ddender each week.
• • •
GOODMAN
By Mrs. Pearleane Billingsles
Mr. Louis Young of Canton,
Miss., spent several days here
with his daughter, Mrs. Pearlen•
Billingslea.
Sunday, October 13 was regulal
service day at the Goodman MB
church. Rev. F. L. Gray, pastor,
preached a wonderful sermon.
Rev. Gray was the dinner guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Baena
• * •
STARKVILLE
Mrs. Mary Francis Bolden pass.
ed Thursday, Oct. 2 after a brief
Illness, She had been a semi-in•
valid for a number of years. Het
husband preceded her in death
Saturday, Sept. 28, She Is survisb
ed by a son, Louis, of Memphis
and a daughter Mrs. Florence
Bolden of this city; two grand-
children. Mrs. Ella Mae Jackson.,
New Orleans La. and Charles
Brown of Starkville. The remains
were funeralized at Rock11111
Methodist church with her pas.
or, Rev. W. B. Rogers officiating.
Mr. Booker T. Smith, a long time
resident of Starkville, and son of
he late Edd Smith died Saturday,
Oct. 5. The remains were tuner-
alized at Griffin Mthethodist chore
Rev. W. G. Prueitt, officiated
in the absence of the pastor.
Mrs. Kate Reed of Chicago, shi-
er of Mr, Billie Coates and Mrs.
Alta Johnson was home for a brief
visit last week. While here she
was the guest in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Lafayette Johnson.
ii
Virginia, pointing out that the geo-
graphic location and historical
background should have resulted
in Virginias setting an example
for other states, rather than de-
liberately flaunting the law of the
land.
"Whites have suffered too," he
continued. "Anthropological and
Christian principles have been dis-
torted, respect for government un-
dermined." ,
He noted that a group of Psy-
chologists had studied the problem
and had concluded segregation
not merely a legal problem, but
sociological, economic and psycho-
logical. Those free of psychologic-
al disorders want segregation 1.
For what they can get out of it.
2. Well-intended whites defend it
automatically.
"The south is now rushing to
make schools equal. Even in Mts-
sissippi where Negroes are farth-
est removed from desegregation,
progress is being made. Missis- •
sippi is making conspicuous ef-
forts to raise Negro school levels
which in turn will produce an out-
pouring of educated Negroes that
will gain their rights.
"Utilizing the essence of Booker
T. Washington's advice that 'whole
future of the Negro rests largely
upon his becoming invaluable to
the community in which he lives,'
the evidence of Negro leaders in
all fields combined with diligence
and lives of high endeavor, will
usher in the day of all America
marching onward togeher," he con-
cluded.
CONGRATULATIONS to Ma-
rine Pvt. George Littlejohn is
In order from Major J. B.
Harrison, 3rd Recult Training
Battalion Executive Office,
upon his integration into the
regular Marine Corps recently.
Pvt. Littlejohn is the son of
Heart Attack
Kills Dr. Greene
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — Dr.
Clarence Sumner Greene, 55-year-
old, head of department of sur-
gery, Howard university college of
medicine and well-known neuro-
surgeon, died last week at Freed-
men's and the National Institute
of Health for treatment and re-
coVery,
heart attack at his home last week
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
By CHARLENE L. WARREN
The churches In our communi-
ty have scheduled numerous ac-
tivities of Christian betterment
for all who can attend.
The Lane Chapel CME church,
Rev. J. L. Tellington, pastor, held
their annual Woman's Day pro-
gram on Sunday, Oct. 13. T he
participants on the afternoon pro-
gram were: Mrs. C. J. Bond,
Mrs. Frances Houston, Mrs. W.
S. Smith and Mrs. Frankie Pry-
or. The music was rendered by
the Lane Chapel's choir.
The Salem Baptist church, Rev
W. A. Owen, pastor, observed
Woman's Day on Sunday, Oct. 13.
Mrs. L. J. Clark was the guest
speaker for the afternoon pro-
gram.
The Kynette Methodist church
had special services for the op-
ening of their parsonage on Sun-
day, Oct. 20. Mayor Rogers
Deaderick was the speaker for
the afternoon program. An Ap-
preciation Tea was held at the
parsonage from 4 to 6 p. m. Rey.
B. F. Neal is the pastor of the
Kynette Methodist church.
HERE AND THERE- • -
Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Owen have
returned' from a visit with rela-
tives and friends in Decatur and
Chicago, Ill., South Bend, Inc.,
and Milwaukee, Wisc.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Williams
are visiting relatives and friends
in Louisiana.
Mrs. J. B. Clark and an, James
are visiting in Little Rock, Ark.
Mrs. Veni T. Bond attended
their Annual District's Women's
ISociety of Christian Service and
the District Conference of the
North Little Rock District last
A graduate of Dunbar High
lumbia, Dr. Greene had suffered Catholic Pressa cerebral thrombosis last July
and spent several weeks at Freed-
men's and the Nationall Insti-
tute of Health for treatmment and
recovery.
A graduate of Dunbar High
School, where he was I on the
track and basketball teams, Dr.
Greene was graduated from the
Howard university college of medi-
cine in 1949, and received bache-
lor of arts and doctor of dental
surgery degrees from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.
De yea need mend welds miter
ghat Is abet* three Inches hi MOS-
owl Sew an opened No. 2 No (5101
and vie IL Be waste (ppm the ens
AO assIN.d.ss ant see&
Mrs. Etolia Littlejohn of Knox-
ville, Tenn., and is a gradu-
ate of Allston High school. He
has been assigned to Camp
LeJeune, N. C., from Parris
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Sat., Oct. 26, 1957
Stork Stops
Bern at John Gaston Hie-pita!:
Oeteber 12, 1957
A son, James Calvin Brooks,
10 Mr. and Mrs. Perry B. Brooks
et 1443 Horace.
4 A son, Rickey Flank, to Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Finnie of 156 N.
Watkins.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ar-
thur Butler of 1624 Patton.
A son, Carl Anthony Irons, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Irons of
106 Kirk;
A son, Sylvester Johnson, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Johnson of
644 Noneonnah.
A daughter, Brenda Whitmore
to Mr. and Mrs. A, I. Witmom
of 1339 Vollentine.
A son, Stevie Hudson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Rayford Hudson of 2436
Airways.
A daughter, Shelie Anita Evans,
to Mr and Mrs. Edward L. Evans
of 434 Wellington.
A ton, Joseph Leon Johnson, to
Mr. and Mrs. Al C. Johnston of
1814 Cincinnati.
October 13, 1957
' A daughter, Rudy Mae Davis,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ballard Davis
of 1559 Miller.
A daughter, Johnnie Mae Plunk-
ett, to Mr. and Mrs. Jelinny
Plunkett of 2820 Amsden.
A son, Andrew K. Addison, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ira K. Addison of
1880 Carver.
A son, Leonard Bernard Wind-
less, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L.
Windless of 084 Lane.
Adaughter, Carolyn Louise Car-
ruthers, to Mr. and Mrs. William
L. Carruthers of 2459 Carnes.
A daughter, Pattie Burns,, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burns of 595
N. Fifth.
, A daughter, Darlene Thomas, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie J. Thomas
of 45 W. Fay.
, A daughter. Brenda Joyce Illc- 1
Monk, to Mr. and Mrs. Pumpy'
McKinnie of 765 Ayers,
A daughter, Julia Mae Phil.:
lips, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Phil
lips of 1820 Rozelle.
A son, Ronald Balfour. to
and Mrs. John E. Balfour of 1477 1
A son, Luther Winston Prewittl
Jr. to Mr. atd Mrs. Luther Prew-
llt of 2177 Castes.
I A son, Ronnie Barnett Johnson.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Johnson
of 559 N. Fourth.
I A -daughter Mae Rene Thorny
bon to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Thomp-
son of 450 Alabama.
, A daughter, Lillie Mae .Tones,,
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jones
of 1069 Lewis.
son, Jerry McEntire, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hughey McEntire of
1.221 N. Manassas.
October 14, 1957
A daughter, Margaret Marie
Branch, to Mr. and Mrs. Her-
man Branch of 1268 Firestone.
- A son, Fred Jones, to Mr, and
Mrs. James Jones of 752 Lane.
A son, Matthew Malone, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ather Malone of 373
Avery.
A son Alfred Earl Martin, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Martin of 193
S. Manassas. •
A daughter, Sharon Denise
Johnson, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Johnson of 1.5.51 Victor.
A daughter, Shirley Kay Gipson,
to Mr. and Mrs. William T. Gip-
son of 10 E. Geeter.
A son, James William Scott, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Scott of
2305 Carnes.
A son, Mitchell Horton, to. Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Horton of 5571
Lamar.
A daughter, Charlotte Laverne
Alexander, to Mr. and Mrs. Hosiy
Alexander of 1393 Cummings.
A daughter, Doris Clayborn, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clayborn
of 64 Decatur.
October 14, 1957
A son, Stanley Ray Winfrey,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Win-
frey of 3041 Nathan.
A son, Calvin Roscoe Mitchell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mitchell
of 695 Tennessee.
A daughter, Sandre Fay
James, to Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
James of 1440 Davis.
A son. Ronald Gene Boyd, to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Boyd of
889 N. Mansfield.
A daughter, Cassandra Gayle
Doggett. to Mr. and Mrs. William
Doggett of 696 Harry.
A daughter, Velba Jean Coburn.
to Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Coburn,
of 928 Annie Pl.
A daughter, Loretta Denton, to
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Denton of
3867 Holeman rd.
A son, Edward Louis Johnson.
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnson
of 319 Modder.
A daughter, Hattie Mae Arnold,
to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Arnold
of 1436 N. McNeiL
October 16, 1957
A son, Joe R. Starnes, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe R. Starnes of
624 S. Wellington.
A son Sherlon Johnson, to Mr.





CABLE CARRIER — Twins
spans of tough submarine ca-
ble (top) lie several miles
apart along the ocean floor to
create the first too-way cable
talking path between the U. S.
and Hawaii. The new com-
munication system was opened







arch, world's largest cableship,
was one of two vessels which
laid the deep-sea sections. The
837.000,000 cable system is
jointly owned by the Long
Lines dept. of American Tele-
phone and Telegraph co., and
the Hawaiian Telephone co.
Cambridge.
son Ronald Sandels, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Sanders of
6C.0 Franklin.
A son, Robert Lee Gillis, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Gillis of 2370
Vandale.
A son, Nartony Bernard Strick-
land, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Strickland of 1333 S. Wellington.
A son, Cid Romeo Coe, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Coe of 696 Polk.
A daughter, Fannie M a e
Golden, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gold-
en of 1382 Ethel.
A daughter, Sheldla Denise Wil-
liams to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Williams of 1106 Tulley. -
A daughter, Cherry Lynn Spen-
cer, to Mr. and Mrs. Devoy Spen-
cer of 368 Crematory.
A daughter, Jo Ann Daniel. to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Daniel of
1297 Adelaide.
A daughter, Shelia Kay Hays-
lett, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Hayslett of 5173 Truse rd.
A son, Affie Dewitt Ervin, to
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ervin of 390
Lauderdale.
October 17, 1957
A son, Kenneth Eugene Reed,
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Reed of
1133 Pearce.
A son, Claude Ivory McIntyre,
to Mr. and Mrs. Claude W. Mc-
Intyre of 3041 Lipford.
A daughter, Cornelia Eddins, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Eddins of
481 Lipford.
A daughter, Lucinda Cole, to
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Cole of
174 Gaston.
A son, Darvoy Wright, to Mr
and Mrs. Jessie Wright of 249 S.,
Butler.
A son, R. D. Jefferson, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Jefferson of
1526 Apple.
A daughter, Carolyn Denise
Dawson, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Dawson of 717 Louisiana.
A daughter, Beverly Ann Ander-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Vertie An-
derson of 384 Scott,
A son, Elizie Kenneth Feltus, to
Mr. and Mrs. Elzie Feltus of 564
Brown.
A son, Mark Anthony Hollow-
ell, to Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hol-
lowell of 736 Wortham.
A son. Sheltie George Jones, IV,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sheltie G. Jones
of 1393 Rayner.
October 18, 1957
A daughter, Chiquita Joyce Da-
vis, to Mr. nd Mrs. Clarence
Davis of 3316 Formosa.
SINFON1ETTA AT LEMOYNE
Saturday, Nov. 2, marks the
beginning of LeMoyue's Fall
cultural series when the Mem-
phis Sinfonictta will be pre-
sented in concert at Bruce
Hall. The "Little Symphony,"
under the direction of Vincent
de Frank will initiate the sea-
son's cultural, presentations
which will include "Romeo and
Juliet" on Feb. 1 and William
Warfield on April 2. Miss
- Marjorie Fulton, violinist, wilt
be the Sinfonietta's guest solo-
ist. Tickets may be purchased
at the college business office




"One day segregation will be as
entirely repudiated as slavery is
now," declared Benjamin Muse,
author, publisher and Virginia af-
fairs columnist for the Washington
Post and Times Herald newspap-
er, at the Hampton Institute pub-
lic meeting on the college campus
last week.
Introduced by Dr. Philip S.
Campbell, chairman of the Social
Science Dept., as a moderate, for
law and order and against rash
and violent acts, Mr. Muse's sub-
ject for the evening was "Desegre-
gation, where do we go from
here?"
He emphasized that Negroes
would have to disprove the deep-
seated belief of innate inferior-
ity held by whites before desegre-
gation will take place in the deep
south.
Mr. Muse state that May 17, 1954
was not' the dawn of a new day.
The Supreme Court decision was
a promise — the sweeping away
of clouds that veiled the princi-
ples upon which our nation was
founded.
"The aftermath of the decision
was disappointment," he said.
"Everyone underestimated the ex-
plosiveness of race prejudice that
followed. Gallup polls indicate an
increasing number of whites in the
deep south believe segregation will
never end."
He expressed deep concern over
the irresponsible leadership in
A&T Announces
Lyceum EventsA daughter, Shelbi Lynn Webb,
I to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Webb of Five presentations have been
t039 McAdoo. scheduled for the winter lyceum
• A son. Charlie Louis Hammond series at A&T college.
The list released this week by
Howard T. Pearsall, chairman of
both, the Music Department and
the Lyceum committee, The en-
gagements include: The Bishops
Company, a drama, troupe which
will present matinee and evening
of 2t;26 Young. performances on Monday, Oct. 21;
A daughter. Cassandra LaFay
Goodall, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
L. Goodall of 2651 Spottswoow.
A son, Anthony Lawrence 
5; The National Grass Roots Op-
, era compsny on Wedresday eve-Armstrong. to Mr. and Mrs. Cal-
yin Armst2ong of 1035 Alaska. nmg, Feb. 5: The Brice Trio,
composed of Carol, contralto; Eu-A son, Horace Anthony Harris,
gene, baritone and Jonathan, allto Mr. and Mrs. James Harris of
607 Handy Mall. natives of nearby Sedalia on Tues-
Twin daughters, Janice Mae and day evening, Feb. 18 and Gala
I Jeanette Levey Patterson. to Mr. Performance, a variety show by
I and Mrs. James A. Patterson of a company of seven, including
1487 E. Waldorf, dancers and singers on Wednes-
day evening, March 26.
All programs are to be present-
ed in the Harrison auditorium.
I jr.. to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hans:
I mond of 1406 Tunica.
I A son, Larry Graham, to Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Graham, of 845
Albert.
A son. Michael Wayne Beason,







A rocking, socking powerhouse
of fantastic talent! '













A son, Rufus Alexander Ross. to
• Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ross of 4806
Dodd rd.
, A daughter, Juanita Wirt, to
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Wirt of 663
Glanker.
/ A daughter, Barbara Kay Been-
er, to Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Deen-
, er of 2425 Eldridge.
I A daughter. Venda Ann Joses,
, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jones
of 160 Reno.
• A daughter, Wanda Gaul Austin
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Austin
If 205 Ayers.
A daughter, Vickie Lynn McKin-
ley, to Mr. and Mrs. John D. Mc-
Kinley of 389 Simpson.
The Don Cossack Chorus and Danc-
ers, which has toured all five con-
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OKs Ike Action
•, WASHINGTON — President El-
I enhower's ordering of federal
I troops into Little Rock has receiv-
ed wide support in the editorial
columns of Catholic newspapers.
The Chief Executive's move to
• enforce a Federal court order to
integrate Little Rock's Central
high school has been appraised
generally by Catholic editors from
New York to California as the
only move left to enforce respect
for federal law.
- -
week at Cotton Plant, Ark.
Mrs. Vein T. Bond attended
their Annual District's Womeers $
ciety of Christian Service and the
District Conference if the North
Little Rock District last week RR
Cotton Plant, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Garth or
!Chicago were recent guest in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Cobb
land Sylvia Inez. Sylvia accompan-
ies her uncle and aunt to Koscius-
ko, Miss., where she is visiting
I her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.Gordon Sallis. Mr. Garth is the
I brother of Mrs. C. T. Cobb.
DEATHS
Mr. J. 0. Clay, prominent busi-
nessman and undertaker, died on
Oct. 16 at the E. H. Crump hos-
pital in Memphis, Tenn.; where he
had been a patient for the past
week following a stroke suffered
here about 10 days ago.
Mr. Clay owned and operated
with hi! wife, Caterine, and broth-
er-in-law, Jesse Jones, the Clay
Funeral home at 608 W. Broadway
for a number of years. Funeral
arrangements are incomplete at
this writing.
Mrs. Jimmie Lee Leak and Ur.
Pete Franklin are recuperating at
their homes from recent illness,

























Bungalow? Mansion? No matter what style
or size home you live in, we have a plan to fit
your needs for conveniently located
phones ... phones in beautiful decorator
colors. Why not call our Business Office today
for details about the plan for you?
See Hew Little It Costs!
Several extra phones, in color,
cost less additional each month than
































































































































Mary Catching sponsor , neral,services were held at Dixie
Queen Drive Sunday Oct.Funeral home and burial was
at Morning Star MB church.' in VFW Cemetery hi Detroit.
I, Ark,
s were Mesdames Ione
Ins of Old St. Paul: Vinnie
s of Steward Temple CME•
ie Thomas of First Baptist;
Louise Scott of Ebenezer; Ruby,
Holmes of St. John; and Ophelia
Henry of Morning Star. Rev. C.
Bolden is pastor.
Rev. J. W. Fairman, pastor of
New St. Paul MB church on S.
ath at., celebrated his fourth an-
ersary Sunday, Oct. 13. Visit-
id.; churches were Pilgrim Rest,
Beautiful Zion, Old St. Paul of
W. Memphis, and Pleasant Green
Of Memphis. Rev. Roberson was
he speaker.
CRY CLARENCE PURDY
The New Mt. Zion Ma church
on N. 9th at., celebrated Home-
coming day on Oct. 25. Rev. W.
E. Battle delivered the home
coming sermon. Visiting churches
/invited were First Baptist of Ed-
ondson, Ark.; Greeo Hill; Ephe•
an; Old St. Paul and Pleasant
ill. Rev. C. E. Cooper delivered
e sermon. The 8 p. m. talent
rinfram was sponsored by Sister
ownes. •
. Mrs. Irene Leg, Mrs. Charlie
Mae Lee of West Memhis and
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Purdy of Mem-
phis, attended funeral services of
their brother, Clarence Purdy of
Detroit. James Wallace, nephew ,
of Mr. Purdy, accompanied the
group. Survivors include a wife,.
Mrs. Ruby Purdy, a daughter.
Gail; and other relatives. He was
the son of the late Mrs. Rosie
.urdy and nephew of the latelex Seals of W. Memphis. Fu-,
Bro. James Hightower, sr., of
900 S. 17th has returned from
Crittenden Memorial hospital, He
is a member of the Church of GO('
in Christ on S. 15th st. Elder F.
Smith is pastor.
AROUND AND ABOUT
Mr, and Mrs. J. B. Rodgers of
1808 Madison had as guests Mr.
Rodgers' mother, Mrs. Willie Bell
Smith of Cleveland and Mr. and
Mrs. John Lewis of Cleveland.
Miss Mary Frances Rayner of
309 N. 11th St., 'nits returned home
Irons Chicago where she 'visited
friends. She is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rayner.
Miss Harriette Williams of 310,
N. 13th at.. is spending her va-
cation in Chicago where she is,
the houseguest of her sster and
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. B. T.
Harris.
OHIOANS VISIT
Mr. and Mrs. John Lewis Wash-
ington and Mrs. Willie Bell Smith
of Cleveland were the guests of
their relatives here, the David
Washingtons, Miss Virglee Wash-
ington, Leroy Prince and Mrs. Vi-
ola Washington Willis. ,
Miss Henrietta Vance has re-
turned home from Chicago. Shej
is now residing with her grand-;
mother, Mrs. Fletcher, on S. 18th
St.
Mrs. Mary Catching of 115 S.
12th at., had as week end guest
Mr. lodgers from Los Angeles.
Mrs. Izola Reed of 126 S. 13th
at.. Morning Star MB church pi-I
anist, has returned from her ya-t
cationing in Chicago where she
was guest of relatives and friends.
S.U.N. Gift Helps Aged
Get Oft-Needed Counsel
By MRS. R. Q. VENSON rineop
As a member of the Advisory:
mmittee of Family Service for,
veral years, I have a deep and ,
rvices that this Red Feather
gene), is offering to the steadi-
increasing population of older
le. There, family counselors
elp people cope with the conflicts
d changes that life brings with
kdded years.
, Many people feel that a sub-
sistance check is the only thing
needed to satisfy the aged. Often
the need is far from anything so
tangible as a check; the need is
illtither a deep-seated fear of beingnwanted, a fear of losing one's
status quo, a fear of loneliness
If placed in a new environment
or many other varied and sundry
fears.
Thus, the need for family serv-
ice may be in my home or it
away be in yours. These fears are
no respeetors of persons, they
may exist in either the richest
or the poorest homes.
MOM WON'T UNDERSTAND
The trained staff at Family
Service is prepared to handle each
case confidentially, giving special














Mr. Nichols, A Veteran
Salesman of the
MID-SOUTH
Invites his many friends and
customers to visit him at the
540 So. Third
DEALERSHIP




ticular need or sensitivity. Even
the smallest detail is thoroughly
analyzed — as this may be the
core of this fear. The aged can
be happy if an understanding can
be reached among those involved.
Among the difficult relationships
between an older parent and their
grown-up children is that of a
school teacher in our city, wham
I shall call Miss X. Miss X. sought
the advice of the Family Service
counselor at the agency's office,
161 Jefferson ave. Her problem is
"What can Ido to help my moth-
er realize the physical angers
connected with living along while
I am away at work? My mother
is blessed to have all but one of
her children live in the same city
with her. She is devoted to all
of us and awaits the daily chats
with her children. Each of the
daughters is willing and anxious
to have her come and live with
theist in order to lessen the dang-
ers which accompany her sporadic
illnesses which often come with a
minimum of warnings." And Miss
X. continues, "Often she is all
alone . . . the bedrooms are all
upstairs . . and this only multi.
plies the dangers. This we all
attempt to point out to her tact-
fully . . yet she prefers to live
with me because of all the free-
doms which go with living here.
In fact and in spite of my being
the breadwinner, she is made
to feel that I am living with her.
she is the boss , . . and she will
change. When she is ill, and that
is becomeing more and more often,
it works a hardship on all con.
cerned.
Isn't there some way of making
her realize that it would best for
her to live with one of the other
sisters without making her feel
that theyare burdened by the in-
conveniences when she is ill or
that'I am tired and unwilling to
share the apartment with her
S. U. N. MAKES POSSIBLE
Miss X. has taken the first step
toward understanding and solution
of her problem. She will be greet.





An evening of songs and expres-
sions was held Oct. 10 at Lauder
dale County High school, Mrs. I.
0. Halliburton, Educational chair-
man of state choirs and Mrs, Ju-
ha Barbee were chairmen.
Funderal services were held Oct
17 for Mrs. Hester Burns at
Miles Chapel CME church. Re,,
B. F. Harris is pastor. She is sur-
vived by three daughters, a son,
and other relatives.
Last rites for Dorsey Johnson
were held Oct, 17 at St. Matthew
Baptist church.
One of the area's leading minis-
ters, Rev, Oscar Johnson, died
recently and funeral services were
held Oct. 17 in Blytheville, Ark
W. H. BREWSTER AMONG
LEADERS who met in Phila-
delphia to confer on a unified
plan for National Baptist Con.
vention boards among other
things. Dr. Joseph H. Jackson
(seated center,) president of
the National Baptist Conven-
tion, USA, Inc., Is shown
with other convention leaders
Group includes, seated, left to
eight: H. .1. Trepp, L. H. Sul.
liven, J. Luke Jones, R. A.
Cromwell, M. L. Gayton, L. G.
'air, Miss Primrose Funches
ir. Jackson, D. W. Hoggard,
T.
R. L. Thomas, H. T. McCreary
Arthur R. Jones, and R. C.
Lamb. Standing, came order:
Turner, Jr., 0. L. Sherrill, C.
C. Adams, T. S. Herten 91.
Kirby, Rev.. Brewster, pastor
of E. Trigg Baptist church
and M. C. Cleveland.
J. Jemison, t.. 001110,
300 AME Clerics Seek
Special Meet On Nichols
CINCINNATI. Ohio — A resolution endorsed by I
approximately 300 AME ministers has called for the
Bishops' Council of the church to hold an extra session '
of the General Conference to consider the controversial
Bishop D. Ward Nichols case.
The session would:
(1) Review the right of the Ju
dicial Council to reverse the ac-
tion of the Committee of Trial in
the case of Bishop D. Ward Nich-
office,.her own mind will be eased
as she talks in a friendly atmos-
phere with the skilled caseworker.
at Family Service, whose ultimate
aim is "Happiness and Security
in the Home,"
We do not know what the final
decision Miss X. will find is best
for her and her mother, hut she is
being helped to work out a so-
lution that is better for them both.
With misery and unhappiness in so
many of our families, we can
be very glad that there are agen-
cies like 'Family Service to help
people find their own way to hap-
pier living.
Your gift to the Shelby United
Neighbors Drive naw in progress
makes possible this service to
Memphis sand Shelby County fami-
lies.
ols;
(2) Review the conduct of the
Judicial Council during its recent
BISHOP NICHOLS
STRANGE CASE of the Cos-
mic Rays third program in
Bell Telephone System science
series, will be presented ever
the NBC television net work on
Friday, Oct. 25. It can be seen
here over WMC.TV at 7 p. m..
Roy Freeman, manager of
Southern Bell, said last week.
It tells the story of the chain
of investigations that led to
the identification of one of na-
ture's most baffling phenom-
ena — cosmic rays. Richard
Carlson and Dr. Frank Bay.




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
ThI4 Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage! Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are year
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, On the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure
,o look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 cm. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure




CRESTVIEW, Fla. — tANP) —
all-white Crestview High school op Democracy SpeakerA 
purported threat to integrate the
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D. C. Trip Prize For
The annual Junior. Chambers of
Commerce-sponsored "I Speak fur
Democracy.' contest is underway.
High school students in grades,
10-12 in any of the city and coun-i
ty's public or parochial high
schools are eligible. The contest-
ant is required to write and re-
cord a speech of at least three
minutes and not exceeding five,
to be judged by a fivementher
said he PM Carney. However, :701. panel'
W. S. Evans, chief public horma-
lion officer at Elgin, denied that
any such Negro officer was sta-
tioned at Elgin.
According to police, the caller
said: "We are going to integrate
Crestview High school Wo are ex
pecting protection,
meeting in Cleveland. Ohio, at
which time it reversed the guilty
verdict against Bishop Nichols,
and;
(3) Regulate receipts of the
church general budget moneys and
adjust the delegate quota to the,
General Conference.
The resolution was presented
to the Bishop's Council of the
church when it met here recently.
The 300 ministers held their meet-
ing at the Jones Tabernacle A.
M. E. church.
The resolution was received by
the Council and n committee of
three Bishops was named to con-
sider the possibility of calling the
extra session how it is to be fi-
nanced and the site of the confer.
ence if it is to be called.
The committee was Instructed
to report back to the Bishop's
here by an unidentified Negro
caller last weA was described as
a hoax by the Crestview police de-
partment.
However, the caller, identified
only as a Major Carney stationed
at nearby Elgin air force base,
succeeded in creating tension, as
an estimated 100 whites massed
in front ai the school after the inte-
gration threat was disc/nee:.
The call was made t) the po-
lice department by the. ,,an
Slate Chamber
Meet Oct. 25
A spet..al meeting of the Niem•
The contest closes on Nov. 8.
with the winners on the city-coun-' SPECIAL OFFER!
ty level going to state competition
the state winner going to Wash.
ington for a try at the National
title in February.
Local winners front each com-
munity will be chosen; awards,
have not been announced on this!
level. The tops in Tennessee will;
win a Voice of Democracy trophy,1
a framed record of his winning
speezh, and an expense paid trip
to Washington for a crack at the
National honor.
There will be four winners On
the National level, each receiving
a S500 scholarship and a gold-fram-
ed record of his speech.
Inttrested students may eon-
Let their speech instructors.
James R. Hall and Samul Peace
are co-chairmen of the contest.
Committee members are Elmer
Henderson, Robert I,. Sellers, Eir
gene Brayon and Wayne Eldred.
phis Chamber 0., c-,„ioate..ee samaritans Have
been called for Friday. OM.. 25
at 8 p, m, in Universal's recrea-
tional hall at Linden and Welling-
ton eta.
According to President Wit.
ham F. (Bill) Nabors, the purpose
of the meeting is to discuss ways
and means of building a larger
and more serviceable Chamber of
Commerce.
All business operators are in-
vited to attend and share in this
FaskiOn Revue
Disc jockey Rufus Thbmas was
the feature of the Good Sam ritan
club's Annual Fashion show.
Held at Curries ChM Tropicanna
on Oct. 13, the annual revue was
narrated by Mrs. Cornelia Cren-
shaw and marked the return of
"The Two country Women,"
played by Mrs. M. Hassell and
discussion. 
Mrs. II. Franklin.
Ben Gunter escorted the models.
Mrs. Mai Hassell is president; Mrs
Mary Louise Chandler is reporter.
porter.
Council in St. Louis, Mo., on De-
cember 6, during the annual meet-
ing of the National Council of
Churches.
The prevailing attitude among
the ministers present at the Cin-
cinnati meeting was that there is
growing concern within the church
that immediate action must be
taken to protect the gains made
under the new legislation passed
at the Miami General Conference.
Many of the ministers felt that
a complete clarification of the
Judicial Council's action in over-
ruling the findings of the Com-
mittee of Trial in the Bishop D.
Ward Nichols trial is necessary.
Because of this the ministers
said that the church should use
all legitimate means to bring about
the calling of an extra session.
Toledo Solon
Wins Victory
TOLEDO, Chic — (ANP) —Coun-
cilman James B. Simmons, Jr.,
won renomination for a sixth term
in City Council in the prelimi-
nary voting last week.
The 59-year-old Simmons will
be among the 18 candidates who
will seek the nine Council seats
in the runoff voting Nov. 5.
A Democrat, Simmons finished
fourth in the voting. A total of
19,068 cast their ballots for him
among the 35,000 total voters.
Douche Kit
for just 500 and front
panel of "Lysol" carton
"Tinykit" is so tiny—it tucks
away in a travel bag/
It contains a latex douche bag
vtith a imale designed exactly as
approved by doctors for douch-
ing. Phis a waterproof case.
Its yours from "Lysol"—for lust
500 and the front panel of a
"Lysol" carton.




ly in your douche,




Box Ill!. Akron B. Ohio
Please send .Tinykil" in plain wrap-
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DYER, TENNESSEE
First we would like to express
our appreciation to Mrs. Alice
Hooker for carrying on for us
while we were away.
Those persons attending the
West Tennessee Annual Confer-
ence on Saturday, Youth Day,
were Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ball, R.
L. Radford, Misses Jerry Alfreda
Wynn, Marion Patterson, Patricia
Wells and Willie Lewis Wynn. Jer-
ry and Willie Louis were partici-
pants on the youth program and
Patricia served as a hostess dur-
ing the Social hour.
Weekend visitori, of Mrs. Clara
West include Mr, and Mrs. Scott
and daughters Brenda and Char-
lene, of Atlantic City, N. J., Mr.
Charles S. West, discharged from
the Air Force at Armarillo. Tex.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West
of Memphis.
Mrs. Carrie Harris and Mrs.
Elizabeth Holland attended t h e
Haywood County fair in Browns-
ville last Saturday.
Clovis T. Jimmerson was a
week end guest of Johnnie Jami-
son.
ORDAINED ELDER
' People around here are happy to
know that Mrs. L. M. Ewell, form-
erly of Dyer, was ordained El-
der in the West Tennessee Annual
conference.
' Mesdames Lucy Overall, Farrah
two stepdaughters, Mrs. Sallie
Mae Carr, mother, of Tenton and
M. Scott (Hickum) Coleman, of
Jackson, Mich., were Sunday
guests of Miss Eva Babee.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester BiSaant
and Mr. and Mrs. Johsaie Jami-
son and daughoar John Etta,
visited Rev. and Mrs. Joe Miller
in amboldt on Tuesday night
last.
TB Will Strike Almost
Million, Report Says
NEW YORK — Two and three-
quarters million cases of tubercu-
losis will develop among people al-
ready infected with the tuberculos-
is germ but not yet ill.
' This prediction is made In the
Annual Report of the National Tu-
berculosis Association for the fis.
cal year April I, 1956, to March 31
1957, released by James E. Per-
kins, 1M. D., managing director of
the NTA.
' In discussing today's tuberculos•
Is problem, the report brought out
that 55,000,000 people are infected
with the tubercle bacillus, accord-
ing to estimates based on skin sen-
sitivity tests, and the statistical
odds are that approximately five
percent of these, or 2,750.000 Peo-
ple, will break down with active
tuberculosis during their lifetimes
If the development of active dis-
ease among the infected continues
at the present rate.
BCG NOT USEFUL
The report brings out that BCG,
the most widely accepted vaccing
against tuberculosis, cannot be
employed to prevent these cases
of tuberculosis because BCG is not
given to people already infected
with the tuberculosis germ. The
report reiterates the recommenda-
tions of the NTA's medical sec-
tion, the American Trudeau Socie-
ty, that BCG be given to people
not yet infected who are exposed
to tuberculosis to an extraordinary
degree, and emphasizes the impor.
tance of further research in the
field of immunity to tuberculosis.
The report points out that dra-
matic advances have been made in
the treatment of tuberculosis in
recent years, but with progress
have come new problems which
must he overcome before the goal
of tuberculosis eradication can be
attained.
The three parts of the eradica-
tion program, according to the re-
port, can be boiled down to finding
the case of tuberculosis, caring for
the patient, and increasing man's
resistance to tuberculosis.
RESEARCH MUST CONTINUE
"And if we are to achieve our
goal as rapidly as possible." stated
Dr. Perkins, "it is necessary for
us to sharpen our tools, such as
medical and social research, edu-
cation of the public and of profes-
sional personnel, and establish-
ment of needed government serv-
ices in the public health and wel-
fare fields — and use these tools
wisely."
The financial statement included
in the report shows that the total
raised by the NTA's affiliated asso-
ciations throughout the U nited
States in the 1956 Christmas Seal
Sale was 526.310,35. Of this sum,
94 percent was retained by the
state and local associations to sup-
port their tuberculosis control pro-
grams and 6 percent or $1,578,623
was allocated to the NTA.
(This sum will be used to sup-
port the NTA's activities for the
fiscal year which began April 1,
1957. The budget for the year cov-
ered by the present Annual Report
was derived from 6 percent of the




HOUSTON, Tex. — (INS) —
Federal District Judge Ben Con-
nelly ordered Houston schools inte-
grated "with all deliberate speed."
Connelly handed down his de-
cision on a suit brought three
months ago by two Negro girls
who had been refused admission
to Houston public grade schools
in September, 1156,
Mrs. Frank Dyer, president of
the Houston school hoards-was not
disturbed by the ruling. S'neasaid:
"The decision shows an under-
standing of our problems."
Pile, Mary Lou Moore, Misses A.
Jamison and John Etta Jamison
returned from Memphis Sunday
night where all the adults named
were delegates. Mrs. Farrah !vie
was named as an alternate dele-
gate to the General conference to
be held in Detroit in May. Miss
Dorothy Wynn has returned to
Gary, Ind., where she is to work.
Many persons are attending the
West Tenn. Synod and Senior and
Junior Missionary meeting at the
C. P. church this week. We will
have details of that meeting next
week.
BEADS EDUCATION BOARD
Prof. W. L. Burnett was elect-
ed president of the West Ten-
nessee Conference Board of Chris.
tan Education last week. Miss Rose
Mary Rogers is the assistant sec-
retary. Willie Lewis Wynn was yhiCA
elected vice president of the Youth Sets Date ForCouncil at the conference.
GetdAcquamted N ite
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Carr and •
KEY TO SITUATION, In this
instance 1957 Star Chief Pon
(jar, is being handed to its
new owners, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Moons by Lawrence Mason,
(second from right) business
manager of Club Quo Vadis
who gave car away. The Mot,
rises were holders of lucky tic-
kets in the organization's Good-
will Orphanage Benefit Bazaar
held recently- at Washington
Park. Others are, front, left to
right; Edward Driver, Quo Va-
dis member; the Morrises; Mr.
Mason, and Rufus Jones, mem-
ber. Rear of car, same order:
members David Sargent, Toni.
mie Wilson, and Coddie Jack.
son. Members not present in.
elude B. 'I'. James, president,
S. Chambers, T. 'King, C. Eng-
leberg, J. C. Haywood H.






Comes that wonderful moment of
the day .hen you . relax. You're
at ease! That's the tune for Bourbon
de Luxe. Yea, relax de luxe ...
may Bourbon de !Mr.
KorrucKrs BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
THE BOURSOR DE LUXE COMPANY, DIVISION Of NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
CORPORATION. LOUISVILLE, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
—II PROOF
The Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
is planning through its member-
aiip committee a Get-Acquainted
party Monday, Oct. 28 at 7 p. m.
at the Association building, 254 S.
Lauderdale.
Project chairman, J. H. Ro-
land states that the party is for
the gathering of the entire mem-
bership of the branch.
The program for the evening
will consist of fellowship songs, ta-
ble games and other light com-
petitive games for prizes. Mr. Rc•
land announces.
BRING GUESTS
A card invitation is being sent
to each adult member who is urg-
ed to attend and bring along the
wife or husband; unmarried men
are asked to bring their dates.
Industry Weather
Effects Analyzed
BOSTON — What can busine;s
and industry expect from the me-
terologist in short and long-range
forecasting and weather control?
Weather effects in U. S. indus-
trial operations will be sharply
analyzed by business leaders and
meterology experts in Hartford,
Conn., Oct. 28-29.
Under-Secretary of Commerc
Louis B• Rothschild and Joseph B.
Burns, president of the National
Business Aircraft association, will
be guest speakers. The occasion is
the First Hartford Chamber of
Commerce and the American Me•
teorolical Society.
This project is a phase of the
membership committee's func-
tions concerned, among its pro-
gram features, with having the
YMCA membership become bet-
ter acquainted with each other
ad the program of the branch.
Other members of the committee
are Floyd Newman, B. L. Wat-
son, J. A. Farmer, Clinton Jones,
leenious Jones, Mesdames Ella
Mae Shelby, L. McClain, H. F.




WASHINGTON — Top Demo.
cratic leaders said Sunday they
would back civil rights to the
full even if it leads to a third
party in the South.
The Democratic National Advis-
ory Council, meeting here, reit-
erated a recant statement by
Democratic Chairman Paul But-
ler that the party would never
again back down on civil rights.
The Council also reaffirmed a
Sept. 15 declaration criticizing
President Eisenhower for a lack
of leadership in Little Rock and
for failing to appoint the recently
authorized civil rights commis-
sion.
The lone dissenting vote on the
civil rights statement was report-
ed to have been cast by Mrs.
Benjamin B. Everett, national
committeewoman from North
The address by the Congress-
man will climax a two-day meet-
ing of voter-registration leaders




One hundred twenty-three world
leaders today called for an interna-
tional protest against the Union
of South Africa's apartheid poli-
cy.
Representing 38 nations from
every continent, the leaders sign-
ed a Declaration of Conscience ap-
pealing to the peoples of the Free
World to participate in a Day of
Protest against South Africa's
racism, on Human Rights day,
Dec. 10, 1957.
/The Declaration of Conscience In-
ternational Committee is headed
by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
National Chairman for the United
States is The Very Rev- James A.
Pike with Rev. Martin Luther




The American Cancer Society
installed Sam H. Youngblood of
Nashville as its president of the
Tennessee division for 1957-58 Oct.
11 at its annual meeting in Nash-
ville.
The new leader has been active
for several years in cancer work
and has just completed serving
as vice president of the state can-
cer organization. He is Tenn.
vice president and general man-
ager for Southern Bell Telephone
Co.
Other cancer leaders installed
for the new year by retiring presi-
dent, Dr. James L. Fowle of Chat-
tanooga, are Dr. Walter Haakins
of Johnson City, vice president;
P. D. Boardman of Columbia, vice
president; Mrs. Homer Rainey of
Brownsville, vice president; Mrs.
Ernest. Jones, jr., of Nashville,
secretary; H. C. Buquo of Nash-
ville, treasurer; and Dr. Fowle
who was installed as lay dele-
gate to the American Cancer So-
iely.
man.
Among those prominent world
citizens signing the Declaration are
Walter Reuther, John Gunther,
Pablo Casals, Bertrand Russell,
Arnold Toynbee,'Alan Paton, Bru-
no Walter, Trygve Lie Herbert
H. Lehman, Lard Boyd Orr, Andre
Maurois, Adullahi Issa, Daniel
Maper Salvador Ile Madariaga,
Also Albert Gainza Paz, Igna-
zino Silone, Martin Niemoller,
Archbishop Michael, Mosabiltro Su-
zuki, Abdqjlah Khalil, Tom Mbo-
ya, C,G. Jung, Arne Geijer, Ern-
est Jones, U.N. Dhebar, Alexander
Kerensky, Erich Fromm, Martin
Buber, G. D. Birla and John
M. Chang, The Declaration was




An anticipated crowd of 5,000 The Coordinating Association for
persons is expected to hear Con- Registration and Voting has been
gressman Charles C. Diggs when in existence since 1950 and has
he speaks Sunday, Oct. 27 at the
Sixteenth Street Baptist church in constantly kept before the people
Birmingham, Ala., W. C. Patton, of the statet heir civic responsibili-
president, Alabama State Coordi- tY of registering and voting.
nating Association For Registrations-For sometime now the associa-
and Voting, said this week. lion campaign in Birmingham
tion has coordinated a registra-
(Jefferson County) and other cities
with telling results.
In addition to the registration
opening of a fall campaign to spur program, a campaign to get per.
Negroes over the state to register, sons obligated to pay poll tax and
pay their poll tax and get out to do so before the deadline, Feb.
Carolina. • vote during the coming elections. 1, 1958.
RUBIN PERRY. DO SOL-
EMNLY SWEAR . . was
beard by Tennessee Stan- uni-
versity's student body as the
President of the student Coun-
cil for 1937 was formally in-
augurated last week. Son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry,
Madison, Ill., Rubin Perry (I)
is a senior psychology major,
member of the "Tiger- bas-
ket bailers and a cadet major
in the University's AFROTC
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA 4-5557
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO
As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
unit, President W. S. Davis,
(center) witnessed the solemn
occasion as Ira Dell Thomp-
son (right) of Cleveland, Miss.,
vice president of the senior





Full Size 36"-Oven Control
PILOT LIGHT
'Installed and Serviced
ay Us For One Full Year
\ PPLIANCES, INC
'60 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Pork Aya.-FA. 34507





The atniosphere around Melrose
this week is filled with grace and
charm exercised by our newly
elected queen and her lovely at-
tendants.
Miss Melrose for 1957 is Miss
Gwendolyn Manning, daughter of
GWENDOLYN MANNING'S
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rosser of
2372 Cable.
Noted for her friendly ways and
charming personality, Miss Man-
nings has been the center of
many festivities last week.
ATTENDANTS CHOSEN
Tuesday, Oct. 15, a pre-corona-
tion ball was held and Thursday
morning the Coronation ceremony
was held, an occasion of great
beauty.
Gracing the queens court were
these student body selections tor
attendants: Miss Delores Prim
junior, escorted by Jimmy Glover,
Dorothy Burnett, sophomore, es-
corted by Charles Banks; Miss
Mamie Shields freshman, escorted
by Tyronza Richmond; and Miss
Jackie Joy, senior, escorted by
James Westbrook.
Climaxing the activities was
the Homecoming parade and game
Thursday night.
For these outstanding spectacles,
we here at Melrose thank the plan
fling committee Mrs. Glodys
Sharp, chairman; co-workers Miss
Rienee Askew, Mrs. Ruthie Strong
Miss Doretha Edwards, Miss John:-
netta Thomas, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Da-




Panel Sees New Era' 4
In Birth Control
A variety of effective new con-
traceptives is emerging to revo-
lutionize family planning practices
throughout the world, a panel of
experts announced last Tuesday.
The ultimate form of birth con-
trol — a contraceptive pill — was
discussed, but it was agreed that
current studies are too new to be
completely evaluated.
Dr. Alan F. Guttmacher, director
of obstetrics and gynecology at
New York's Mt. Sinai hospital,
perimental stage Into wide clinical
use.
The reports were made at a sym-
posium at the 37th annual meeting
of the Planned Parenthood Federa-
tion of America, at the Hotel
Roosevelt. Thirty-seven doctors,
ministers, social scientists and edu-
cators participated in the all-day
panel discussion.
"We are on the threshhold of
a new era in birth control," Dr.
and chairman of the panel, re- Guttmacher told a press confer-
vealed preliminary medical re- ence following the meeting. "While
it is not certain that any of the
currently new methods will prove
to be the ideal answer, there is
no question that they represent a
bold step in the right direction.
ports on tests of four new birth
control methods. It was agreed
that some of the simpler methods
are about to move from the ex-
Representatives from all over voting.
Alabama's 67 Counties are expect- The 2-day meeting will include
ed to attend this two-day meeting workshops, clinics, audio-visual
which will be devoted entirely to aids as a stimulant to getting peo-




"Current research will produ
a variety of simple methods from,,
which couples may choose, Dr.
Guttmacher confined, "some of
them are already available."
SI
Plan eats 'n' treats and
LOTS OF COKE!
The Halloween party is in full swing! There's a stack of records,
a big stock of snacks, and Coke, Coke and more Coke.., ice-cold! Yes, thecrowd sure goes for the good taste of Coca-Cola ... especially at a party.So better check the supply on hand, better stock up on Coke today.'Y..' • • MM.. ••••• 
41110.04.• ••••••••
KING SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.
i; •
tweler asenspeay el The Coe.-Coto Company by
